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Abstract
Paraphrasing methods recognize, generate, or extract phrases, sentences, or longer natural language expressions that convey almost the same information. Textual entailment
methods, on the other hand, recognize, generate, or extract pairs of natural language
expressions, such that a human who reads (and trusts) the first element of a pair would
most likely infer that the other element is also true. Paraphrasing can be seen as bidirectional textual entailment and methods from the two areas are often very similar. Both
kinds of methods are useful, at least in principle, in a wide range of natural language
processing applications, including question answering, summarization, text generation,
and machine translation.
In this thesis, we focus on paraphrase and textual entailment recognition, as well
as paraphrase generation. We propose three paraphrase and textual entailment recognition methods, experimentally evaluated on existing benchmarks. The key idea is that
by capturing similarities at various abstractions of the inputs, we can recognize paraphrases and textual entailment reasonably well. Additionally, we exploit WordNet and
use features that operate on the syntactic level of the language expressions. The best
of our three recognition methods achieves state of the art results on the widely used
MSR

paraphrasing corpus, but the simplest of our methods is also a very competitive

baseline. On textual entailment datasets, our methods achieve worse results. Nevertheless, they perform reasonably well, despite being simpler than several other proposed
methods; therefore, they can be considered as competitive baselines for future work.

ii

ABSTRACT

iii

On the generation side, we propose a novel approach to paraphrasing sentences
that produces candidate paraphrases by applying paraphrasing rules and then ranks the
candidates. Furthermore, we propose a new methodology to evaluate the ranking components of generate-and-rank paraphrase generators. A new paraphrasing dataset was
also created for evaluations of this kind, which was then used to show that the performance of our method’s ranker improves when features from our paraphrase recognizer
are also included. Furthermore, we show that our method compares well against a state
of the art paraphrase generator, and we present evidence that our method might benefit
from additional training data. Finally, we present three in vitro studies of how paraphrase generation can be used in question answering, natural language generation, and
Web advertisements.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Paraphrasing and textual entailment

In recent years, significant effort has been devoted to research on paraphrasing and
textual entailment (Androutsopoulos and Malakasiotis, 2010; Madnani and Dorr, 2010).
Paraphrasing methods recognize, generate, or extract (e.g., from corpora) paraphrases,
meaning phrases, sentences, or longer texts that convey the same, or almost the same
information. For example, (1.1)–(1.3) are paraphrases.
(1.1) Leo Tolstoy wrote “War and Peace”.
(1.2) “War and Piece” was written by Leo Tolstoy.
(1.3) Leo Tolstoy is the writer of “War and Peace”.

Paraphrasing methods may also operate on templates of natural language expressions,
like (1.4)–(1.6), where the slots X and Y can be filled in with arbitrary phrases; e.g.,
X = “Jules Verne” and Y = “Around the World in Eighty Days”.
(1.4) X wrote Y .
(1.5) Y was written by X.
(1.6) X is the writer of Y .

1
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Textual entailment methods, on the other hand, recognize, generate, or extract pairs
hT, Hi of natural language expressions, such that a human who reads (and trusts) T
would infer that H is most likely also true (Dagan et al., 2006). For example, (1.7)
textually entails (1.8), but (1.9) does not textually entail (1.10).1
(1.7) The drugs that slow down Alzheimer’s disease work best the earlier you administer them.
(1.8) Alzheimer’s disease can be slowed down using drugs.
(1.9) Drew Walker, Tayside’s public health director, said: “It is important to stress that this is
not a confirmed case of rabies.”
(1.10) A case of rabies was confirmed.

As in paraphrasing, textual entailment methods may also operate on templates.
The natural language expressions that paraphrasing and textual entailment methods
consider are not always statements. In fact, many of these methods were developed
having question answering (QA) systems in mind. In QA systems for document collections (Voorhees, 2001; Pasca, 2003; Harabagiu and Moldovan, 2003; Mollá and Vicedo,
2007), a question may be phrased differently than in a document that contains the answer, and taking such variations into account can improve system performance significantly (Harabagiu et al., 2003; Duboue and Chu-Carroll, 2006; Harabagiu and Hickl,
2006; Riezler et al., 2007; Moldovan and Rus, 2001; Duclaye et al., 2003; Tomuro,
2003). Paraphrasing and textual entailment methods are also useful in several other
natural language processing applications, including for example text summarization
(Mani, 2001; Hovy, 2003), especially multi-document summarization (Barzilay and
McKeown, 2005), sentence compression (Knight and Marcu, 2002; McDonald, 2006;
Cohn and Lapata, 2008; Clarke and Lapata, 2008a; Cohn and Lapata, 2009; Zhao et al.,
2009a; Galanis and Androutsopoulos, 2010), information extraction systems (Muslea,
1999; Shinyama and Sekine, 2003; Grishman, 2003; Moens, 2006), machine translation
(Lepage and Denoual, 2005; Zhang and Yamamoto, 2005; Callison-Burch et al., 2006a;
1 Simplified

examples from RTE-2 (Bar-Haim et al., 2006).
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Zhou et al., 2006a; Kauchak and Barzilay, 2006; Madnani et al., 2007; Marton et al.,
2009; Mirkin et al., 2009b; Padó et al., 2009), and natural language generation (Reiter and Dale, 2000; Bateman and Zock, 2003; Power and Scott, 2005). Among other
possible applications, paraphrasing and textual entailment methods can be employed to
simplify texts (Elhadad and Sutaria, 2007; Deléger and Zweigenbaum, 2009), and to
automatically score student answers (Nielsen et al., 2009).

1.2

Contribution of this thesis

In this thesis, we first conduct an extensive survey of the already vast literature on paraphrasing and textual entailment. We then focus on paraphrase and textual entailment
recognition, as well as on paraphrase generation.

1.2.1

Extensive survey and classification of previous methods

Although the field of paraphrasing and textual entailment has only recently become
a popular research topic, there is already a vast literature on the subject. There have
been six workshops on paraphrasing and/or textual entailment (Sato and Nakagawa,
2001; Inui and Hermjakob, 2003; Dolan and Dagan, 2005; Drass and Yamamoto, 2005;
Sekine et al., 2007; Callison-Burch et al., 2009). The Recognizing Textual Entailment
(RTE) challenges (Dagan et al., 2006; Bar-Haim et al., 2006; Giampiccolo et al., 2007;
Giampiccolo et al., 2008), currently in their sixth year, provide additional significant
thrust. A special issue on textual entailment was also recently published (Dagan et al.,
2009), and there are hundreds of directly relevant papers in conference proceedings.
Apart from distilling the key ideas of the existing literature, the survey of this thesis
contributes a classification of relevant work along different dimensions. For example,
we classify previous methods not only considering whether they pertain to paraphrasing or textual entailment, but also by considering whether they perform, recognition,
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generation, or extraction, a distinction that was not clear in previous published work.
The main input to a paraphrase or textual entailment recognizer is a pair of language
expressions (or templates), possibly in particular contexts. The output is a judgement,
possibly probabilistic, indicating whether or not the members of the input pair are paraphrases or a correct textual entailment pair; the judgements must agree as much as
possible with those of humans. On the other hand, the main input to a paraphrase or
textual entailment generator is a single language expression (or template) at a time,
possibly in a particular context. The output is a set of paraphrases of the input, or a set
of language expressions that entail or are entailed by the input; the output set must be
as large as possible, but including as few errors as possible. In contrast, no particular
language expressions or templates are provided to a paraphrase or textual entailment
extractor. The main input in this case is a corpus, for example a monolingual corpus of
parallel or comparable texts, such as different English translations of the same French
novel, or clusters of multiple monolingual news articles, with the articles in each cluster
reporting the same event. The system outputs pairs of paraphrases (possibly templates),
or pairs of language expressions (or templates) that constitute correct textual entailment
pairs, based on the evidence of the corpus; the goal is again to produce as many output
pairs as possible, with as few errors as possible.

1.2.2

Paraphrase and textual entailment recognition

We propose three new paraphrase and textual entailment recognition methods (INIT,
INIT + WN , INIT + WN + DEP ), which we have experimentally evaluated on existing bench-

mark datasets.
The main idea underlying

INIT

is that by capturing similarities at various abstrac-

tions of the inputs (e.g., at the surface, syntactic, and semantic level) and by using state
of the art supervised machine learning algorithms, we can recognize paraphrases and
textual entailment reasonably well. Additionally, INIT uses novel partial similarity fea-

CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION
tures that improve its performance.
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INIT + WN

to capture synonymy relations, while

also exploits WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998)

INIT + WN + DEP

syntactic level of the language expressions. Overall,
accuracy results reported so far on the widely used

adds features that operate on the
INIT + WN + DEP

MSR

achieves the best

paraphrasing corpus. Despite

its simplicity, INIT is also very competitive; hence, it can be used in languages for which
reliable large-scale thesauri and parsers are difficult to obtain, Greek being an example.
On the textual entailment datasets (from
compared to the results on the

MSR

RTE ),

our methods achieve worse results

corpus and compared to other previous textual

entailment methods. Nevertheless, our methods perform reasonably well against several
other more complicated RTE methods and, therefore, can be considered as competitive
baselines for future work.

1.2.3

Paraphrase generation

We also propose a novel approach to paraphrasing sentences that produces candidate
paraphrases by applying existing paraphrasing rules (extracted from corpora) and then
ranks (or classifies) the candidates. Furthermore, we propose a new methodology to
evaluate the ranking components of generate-and-rank paraphrase generators, which
evaluates them across different combinations of weights for grammaticality, meaning
preservation, and diversity. A new dataset for evaluations of this kind was also constructed during the work of this thesis, and is publicly available.
By using the dataset and the proposed evaluation methodology, we show that the
performance of our method’s ranker improves when, apart from features derived from
a language model and the existing scores of the paraphrasing rules, features from our
paraphrase recognizer are also included. We also show that our overall method compares well against a state of the art paraphrase generator, when paraphrasing rules apply
to the source sentences, and we present evidence suggesting that our method might
benefit further from additional training data.
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Applications of paraphrase generation

Finally, we explore how paraphrase generation can be used by other systems. More
specifically, we use our paraphrase generator to paraphrase: (i) questions to a question
answering system, (ii) sentence templates used by a natural language generation system,
and (iii) Web advertisements. The application experiments are small scale and in vitro,
as opposed to in vivo experiments that would evaluate the actual effect of paraphrase
generation on question answering, natural language generation, or Web advertising, for
example by measuring user satisfaction or (in advertising) generated income. Hence,
these experiments should be seen as a small preliminary step towards further future
work. Nevertheless, the existing experiments already show promising results. Furthermore, they constitute one of the very few attempts we are aware of to use a general
purpose paraphrase generator in question answering and in natural language generation; and we believe that the application of the generator to Web advertisements has not
been attempted before.

1.3

Outline of the remainder of this thesis

The remainder of this thesis is organized as follows: chapter 2 surveys the relevant literature; chapter 3 presents our research on paraphrase and textual entailment recognition;
chapter 4 presents our paraphrase generation method; chapter 5 investigates the use of
paraphrase generation in other systems; chapter 6 concludes and proposes directions for
future research.

Chapter 2
Background and related work1
2.1

Introduction

Paraphrasing methods recognize, generate, or extract (e.g., from corpora) paraphrases,
meaning phrases, sentences, or longer texts that convey the same, or almost the same
information. For example, (2.1) and (2.2) are paraphrases. Most people would also
accept (2.3) as a paraphrase of (2.1) and (2.2), though it could be argued that in (2.3)
the writing of the book, an accomplishment in Vendler’s (1967) aspectual taxonomy, has
not necessarily been completed, unlike (2.1) and (2.2); the distinction may be clearer in
(2.4)–(2.6), where again (2.6) does not imply that the construction has been completed,
unlike (2.4) and (2.5). Such fine distinctions, however, are usually ignored, which is
why we say that paraphrases may convey almost the same information.
(2.1) Leo Tolstoy wrote “War and Peace”.
(2.2) “War and Piece” was written by Leo Tolstoy.
(2.3) Leo Tolstoy is the writer of “War and Peace”.
(2.4) Wonderworks Ltd. constructed the new bridge.
1 An

extended version of this chapter has been published as a journal article (Androutsopoulos and

Malakasiotis, 2010).
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(2.5) The new bridge was constructed by Wonderworks Ltd.
(2.6) Wonderworks Ltd. is the constructor of the new bridge.

Paraphrasing methods may also operate on templates of natural language expressions, like (2.7)–(2.9); here the slots X and Y can be filled in with arbitrary noun phrases.
Templates specified at the syntactic or semantic level may also be used, where the slot
fillers may be required to have particular syntactic relations (e.g., verb-object) to other
words or constituents, or to satisfy semantic constraints (e.g., requiring Y to denote a
book).
(2.7) X wrote Y .
(2.8) Y was written by X.
(2.9) X is the writer of Y .

Textual entailment methods, on the other hand, recognize, generate, or extract pairs
hT, Hi of natural language expressions, such that a human who reads (and trusts) T
would infer that H is most likely also true (Dagan et al., 2006). For example, (2.10)
textually entails (2.11), but (2.12) does not textually entail (2.13).2
(2.10) The drugs that slow down Alzheimer’s disease work best the earlier you administer them.
(2.11) Alzheimer’s disease can be slowed down using drugs.
(2.12) Drew Walker, Tayside’s public health director, said: “It is important to stress that this is
not a confirmed case of rabies.”
(2.13) A case of rabies was confirmed.

As in paraphrasing, textual entailment methods may operate on templates. For example, in a discourse about painters, composers, and their work, (2.14) textually entails
(2.15), for any noun phrases X and Y . However, (2.15) does not textually entail (2.14),
when Y denotes a symphony composed by X. If we require textual entailment between
2 Simplified

examples from RTE-2 (Bar-Haim et al., 2006).
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templates to hold for all possible slot fillers, then (2.14) textually entails (2.15) in our
example’s discourse, but the reverse does not hold.
(2.14) X painted Y .
(2.15) Y is the work of X.

In general, we cannot judge if two natural language expressions are paraphrases or a
correct textual entailment pair without selecting particular readings of the expressions,
among those that may be possible due to multiple word senses, syntactic ambiguities
etc. For example, (2.16) textually entails (2.17) with the financial sense of “bank”, but
not when (2.16) refers to the bank of a river.
(2.16) A bomb exploded near the French bank.
(2.17) A bomb exploded near a building.

One possibility, then, is to examine the language expressions (or templates) only
in particular contexts that make their intended readings clear. Alternatively, we may
want to treat as correct any textual entailment pair hT, Hi for which there are possible
readings of T and H, such that a human who reads T would infer that H is most likely
also true; then, if a system reports that (2.16) textually entails (2.17), its response is to
be counted as correct, regardless of the intended sense of “bank”. Similarly, paraphrases
would have possible readings conveying almost the same information.
If we represent the meanings of natural language expressions by logic formulae,
for example in first-order predicate logic, we may think of textual entailment and paraphrasing in terms of logical entailment (|=). If the logical meaning representations of
T and H are φT and φH , then hT, Hi is a correct textual entailment pair if and only if
(φT ∧ B) |= φH ; B is a knowledge base, for simplicity assumed here to have the form
of a single conjunctive formula, which contains meaning postulates (Carnap, 1952) and
other knowledge assumed to be shared by all language users.3 Let us consider the exam3 Zaenen

be separated.

et al. (2005) provide examples showing that linguistic and world knowledge cannot often
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ple below, where logical terms starting with capital letters are constants; we assume that
different word senses would give rise to different predicate symbols. Let us also assume
that B contains only ψ. Then (φT ∧ ψ) |= φH holds, i.e., φH is true for any interpretation (e.g., model-theoretic) of constants, predicate names and other domain-dependent
atomic symbols, for which φT and ψ both hold. A sound and complete automated reasoner (e.g., based on resolution, in the case of first-order predicate logic) could be used
to confirm that the logical entailment holds. Hence, T textually entails H, assuming
again that the meaning postulate ψ is available.

T
φT

: Leonardo da Vinci painted the Mona Lisa.
: isPainterOf(DaVinci, MonaLisa)

H : Mona Lisa is the work of Leonardo da Vinci.
φH

: isWorkOf(MonaLisa, DaVinci)

ψ : ∀x ∀y isPainterOf(x, y) ⇒ isWorkOf(y, x)

The reverse, however, does not hold, i.e., (φH ∧ ψ) 6|= φT ; the implication (⇒) of ψ
would have to be made bidirectional (⇔) for the reverse to hold. As a further example,
to establish that T 0 textually entails H 0 , we need a formula like ψ 0 in B:

T 0 : Athens is the capital of Greece.
φT 0

: isCapitalOf(Athens, Greece)

H 0 : Athens is a city in Greece.
φH 0

: isCity(Athens) ∧ isLocatedIn(Athens, Greece)

ψ 0 : ∀x ∀y isCapitalOf(x, y) ⇒ (isCity(x) ∧ isLocatedIn(x, y))
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Similarly, if the logical meaning representations of T1 and T2 are φ1 and φ2 , then T1 is
a paraphrase of T2 iff (φ1 ∧ B) |= φ2 and (φ2 ∧ B) |= φ1 , where again B contains meaning
postulates and common sense knowledge. Ideally, sentences like (2.1) and (2.2) would
be represented by the same formula, making it clear that they are paraphrases, regardless
of the contents of B. Otherwise, it may sometimes be unclear if T1 and T2 should
be considered paraphrases, because it may be unclear if some knowledge should be
considered part of B.
Since natural language expressions are often ambiguous, especially out of context,
we may again want to adopt looser definitions, so that T textually entails H iff there are
possible readings of T and H, represented by φH and φT , such that (φT ∧ B) |= φH , and
similarly for paraphrases. Thinking of textual entailment and paraphrasing in terms of
logical entailment allows us to borrow notions and methods from logic. Indeed, some
paraphrasing and textual entailment recognition methods map natural language expressions to logical formulae, and then examine if logical entailments hold. This is not,
however, the only possible approach. Many other, if not most, methods currently operate on surface strings or syntactic representations, without mapping natural language
expressions to formal meaning representations. Note, also, that in methods that map
natural language to logical formulae, it is important to work with a form of logic that
provides adequate support for logical entailment checks; full first-order predicate logic
may be inappropriate, as it is semi-decidable.
The natural language expressions that paraphrasing and textual entailment methods
consider are not always statements. In question answering (QA) systems for document
collections (Voorhees, 2001; Pasca, 2003; Harabagiu and Moldovan, 2003; Mollá and
Vicedo, 2007), a question may be phrased differently than in a document that contains
the answer, and taking such variations into account can improve system performance
significantly (Harabagiu et al., 2003; Duboue and Chu-Carroll, 2006; Harabagiu and
Hickl, 2006). Natural language interfaces to databases may also generate question para-
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phrases to allow users to understand if their queries have been understood (McKeown,
1983; Androutsopoulos et al., 1995). It may actually be better to produce questions that
textually entail the input ones, not necessarily paraphrases, as discussed below.
We can extend our informal definition of textual entailment (and similarly for paraphrasing) to questions: a question T textually entails a question H, if a human who
receives (and trusts) an answer α to T would most likely infer that α is also an answer
to H. In the following example, the user asks H, and the system generates T ; if the
system manages to find an answer to T , perhaps because T ’s phrasing is closer to a sentence in a document collection, the same answer can be used to respond to H. To reuse
with questions our existing logic-based definition of textual entailment (and paraphrasing), which was formulated for statements, let us use identical fresh constants (in effect,
Skolem constants) across questions to represent the unknown entities the questions ask
for; we mark such constants with question marks as subscripts, but in logical entailment
checks they can be treated as ordinary constants.4 In the example below, assuming that
the meaning postulate ψ is available in B, (φT ∧ B) |= φH , i.e., for any interpretation of
the predicate symbols and constants, if (φT ∧ B) is true, then φH is necessarily also true.
Hence, T textually entails H.

T (generated) : Who painted the Mona Lisa?
φT

: isAgent(W? ) ∧ isPainterOf(W? , MonaLisa)

H(asked) : Whose work is the Mona Lisa?
φH

: isAgent(W? ) ∧ isWorkOf(MonaLisa,W? )

ψ : ∀x ∀y isPainterOf(x, y) ⇒ isWorkOf(y, x)

4 Logic-based

paraphrasing and textual entailment methods may actually represent interrogatives as

free variables, relying on unification to obtain their values (Moldovan and Rus, 2001; Rinaldi et al.,
2003).
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system may retrieve relevant documents or passages, using the

input question as a query to an information retrieval or Web search engine (Baeza-Yates
and Ribeiro-Neto, 1999; Manning, 2008), and then check if any of the retrieved texts
textually entails a candidate answer (Moldovan and Rus, 2001; Duclaye et al., 2003).
For example, if the input question is (2.18) and the search engine returns passage (2.19),
the system may check if (2.19) textually entails any of the candidate answers of (2.20),
where we have replaced the interrogative “who” of (2.18) with all the expressions of
(2.19) that a named entity recognizer (Bikel et al., 1999; Sekine and Ranchhod, 2009)
would ideally have recognized as person names.5
(2.18) Who sculpted the Doryphoros?
(2.19) The Doryphoros is one of the best known Greek sculptures of the classical era in Western
Art. The Greek sculptor Polykleitos designed this work as an example of the “canon” or
“rule”, showing the perfectly harmonious and balanced proportions of the human body
in the sculpted form. The sculpture was known through the Roman marble replica found
in Herculaneum and conserved in the Naples National Archaeological Museum, but, according to Francis Haskell and Nicholas Penny, early connoisseurs passed it by in the
royal Bourbon collection at Naples without notable comment.
(2.20) Polykleitos/Francis Haskell/Nicholas Penny sculpted the Doryphoros.

Paraphrasing and textual entailment methods are also useful in several other natural
language processing applications. In text summarization (Mani, 2001; Hovy, 2003), an
important processing stage is typically sentence extraction, which identifies the most
important sentences of the texts to be summarized. During that stage, especially when
generating a single summary from several documents (Barzilay and McKeown, 2005),
it is important to avoid selecting sentences that convey the same information or information that follows from other sentences. Sentence compression (Knight and Marcu,
2002; Cohn and Lapata, 2009), often also a processing stage of text summarization, can
5 Passage

(2.19) is based on Wikipedia’s page for Doryphoros.
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be seen as a special case of paraphrasing or textual entailment (Zhao et al., 2009a), with
the additional constraints that the resulting sentence must be as short as possible, but
still grammatical, and it must preserve the most important information of the original
sentence. Information extraction systems (Grishman, 2003; Moens, 2006) often rely on
manually or automatically crafted patterns (Muslea, 1999) to identify sentences reporting particular types of semantic relations; paraphrasing or textual entailment methods
can produce additional extraction patterns (Shinyama and Sekine, 2003) to increase recall. In natural language generation (Reiter and Dale, 2000; Bateman and Zock, 2003),
paraphrasing can be used to avoid repeating the same phrasings, or to produce alternative expressions that improve text coherence or adhere to writing style, layout guidelines, or other constraints (Power and Scott, 2005). Paraphrasing and textual entailment methods can also be used to simplify texts, for example by replacing specialized
(e.g., medical) terms with expressions non-experts can understand (Elhadad and Sutaria, 2007; Deléger and Zweigenbaum, 2009), and to automatically score student answers against reference answers (Nielsen et al., 2009). Furthermore, they can be used
in machine translation (Koehn, 2009), when evaluating machine-generated translations
against human-authored ones that may use different phrasings (Lepage and Denoual,
2005; Zhou et al., 2006a; Kauchak and Barzilay, 2006; Padó et al., 2009); and they can
improve machine translation by allowing paraphrases or entailed language expressions
to be used instead of source language expressions (e.g., idiomatic phrases) that have not
been encountered in training corpora (Callison-Burch et al., 2006a; Marton et al., 2009;
Mirkin et al., 2009b), or by allowing additional reference translations to be generated
automatically from human-authored ones when training machine translation systems
(Madnani et al., 2007).
There have been six workshops on paraphrasing and/or textual entailment (Sato and
Nakagawa, 2001; Inui and Hermjakob, 2003; Dolan and Dagan, 2005; Drass and Ya-
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mamoto, 2005; Sekine et al., 2007; Callison-Burch et al., 2009) in recent years.6 The
Recognizing Textual Entailment (RTE) challenges (Dagan et al., 2006; Bar-Haim et
al., 2006; Giampiccolo et al., 2007; Giampiccolo et al., 2008), currently in their fifth
year, provide additional significant thrust.7 A special issue on textual entailment (Dagan et al., 2009) was also recently published. Consequently, there is a large number
of published articles, proposed methods, and resources related to paraphrasing and textual entailment.8 To provide a clearer view of the different goals and assumptions of the
methods that have been proposed, we classify them along two dimensions: whether they
are paraphrasing or textual entailment methods; and whether they perform recognition,
generation, or extraction of paraphrases or textual entailment pairs. These distinctions
are not always clear in the literature, especially the distinctions along the second dimension, which we explain below. It is also possible to classify methods along other
dimensions, for example depending on whether they operate on language expressions
or templates of language expressions; or whether they operate on phrases, sentences or
longer texts.
The main input to a paraphrase or textual entailment recognizer is a pair of language
expressions (or templates), possibly in particular contexts. The output is a judgement,
possibly probabilistic, indicating whether or not the members of the input pair are paraphrases or a correct textual entailment pair; the judgements must agree as much as
6 The

proceedings of the five more recent workshops are available in the ACL anthology; consult

http://www.aclweb.org/anthology/.
7 The RTE challenges were initially organized by the European PASCAL network of excellence (see
http://pascallin.ecs.soton.ac.uk/Challenges/), and subsequently as part of NIST’s
Text Analysis Conference (TAC, see http://www.nist.gov/tac/).
8 A textual entailment portal has been established, as part of the ACL wiki, to help organize all
relevant material; consult
http://www.aclweb.org/aclwiki/index.php?title=Textual_Entailment_Portal.
The slides of Dagan, Roth, and Zazotto’s ACL 2007 tutorial on textual entailment are also available at
http://www.cs.biu.ac.il/∼dagan/TE-Tutorial-ACL07.ppt.
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possible with those of humans. On the other hand, the main input to a paraphrase or
textual entailment generator is a single language expression (or template) at a time,
possibly in a particular context. The output is a set of paraphrases of the input, or a set
of language expressions that entail or are entailed by the input; the output set must be
as large as possible, but including as few errors as possible. In contrast, no particular
language expressions or templates are provided to a paraphrase or textual entailment
extractor. The main input in this case is a corpus, for example a monolingual corpus of
parallel or comparable texts, such as different English translations of the same French
novel, or clusters of multiple monolingual news articles, with the articles in each cluster
reporting the same event. The system outputs pairs of paraphrases (possibly templates)
or pairs of language expressions (or templates) that constitute correct textual entailment
pairs, based on the evidence of the corpus; the goal is again to produce as many output pairs as possible, with as few errors as possible. Note that the boundaries between
recognizers, generators, and extractors may not always be clear. For example, a paraphrase generator may invoke a paraphrase recognizer to filter out erroneous candidate
paraphrases; and a recognizer or a generator may consult a collection of template pairs
produced by an extractor.
In sections 2.2, 2.3, and 2.4 below we consider in turn recognition, generation, and
extraction methods for both paraphrasing and textual entailment. In each of the three
sections, we attempt to identify and explain prominent ideas, pointing also to relevant
articles and resources. In section 2.5, we conclude.

2.2

Paraphrase and textual entailment recognition

Paraphrase and textual entailment recognizers judge whether or not two given language expressions (or templates) constitute paraphrases or a correct textual entailment
pair. One possibility is to map the language expressions to logical meaning repre-
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sentations, and then rely on logical entailment checks, possibly by invoking theorem
provers (Rinaldi et al., 2003; Bos and Markert, 2005; Tatu and Moldovan, 2005; Tatu
and Moldovan, 2007). In the case of textual entailment, this involves generating pairs
of formulae hφT , φH i for T and H (or their possible readings), and then checking if
(φT ∧ B) |= φH , where B contains meaning postulates and common sense knowledge, as
already discussed. In practice, however, it may be very difficult to formulate a reasonably complete B. A partial solution to this problem is to obtain common sense knowledge from resources like WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998) or Extended WordNet (Moldovan
and Rus, 2001).9 The latter also includes logical meaning representations extracted
from WordNet’s glosses. For example, since “assassinate” is a hyponym (more specific
sense) of “kill” in WordNet, an axiom like the following can be added to B (Moldovan
and Rus, 2001; Bos and Markert, 2005; Tatu and Moldovan, 2007).
∀x ∀y assassinate(x, y) ⇒ kill(x, y)

Additional axioms can be obtained from FrameNet’s frames (Baker et al., 1998;
Lonneker-Rodman and Baker, 2009), as discussed for example by Tatu et al. (2005), or
from similar resources like VerbNet (Schuler, 2005) and on-line encyclopedias (Iftene
and Balahur-Dobrescu, 2007).
A more common approach is to work at the syntax level. Dependency grammar
parsers (Melcuk, 1987; Kubler et al., 2009) are popular in paraphrasing and textual
entailment research, as in other natural language processing areas recently. Instead
of showing hierarchically the syntactic constituents (e.g., noun phrases, verb phrases)
of a sentence, the output of a dependency grammar parser is a graph (usually a tree)
whose nodes are the words of the sentence and whose (labeled) edges correspond to
syntactic dependencies between words, for example the dependency between a verb
9 Available

from http://wordnet.princeton.edu/ and

http://xwn.hlt.utdallas.edu/.
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A mathematician solved the problem The problem was solved by a young mathematician
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Figure 2.1: Two sentences that are very similar when viewed at the level of dependency
trees.
and the head noun of its subject noun phrase, or the dependency between a noun and an
adjective that modifies it. Figure 2.1 shows the dependency trees of two sentences. The
exact form of the trees and the edge labels would differ, depending on the parser; for
simplicity, we show prepositions as edges. If we ignore word order and the auxiliary
“was” of the passive (right) sentence, and if we take into account that the by edge of
the passive sentence corresponds to the subj edge of the active (left) one, the only
difference is the extra adjective of the passive sentence. Hence, it is easy to figure out
from the dependency trees that the two sentences have very similar meanings, despite
their differences in word order. Strictly speaking, the right sentence textually entails the
left one, not the reverse, because of the “young” in the right sentence.
Some paraphrase recognizers simply count the common edges of the dependency
trees of the input expressions (Wan et al., 2006; Malakasiotis, 2009a) or use other tree
similarity measures. A large similarity (e.g., above a threshold) indicates that the input
expressions may be paraphrases. Tree edit distance (Selkow, 1977; Tai, 1979; Zhang
and Shasha, 1989) is an example of a similarity measure that can be applied to parse
trees; it computes the sequence of operator applications (e.g., add, replace, or remove
a node or edge) with the minimum cost that turns one tree into the other.10 To obtain

10 A

suite to recognize textual entailment by computing edit distances is available at

http://edits.fbk.eu/.
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more accurate predictions, it is important to devise an appropriate inventory of operators
and assign appropriate costs to the operators during a training stage (Kouylekov and
Magnini, 2005; Mehdad, 2009; Harmeling, 2009). For example, replacing a noun with
one of its synonyms should be less costly than replacing it with an unrelated word; and
removing a dependency between a verb and an adverb should perhaps be less costly
than removing a dependency between a verb and the head noun of its subject or object.
Other paraphrase recognition methods operate at the surface string level, for example by computing the string edit distance (Levenshtein, 1966) of the two input language
expressions, the number of their common words, or by combining several string similarity measures (Malakasiotis and Androutsopoulos, 2007), including measures originating from machine translation evaluation (Finch et al., 2005; Perez and Alfonseca,
2005; Zhang and Patrick, 2005; Wan et al., 2006). The latter have been developed to automatically compare machine-generated translations against human-authored reference
translations. A well known measure is BLEU (Papineni et al., 2002; Zhou et al., 2006a),
which roughly speaking examines the percentage of word n-grams (sequences of consecutive words) of the machine-generated translations that also occur in the reference
translations, and takes the geometric average of the percentages obtained for different
values of n. Although such n-gram based measures have been criticised in machine
translation evaluation (Callison-Burch et al., 2006b), for example because they are unaware of synonyms and longer paraphrases, they can be combined with other measures
to build paraphrase (and textual entailment) recognizers (Zhou et al., 2006a; Kauchak
and Barzilay, 2006; Padó et al., 2009), which may help address the current problems of
automated machine translation evaluation.
WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998), automatically constructed collections of near synonyms
(Lin, 1998a; Moore, 2001; Brockett and Dolan, 2005), or resources like NOMLEX (Meyers et al., 1998) and C AT VAR (Habash and Dorr, 2003) that provide nominalizations of
verbs and other derivationally related words across different

POS

categories (e.g., “to
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invent” and “invention”), can be used to match synonyms, hypernyms–hyponyms, or,
more generally, semantically related words across the two input expressions.11 According to WordNet, in (2.21)–(2.22) “shares” is a direct hyponym (more specific meaning)
of “stock”, “slumped” is a direct hyponym of “dropped”, and “company” is an indirect hyponym (two levels down) of “organization”.12 By treating semantically similar
words (e.g., synonyms, or hypernyms-hyponyms up to a small hierarchical distance) as
identical (Rinaldi et al., 2003; Finch et al., 2005; Tatu et al., 2006; Iftene and BalahurDobrescu, 2007; Malakasiotis, 2009a; Harmeling, 2009), or by considering (e.g., counting) semantically similar words across the two input language expressions (Brockett and
Dolan, 2005; Bos and Markert, 2005), paraphrase recognizers may be able to cope with
paraphrases that have very similar meanings, but very few or no common words.
(2.21) The shares of the company dropped.
(2.22) The organization’s stock slumped.

In textual entailment recognition, it may be desirable to allow the words of T to be more
distant hyponyms of the words of H, compared to paraphrase recognition. For example,
“X is a computer” textually entails “X is an artifact”, and “computer” is a hyponym of
“artifact” four levels down.
Measures that exploit WordNet (or similar resources) and compute the semantic
similarity between two words or, more generally, two texts have also been proposed
(Leacock et al., 1998; Lin, 1998b; Resnik, 1999; Budanitsky and Hirst, 2006; Tsatsaronis, 2009).13 Some of them are directional, making them more suitable to textual
entailment recognition (Corley and Mihalcea, 2005). Roughly speaking, measures of
11 Consult

http://nlp.cs.nyu.edu/nomlex/ and

http://clipdemos.umiacs.umd.edu/catvar/.
12 Modified example from Tsatsaronis (2009).
13 Consult http://wn-similarity.sourceforge.net/ for implemantations of many of
these measures.
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this kind consider (e.g., sum the lengths of) the paths in WordNet’s hierarchies (or similar resources) that connect the senses of corresponding (e.g., most similar) words across
the two texts. They may also take into account information such as how frequently the
words occur in the two texts (term frequency) and how rarely they are encountered
in documents of a large collection (invese document frequency). The rationale is that
frequent words of the input texts that are rarely used in a general corpus are more important, as in information retrieval; hence, the paths that connect them should be assigned
greater weights. Since they often consider paths between word senses, many of these
measures would ideally be combined with word sense disambiguation (Yarowski, 2000;
Stevenson and Wilks, 2003; Kohomban and Lee, 2005; Navigli, 2008), which is not,
however, always accurate enough for practical purposes.
The similarity measures that have been employed in paraphrase and textual entailment recognition are generally very similar, with the complication, however, that in
textual entailment recognition one of the input language expressions (T ) is often much
longer than the other one (H). If a part of T (e.g., part of its surface string, or a subtree
of its parse tree) is very similar to H (surface form or parse tree), this is an indication
that H may be entailed by T . This is illustrated in (2.23)–(2.24), where H is included
verbatim in T .14 Note, however, that the similarity (e.g., surface or tree edit distance)
between H and the entire T of this example is low, because of the different lengths of T
and H.
(2.23) T : Charles de Gaulle died in 1970 at the age of eighty. He was thus fifty years old when,
as an unknown officer recently promoted to the rank of brigadier general, he made his
famous broadcast from London rejecting the capitulation of France to the Nazis after the
debacle of May-June 1940.
(2.24) H: Charles de Gaulle died in 1970.

Comparing H to a sliding window of T ’s surface string of the same size as H (in our
14 Example

from the dataset of RTE-3 (Giampiccolo et al., 2007).
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example, six consecutive words of T ) and keeping the largest similarity score between
the sliding window and H may provide a better indication of whether T entails H or
not (Malakasiotis, 2009a). At the syntax level, one may compare H’s parse tree against
subtrees of T ’s tree (Iftene and Balahur-Dobrescu, 2007; Zanzotto et al., 2009); and at
the semantics level, one may compare H’s propositional content to parts of T ’s propositional content (Hickl, 2008).
In many correct textual entailment pairs, comparing H against a single sliding window of T ’s surface string may be inadequate, because H may correspond to several
non-continuous parts of T ; in (2.25)–(2.26), for example, H corresponds to the three
underlined parts of T .15
(2.25) T : The Gaspe, also known as la Gaspesie in French, is a North American peninsula on
the south shore of the Saint Lawrence River, in Quebec.
(2.26) H: The Gaspe is a peninsula in Quebec.

Textual entailment recognition methods that operate at the syntax level may still be
able to match the parse tree of H against a connected subtree of (in effect a single
window on) T ’s tree, as illustrated in figure 2.2, which shows the dependency trees of
(2.25)–(2.26). This is also a further example of how operating at a higher level than the
surface strings may reveal similarities that may be less clear at lower levels. Another
example is (2.27)–(2.28); although (2.27) includes verbatim (2.28), it does not textually
entail (2.28).16 This is clear when one compares the syntactic representations of the
two sentences: Israel is the subject of “was established” in (2.28), but not in (2.27). The
difference, however, is not evident at the surface string level, and a sliding window of
(2.27) would match exactly (2.28), wrongly suggesting a textual entailment.
(2.27) T : The National Institute for Psychobiology in Israel was established in 1979.
(2.28) H: Israel was established in 1979.
15 Modified
16 Modified

example from the dataset of the RTE-3 (Giampiccolo et al., 2007).
example from Haghighi et al. (2005).
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The syntactic representations of the input expressions, however, cannot always be
computed accurately (e.g., due to parser errors), which may introduce noise; and, possibly because of the noise, methods that operate at the syntax level do not necessarily
outperform in practice methods that operate on surface strings (Wan et al., 2006; Burchardt et al., 2007; Burchardt et al., 2009).
Multiple similarity measures, possibly computed at different levels (surface strings,
syntactic or semantic representations) may be combined by using machine learning
(Mitchell, 1997; Alpaydin, 2004), as illustrated in figure 2.3 (Bos and Markert, 2005;
Brockett and Dolan, 2005; Zhang and Patrick, 2005; Finch et al., 2005; Wan et al., 2006;
Burchardt et al., 2007; Hickl, 2008; Malakasiotis, 2009a; Nielsen et al., 2009).17 Each
17 WEKA

(Witten and Frank, 2005) provides implementations of several well known machine

learning algorithms, including C 4.5 (Quinlan, 1993), Naive Bayes (Mitchell, 1997), SVMs (Vapnik,
1998; Cristianini and Shawe-Taylor, 2000; Joachims, 2002), and AdaBoost (Freund and Schapire,
1995; Friedman et al., 2000); consult http://www.cs.waikato.ac.nz/ml/weka/. More
efficient implementations of SVMs are also available; see http://svmlight.joachims.org/
and http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/∼cjlin/libsvm/. Maximum Entropy classifiers are
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Training stage
(P1,1, P2,1) X
(P1,2, P2,2) 
…
(P1,n, P2,n) 

Vector creation
Preprocessing

<f1,1, …, fm,1> X
<f1,2, …, fm,2> 
…
<f1,n, …, fm,n> 

Learning
Algorithm
Trained
Classifier

Classification stage
(P1, P2) ?

Vector creation

<f1, …, fm> ?

Trained
Classifier

Preprocessing
Decision: 

Figure 2.3: Paraphrase and textual entailment recognition via supervised machine learning.
pair of input language expressions hP1 , P2 i is represented by a feature vector h f1 , . . . , fm i
containing the scores of different similarity measures applied to the pair, and possibly
other features. For example, many systems include features that check for polarity differences across the two input expressions, as in “this is not a confirmed case of rabies”
vs. “a case of rabies was confirmed”, or modality differences, as in “a case may have
been confirmed” vs. “a case has been confirmed” (Haghighi, 2005; Iftene and BalahurDobrescu, 2007; Tatu and Moldovan, 2007). A supervised machine learning algorithm
trains a classifier on manually classified (as correct or incorrect) vectors corresponding
to training input pairs. Once trained, the classifier can classify unseen pairs as correct
or incorrect paraphrases or textual entailment pairs by examining their features.
A preprocessing stage is commonly applied to each input pair of language expressions, before converting it to a feature vector (Zhang and Patrick, 2005). Part of the
preprocessing may provide information that is required to compute the features; for
example, this is when a part-of-speech (POS) tagger or a parser would be applied.18
also very effective; see chapter 6 of Jurafsky and Martin (2008) for an introduction and
http://nlp.stanford.edu/ for a commonly used implementation.
18 Brill’s (1992) POS tagger is well-known; see
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Brill_tagger.
Stanford’s tagger (Toutanova et al., 2003) can be downloaded from http://nlp.stanford.edu/.
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The preprocessing may also normalize the input pairs; for example, a stemmer may be
applied; dates may be converted to a consistent format; names of persons, organizations, locations etc. may be tagged by their semantic categories using a named entity
recognizer; pronouns or, more generally, referring expressions, may be replaced by the
expressions they refer to (Hobbs, 1986; Lappin and Leass, 1994; Mitkov, 2003; Mollá
et al., 2003; Yang et al., 2008); and morphosyntactic variations may be normalized (e.g.,
passive sentences may be converted to active ones).19
Pairs of paraphrasing or textual entailment expressions (or templates) like (2.29),
often called rules, that may have been produced by extraction mechanisms (to be discussed in section 2.4) can be used by recognizers much as, and often in addition to
synonyms and hypernyms-hyponyms.
(2.29) “X is fond of Y ” ≈ “X likes Y ”

Given the paraphrasing rule of (2.29) and the information that “child” is a synonym
of “kid” and “candy” a hyponym of “sweet”, a recognizer could figure out that (2.30)
textually entails (2.33) by gradually transforming (2.30) to (2.33) as shown below.20
Commonly used parsers include Charniak’s (2000), Collin’s (2003), the Link Grammar Parser (Sleator
and Temperley, 1993), MINIPAR, a principle-based parser (Berwick, 1991) very similar to PRINCIPAR
(Lin, 1994), MaltParser (Nivre et al., 2007), and Stanford’s parser (Klein and Manning, 2003); consult:
http://flake.cs.uiuc.edu/∼cogcomp/srl/CharniakServer.tgz,
http://people.csail.mit.edu/mcollins/code.html,
http://www.abisource.com/projects/ link-grammar/,
http://www.cs.ualberta.ca/∼lindek/minipar.htm,
http://w3.msi.vxu.

se/∼nivre/research/MaltParser.html, and

http://nlp.stanford.edu/.
19 Porter’s stemmer (1997) is well-known; consult
http://tartarus.org/∼martin/PorterStemmer/.
An

example

of

a

publicly

available

named-entity

http://nlp.stanford.edu/.
20 Modified example from Bar-Haim et al. (2009).

recognizer

is

Stanford’s;

see
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(2.30) Children are fond of sweets.
(2.31) Kids are fond of sweets.
(2.32) Kids like sweets.
(2.33) Kids like candies.

Another recognition approach, then, is to search for a sequence of rule applications
that turns one of the input expressions (or its syntactic or semantic representation) to
the other. If such a sequence is found, the two input expressions constitute a positive
paraphrasing or textual entailment pair, depending on the rules used; otherwise, the pair
is negative. If each rule is associated with a confidence score (possibly learned from a
training dataset) that reflects the degree to which the rule preserves the original meaning in paraphrase recognition, or the degree to which we are confident that it produces
an entailed expression, we may search for the sequence of transformations with the
maximum score (or minimum cost), much as in approaches that compute the minimum
(string or tree) edit distance between the two input expressions. The pair of input expressions can then be classified as positive if the maximum-score sequence exceeds a
confidence threshold (Harmeling, 2009). One would also have to consider the contexts
where rules are applied, because a rule may not be valid in all contexts, for instance because of the different possible senses of the words it involves. A possible solution is to
associate each rule with a vector that represents the contexts where it can be used (e.g.,
a vector of frequently occurring words in training contexts where the rule applies), and
use a rule only in contexts that are similar to its associated context vector; with slotted
rules, one can also model the types of slot values (e.g., types of named entities) the rule
can be used with (Szpektor et al., 2008).
Resources like WordNet and extraction methods, however, provide thousands or
millions of rules, giving rise to an exponentially large number of transformation sequences to consider.21 When operating at the level of semantic representations, the
21 Collections

of transformation rules and resources that can be used to obtain such rules are listed at
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sequence sought is in effect a proof that the two input expressions are paraphrases or
a valid textual entailment pair, and it may be obtained by exploiting theorem provers.
Bar-Haim et al. (2007) discuss how to search for sequences of transformations, seen
as proofs at the syntactic level, when the input language expressions and their reformulations are represented by dependency trees. In subsequent work (Bar-Haim et al.,
2009), they introduce compact forests, a data structure that allows the dependency trees
of multiple intermediate reformulations to be represented by a single graph, to make
the search more efficient. They also combine their approach with an

SVM -based

ognizer; sequences of transformations are used to bring T closer to H, and the

recSVM

recognizer is then employed to judge if the transformed T and H consitute a positive
textual entailment pair or not.
Experimenting with paraphrase and textual entailment recognizers requires datasets
containing both positive and negative input pairs. The most widely known benchmarks
along with the best reported results are described in chapter 3.

2.3

Paraphrase and textual entailment generation

Unlike recognizers, paraphrase or textual entailment generators are given a single language expression (or template) as input, and they are required to produce as many output language expressions (or templates) as possible, such that the output expressions
are paraphrases or they constitute, along with the input, correct textual entailment pairs.
Most generators assume that the input is a single sentence (or sentence template), and
we adopt this assumption in the remainder of this section.
In principle, the output may be generated by mapping the input to a representation
of its meaning, a process that usually presupposes syntactic analysis, and by passing on

http://www.aclweb.org/aclwiki/index.php?title=RTE_Knowledge_Resources.
Mirkin et al. (2009a) discuss how to evaluate collections of textual entailment rules.
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the meaning representation, or new meaning representations that are logically entailed
by the original one, to a natural language generation system (Reiter and Dale, 2000;
Bateman and Zock, 2003) to produce paraphrases or entailed language expressions.
This approach is similar to using language-independent meaning representations (an
“interlingua”) in machine translation, but here the meaning representations do not need
to be language-independent, since only one language is involved. Mapping, however,
the input to a correct meaning representation may still be far from trivial; and the natural
language generator may be capable of producing language expressions of only a limited
variety, missing possible paraphrases or entailed language expressions.
Many paraphrase and textual entailment generation methods borrow ideas from statistical machine translation (SMT) (Koehn, 2009).22 Let us first introduce some central
ideas from SMT, for the benefit of readers that are unfamiliar with them.

SMT

methods

rely mostly on very large bilingual or multilingual parallel corpora, for example the
Canadian Hansards or the proceedings of the European parliament, without constructing meaning representations and often, at least until recently, without even constructing
syntactic representations.23 Let us assume that we wish to translate a sentence F, whose
words are f1 , f2 , . . . , f|F| in that order, from a foreign language to our native language.
Let us also denote by N any candidate translation, whose words are a1 , a2 , . . . , a|N| . The
best translation, denoted N ∗ , is the N with the maximum probability of being a translation of F, i.e:

N ∗ = arg max P(N|F) = arg max
N

N

P(N)P(F|N)
= arg max P(N)P(F|N)
P(F)
N

(2.34)

Since F is fixed, the denominator P(F) above is constant and can be ignored when
searching for N ∗ . P(N) is called the language model, and P(F|N) is the translation
22 Consult

also chapter 25 of Jurafsky and Martin (2008), and chapter 13 of Manning and Schütze

(1999).
23 See http://www.statmt.org/ for commonly used SMT corpora and tools.
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model.
For modeling purposes, it is common to assume that F was in fact originally written
in our native language and it was transmitted to us via a noisy channel, which introduced various deformations; i.e., the foreign sentences are treated as deformed native
sentences. Let us assume, for example, that our native language is English. We are
given the Italian sentence (2.35) to translate, which is the output of the noisy channel,
and we need to guess the English sentence (2.38) that was the original input to the channel.24 In this example, the channel first reordered the words “red” and “book” of (2.38),
generating (2.37), it then inserted the auxiliary “has” in front of “bought”, producing
(2.36), and it then replaced the words of (2.36) with the corresponding words of (2.35).
(2.35) Makis ha comprato un libro rosso.
(2.36) Makis has bought a book red.
(2.37) Makis bought a book red.
(2.38) Makis bought a red book.

The possible deformations of the channel may also include removing a word, replacing
it with multiple words etc. The commonly used IBM models 1 to 5 (Brown et al., 1993)
provide an increasingly richer inventory of word deformations. More recent phrasebased

SMT

systems (Koehn et al., 2003) also allow directly replacing entire phrases

with other phrases.
The foreign sentence F can thus be seen as the result of applying a sequence of
transformations D = d1 , d2 , . . . , d|D| to N:

F = d|D| (. . . (d2 (d1 (N))))

24 The

(2.39)

verb form in the English sentence could also be “has bought”, since in Italian the present

perfect is also used as a simple past, but for the purposes of the example we assume that the desired
English sentence is in the simple past.
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There may be many different Ds that turn N into F. Hence, equation (2.34) can be
written as (2.40), where D ranges over all possible sequences of deformations, and
P(F, D|N) is the probability of obtaining F from N via D.

N ∗ = arg max P(N)P(F|N) = arg max P(N) ∑ P(F, D|N)
N

N

(2.40)

D

As a simplification, it is common to use (2.41) instead of (2.40). The right-hand sides
of (2.40) and (2.41) are equal if there is at most one sequence of deformations from N
to F.

N ∗ = arg max P(N) max P(F, D|N)

(2.41)

D

N

The process of finding the N and D that maximize (2.41) is called decoding. An exhaustive search is in most cases intractable. Hence, heuristic search algorithms (e.g.,
based on beam search) are usually employed (Germann et al., 2001; Koehn, 2004).25
Assuming for simplicity that the individual deformations di (·) of D are mutually
independent, P(F, D|N) can be computed as the product of the probabilities of D’s individual deformations, provided that D leads from N to F; otherwise P(F, D|N) = 0.
Given a bilingual parallel corpus with words aligned across languages, we can estimate the probabilities of all possible deformations di (·), for example the probability
of moving “book”, or more generally an adjective, one word to the right, the probability of adding “has” in front of “bought” etc. In practice, however, parallel corpora
do not indicate word alignment. Hence, it is common to find the most probable word
aligment of the corpus given initial estimates of individual deformation probabilities,
then re-estimate the deformation probabilities given the resulting alignment, and iterate
25 For

a

frequently

used

SMT

http://www.statmt.org/moses/.

system

that

includes

decoding

facilities,

see
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(Brown et al., 1993; Och and Ney, 2003).26
The translation model P(F, D|N) estimates the probability of obtaining F from N via
D; we are interested in Ns with high probabilities of being transformed to F. We also
want, however, N to be grammatical, and we use the language model P(N) to check
for grammaticality. P(N) is the probability of encountering N in texts of our native
language; it is estimated from a large monolingual corpus of our language, typically
using an n-gram approach, i.e., assuming that the probability of encountering word
ai depends only on the preceding n − 1 words. For n = 3, assuming again that N =
a1 , a2 , . . . , a|N| , P(N) becomes:

P(N) = P(a1 ) · P(a2 |a1 ) · P(a3 |a1 , a2 ) · P(a4 |a2 , a3 ) · · · · · P(a|N| |a|N|−2 , a|N|−1 )

(2.42)

A language model typically also includes smoothening mechanisms, to cope with ngrams that are very rare or not present in the monolingual corpus, which would lead to
P(N) = 0.27
In principle, an

SMT

system could be used to generate paraphrases, if it could be

trained on a sufficiently large monolingual corpus of parallel texts. Both N and F are
now sentences of the same language, but N has to be different from the given F, and it
has to convey the same (or almost the same) information. The main problem is that there
are no readily available monolingual parallel corpora of the sizes that are used in SMT,
to train the language model on them. One possibility is to use multiple translations
of the same source texts; for example, different English translations of novels originally written in other languages (Barzilay and McKeown, 2001), or multiple English
26 GIZA ++

is

often

used

to

train

IBM

models

and

align

words;

see

http://www.fjoch.com/GIZA++.html.
27 See chapter 4 of Jurafsky & Martin (2008) and chapter 6 of Manning & Schütze
(1999) for discussion on language models.

SRILM

(Stolcke, 2002) is commonly used; see

http://www.speech.sri.com/projects/srilm/.
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translations of Chinese news articles, as in the Multiple-Translation Chinese Corpus.28
Corpora of this kind, however, are still orders of magnitude smaller than those used in
SMT.

To bypass the lack of large monolingual parallel corpora, Quirk et al. (2004) use
clusters of news articles referring to the same event. The articles of each cluster do
not always report the same information and, hence, they are not parallel texts. Since
they talk about the same event, however, they often contain phrases, sentences, or even
longer fragments with very similar meanings; corpora of this kind are often called comparable. From each cluster, Quirk et al. select pairs of similar sentences (e.g., with
small word edit distance, but not identical sentences).29 The sentence pairs are then
word aligned as in machine translation, and the resulting alignments are used to create
a table of phrase pairs as in phrase-based

SMT

systems (Koehn et al., 2003). A phrase

pair hP1 , P2 i consists of contiguous words (taken to be a phrase, though not necessarily a
syntactic constituent) P1 of one sentence that are aligned to different contiguous words
P2 of another sentence. Quirk et al. provide the following examples of discovered pairs.
P1

P2

injured

wounded

Bush administration

White House

margin of error

error margin

...

...

Phrase pairs that occur frequently in the aligned sentences may be assigned higher
28 See

http://www.ldc.upenn.edu/Catalog/CatalogEntry.jsp?catalogId=LDC2002T01.
29 Wubben et al. (2009) discuss similar methods to pair news titles. Barzilay & Elhadad (2003) and
Nelken & Shieber (2006) discuss more general methods to align sentences of monolingual comparable
corpora. Sentence alignment methods for bilingual parallel or comparable corpora are discussed, for
example, by Gale and Church (1993), Melamed (1999), Fung and Cheung (2004), Munteanu and Marcu
(2006); see also Wu (2000). Sentence alignment methods for parallel corpora may perform poorly on
comparable corpora (Nelken and Shieber, 2006).
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probabilities; Quirk et al. use probabilities returned by IBM model 1. Their decoder first
constructs a lattice that represents all the possible paraphrases of the input sentence that
can be produced by replacing phrases by their counterparts in the phrase table; i.e., the
possible deformations di (·) are the phrase replacements licenced by the phrase table.30
Unlike machine translation, not all of the words or phrases need to be replaced, which
is why Quirk et al. also allow a degenerate identity deformation did (ξ ) = ξ ; assigning
a high probability to the identity deformation leads to more conservative paraphrases,
with fewer phrase replacements. The decoder uses the probabilities of di (·) to compute P(F, D|N) in equation (2.41), and the language model to compute P(N). The best
scored N ∗ is returned as a paraphrase of F; the n most highly scored Ns could also be
returned. More generally, the table of phrase pairs may also include synonyms obtained
from WordNet or similar resources, or pairs of paraphrases (or templates) discovered
by paraphrase extraction methods; in effect, Quirk et al.’s construction of a monolingual
phrase table is a paraphrase extraction method. A language model may also be applied
locally to the replacement words of a deformation and their context to assess whether
or not the new words fit the original context (Mirkin et al., 2009b).
Paraphrases can also be generated by using pairs of machine translation systems
to translate the input expression to a new language, often called a pivot language, and
then back to the original language. The resulting expression is often different from
the input one, especially when the two translation systems employ different methods.
By using different pairs of machine translation systems or different pivot languages,
multiple paraphrases may be obtained. Duboue and Chu-Carroll (2006) demonstrated
the benefit of using this approach to paraphrase questions, with an additional machine
learning classifier to filter the generated paraphrases. An advantage of this approach
is that the machine translation systems can be treated as black boxes, and they can be
30 Chevelu

generation.

et al. (2009) discuss how other decoders could be developed especially for paraphrase
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trained on readily available parallel corpora of different languages. A disadvantage is
that translation errors from both directions may lead to poor paraphrases. We return to
pivot languages in the following section.
When the input and output expressions are slotted templates, it is possible to apply
bootstrapping to a large monolingual corpus (e.g., the entire Web), instead of using
machine translation methods. Let us assume, for example, that we wish to generate
paraphrases of (2.43), and that we are given a few pairs of seed values of X and Y , as in
(2.44) and (2.45).
(2.43) X is the author of Y .
(2.44) hX = “Jack Kerouac”,Y = “On the Road”i
(2.45) hX = “Jules Verne”,Y = “The Mysterious Island”i

We can retrieve from the corpus sentences that contain any of the seed pairs:
(2.46) Jack Kerouac wrote “On the Road”.
(2.47) “The Mysterious Island” was written by Jules Verne.
(2.48) Jack Kerouac is most known for his novel “On the Road”.

By replacing the known seeds with the corresponding slot names, we obtain new templates:
(2.49) X wrote Y .
(2.50) Y was written by X.
(2.51) X is most known for his novel Y .

In our example, (2.49) and (2.50) are paraphrases of (2.43); however, (2.51) entails
(2.43), but is not a paraphrase of (2.43), because an author does not necessarily write
novels. If we want to generate paraphrases, we must keep (2.49) and (2.50) only; if
we want to generate templates that entail (2.43), we must keep (2.51) too. Some of the
generated candidate templates may neither be paraphrases of, nor entail (or be entailed
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by) the original template. A good paraphrase or textual entailment recognizer (section
2.2) or a human in the loop would be able to filter out bad candidate templates; see also
Duclaye et al. (2003), where Expectation Maximization (Mitchell, 1997) is used to filter
the candidate templates. Simpler filtering techniques may also be used. For example,
Ravichandran et al. (2002; 2003) assign to each candidate template a pseudo-precision
score; roughly speaking, the score is computed as the number of retrieved sentences that
match the candidate template with X and Y having the values of any seed pair, divided
by the number of retrieved sentences that match the template when X has a seed value
and Y any value, not necessarily the corresponding seed value.
Having obtained new templates, we can search the corpus for new sentences that
match them; for example, sentence (2.52) matches the generated template (2.50). From
the new sentences, more seed values can be obtained, if the slot values correspond to
types of expressions (e.g., person names) that can be recognized reasonably well, for
example by using a named entity recognizer or a gazetteer (e.g., a large list of book
titles); from (2.52) we would obtain the new seed pair (2.53). More iterations may be
used to generate more templates and more seeds, until no more templates and seeds can
be discovered or a maximum number of iterations is reached. Figure 2.4 illustrates how
a bootstrapping paraphrase generator works.
(2.52) Frankenstein was written by Mary Shelley.
(2.53) hX = “Mary Shelley”,Y = “Frankenstein”i

Similar bootstrapping methods have been used to generate information extraction
patterns (Riloff and Jones, 1999; Xu et al., 2007). Some of these methods, however,
require corpora annotated with instances of particular types of events to be extracted by
the patterns (Huffman, 1995; Riloff, 1996b; Soderland et al., 1995; Soderland, 1999;
Muslea, 1999; Califf and Mooney, 2003), or texts that mention the target events and
near-miss texts that do not (Riloff, 1996a). If slot values can be recognized well, we
can also obtain the initial seeds automatically by retrieving directly sentences that match
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X wrote Y
Y was written by X

Paraphrase Recognizer

Figure 2.4: Generating paraphrases of “X wrote Y ” by bootstrapping.
the original templates and identifying the slot values in the retrieved sentences. Seed
values per semantic relation can also be obtained from publicly available databases, as
discussed by Mintz et al. (2009).
To the best of our knowledge, there are no widely adopted benchmark datasets for
paraphrase and textual entailment generation, unlike recognition. A possible explanation is that numerous paraphrases can be generated from an input language expression
(or template), and there are even more language expressions that entail or are entailed
by an input expression. Hence, although it is possible to assemble a large collection
of input language expressions, it is very difficult to specify in advance all the possible admissible outputs that a generator might produce, making automatic evaluation
difficult. In principle, one could use a paraphrase or textual entailment recognizer to
judge automatically if the output of a generator is a paraphrase of, or forms a correct
entailment pair with the corresponding input expression. Current recognizers, however,
are not accurate enough, and automatic evaluation measures from machine translation
(section 2.1) cannot be employed, exactly because their weakness is that they cannot
detect paraphrases and textual entailment. An alternative, more costly solution is to use
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human judges, wich also allows evaluating other aspects of the outputs, such as their
fluency (Zhao et al., 2009a), as in machine translation.
In most applications, for example when rephrasing inputs to a

QA

system, it is de-

sirable for generators not only to produce correct outputs, but also to produce as many
correct outputs as possible. Hence, apart from their precision, i.e., the number of correct outputs over the number of generated outputs, one should ideally also evaluate
their recall, the number of correct outputs over all possible correct outputs. The recall
of generators, however, cannot be computed, because the number of all possible correct
outputs is unknown. Instead, we can measure the number of correct outputs at different
precision levels, since there is usually a tradeoff between precision and recall.

2.4

Paraphrase and textual entailment extraction

Unlike recognition and generation methods, extraction methods are not given particular input language expressions. They typically process large corpora to extract pairs
of language expressions (or templates) that constitute paraphrases or textual entailment
pairs. The generated pairs are stored to be used subsequently by recognizers and generators or other applications (e.g., as additional entries of phrase tables in SMT systems).
Most extraction methods produce pairs of sentences (or sentence templates) or pairs
of shorter expressions. Methods to discover synonyms, hypernym-hyponym pairs or,
more generally, entailment relations between words (Lin, 1998a; Hearst, 1998; Moore,
2001; Glickman and Dagan, 2004; Brockett and Dolan, 2005; Hashimoto et al., 2009;
Herbelot, 2009) can be seen as performing paraphrase or textual entailment extraction
restricted to pairs of single words.
A possible paraphrase extraction approach is to store all the word n-grams that occur
in a large monolingual corpus (e.g., for n ≤ 5), along with their left and right contexts,
and consider as paraphrases different n-grams that occur frequently in similar contexts.
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For example, each n-gram can be represented by a vector containing the words (and
possibly multi-word terms like named entities) that precede or follow it, with the words
possibly scored by pointwise mutual information (Manning and Schuetze, 1999) to indicate how strongly they co-occur with the n-gram. Vector similarity measures (e.g., cosine similarity) can then be employed to identify n-grams that occur in similar contexts.
This approach has been shown to be viable with very large monololingual corpora;
Pasca and Dienes (2005) used a Web snapshot of approximately a billion Web pages;
Bhagat and Ravichandran (2008) used 150 GB of news articles and reported that results
deteriorate rapidly with smaller corpora. Even if only lightweight linguistic processing (e.g.,

POS

tagging, without parsing) is performed, processing such large datasets

requires very significant processing power, although linear computational complexity
is possible with appropriate hashing of the context vectors (Bhagat and Ravichandran,
2008). Paraphrasing approaches of this kind are based on Harris’s Distributional Hypothesis (1964), which states that words in similar contexts tend to have similar meanings.
Lin and Pantel’s (2001) well-known extraction method, called

DIRT ,

on the Distributional Hypothesis, but it operates at the syntax level.

is also based

DIRT

first applies

a dependency grammar parser to a monolingual corpus. Parsing the corpus is generally
time-consuming and, hence, smaller corpora have to be used, compared to methods that
do not require parsing; Lin and Panel used 1

GB

of news texts in their experiments.

Dependency paths are then extracted from the dependency trees of the corpus. Let us
consider, for example, sentences (2.54) and (2.57). Their dependency trees are shown
in figure 2.5; the similarity between the two sentences is less obvious than in figure 2.1,
because of the different verbs that are now involved. Two of the dependency paths that
can be extracted from the trees of figure 2.5 are shown in (2.55) and (2.58). The labels
of the edges are augmented by the POS-tags of the words they connect (e.g., N:subj:V
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Figure 2.5: Dependency trees of sentences (2.54) and (2.57).
instead of simply subj).31 The first and last words of the extracted paths are replaced
by slots, shown as boxed and numbered POS-tags. Roughly speaking, the paths of (2.55)
and (2.58) correspond to the surface templates of (2.56) and (2.59), respectively, but the
paths are actually templates specified at the syntactic level.
(2.54) A mathematician found a solution to the problem.
(2.55) N1 :subj:V ← found → V :obj:N → solution → N:to: N2
(2.56) N1 found [a] solution to N2
(2.57) The problem was solved by a young mathematician.
(2.58) N3 :obj:V ← solved → V :by: N4
(2.59) N3 was solved by N4 .
DIRT

imposes restrictions on the paths that can be extracted from the dependency

trees; for example, they have to start and end with noun slots. Once the paths have
been extracted, it looks for pairs of paths that occur frequently with the same slot fillers.
If (2.55) and (2.58) occur frequently with the same fillers (e.g., N1 = N4 = “mathematician”, N2 = N3 = “problem”), they will be included as a pair in

DIRT’s

output

(with N1 = N4 and N2 = N3). A measure based on mutual information (Manning and
Schuetze, 1999; Lin and Pantel, 2001) is used to detect paths with common fillers.
31 For

consistency with previous examples, we show slightly different labels than those used by Lin

and Pantel.
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Lin and Pantel call the pairs of templates that DIRT produces “inference rules”, but
there is no directionality between the templates of each pair; the intention seems to
be to produce pairs of near paraphrases. The resulting pairs are actually often textual
entailment pairs, not paraphrases, and the directionality of the entailment is unspecified.32 Bhagat et al. (2007) developed a method, called LEDIR, to classify the template
pairs hP1 , P2 i that DIRT and similar methods produce into three classes: paraphrases, P1
textually entails P2 and not the reverse, or P2 textually entails P1 and not the reverse.
Roughly speaking, LEDIR examines the semantic categories (e.g., person, location etc.)
of the words that fill P1 and P2 ’s slots in the corpus; the categories can be obtained
by following WordNet’s hypernym-hyponym hierarchies from the filler words up to a
certain level, or by applying clustering algorithms to the words of the corpus and using
the clusters of the filler words as their categories.33 If P1 occurs with fillers from a
substantially larger number of categories than P2 , then

LEDIR

assumes P1 has a more

general meaning than P2 and, hence, P2 textually entails P1 ; similarly for the reverse
direction. If there is no substantial difference in the number of categories, P1 and P2 are
taken to be paraphrases. Szpektor and Dagan (2008) describe a method similar to DIRT
that produces textual entailment pairs of unary (single slot) templates (e.g., “X takes a
nap” ⇒ “X sleeps”) using a directional similarity mesure for unary templates.
Extraction methods based on the Distributional Hypothesis often produce pairs of
templates that are not correct paraphrasing or textual entailment pairs, although they
share many common fillers. In fact, pairs involving antonyms are frequent; according
to Lin and Pantel (2001),

DIRT

finds “X solves Y ” to be very similar to “X worsens

Y ”; and the same problem has been reported in experiments with

LEDIR

(Bhagat et

al., 2007) and distributional approaches that operate at the surface level (Bhagat and
Ravichandran, 2008).
32 Template

pairs produced by DIRT can be retrieved from

http://demo.patrickpantel.com/.
33 For an introduction to clustering methods, consult chapter 14 of Manning and Schütze (1999).
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Ibrahim et al.’s (2003) method is similar to DIRT, but it assumes that a monolingual
parallel corpus is available (e.g., multiple English translations of novels), whereas DIRT
does not require parallel corpora. Ibrahim et al.’s method extracts pairs of dependency
paths only from aligned sentences that share matching anchors. Anchors are allowed to
be only nouns or pronouns, and they match if they are identical, if they are a noun and
a compatible pronoun, if they are of the same semantic category etc. In (2.60)–(2.61),
square brackets and subscripts indicate matching anchors.34 The pair of templates of
(2.62)–(2.63) would be extracted from (2.60)–(2.61); for simplicity, we show sentences
and templates as surface strings, although the method operates on dependency trees
and paths. Matching anchors become matched slots. Heuristic functions are used to
score the anchor matches (e.g., identical anchors are preferred to matching nouns and
pronouns) and the resulting template pairs; roughly speaking frequently rediscovered
template pairs are rewarded, especially when they occur with many different anchors.
(2.60) The [clerk]1 liked [Bovary]2 .
(2.61) [He]1 was fond of [Bovary]2 .
(2.62) X liked Y .
(2.63) X was fond of Y .

By operating on aligned sentences of monolingual parallel corpora, Ibrahim et al.’s
method may avoid, to some extent, producing pairs of unrelated templates that simply
happen to share common slot fillers. Large monolingual parallel corpora, however, are
more difficult to obtain than non-parallel corpora, as already discussed. An alternative is
to identify anchors in related sentences from comparable corpora (section 2.3), which
are easier to obtain. Shinyama and Sekine (2003) find pairs of sentences that share
the same anchors within clusters of news articles that report the same event. In their
method, anchors are named entities (e.g., person names) identified using a named entity
recognizer, or pronouns and noun phrases that refer to named entities; heuristics are
34 Simplified

example from Ibrahim et al. (2003).
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Figure 2.6: Word lattices obtained from sentence clusters in Barzilay and Lee’s method.
employed to identify likely referents. Dependency trees are then constructed from each
pair of sentences, and pairs of dependency paths are extracted from the trees by treating
the anchors as slots.
Barzilay and Lee (2003) used two corpora of the same genre, but from different
sources (news articles from two press agencies). They call the two corpora comparable, but they use the term with a slighly different meaning than in previously discussed
methods; the sentences of each corpus were clustered separately, and each cluster was
intended to contain sentences (from a single corpus) referring to events of the same
type (e.g., bomb attacks), not sentences (or documents) referring to the same events
(e.g., the same particular bombing). From each cluster of sentences, a word lattice was
produced using Multiple Sequence Alignment (Durbin et al., 1998; Barzilay and Lee,
2002). The solid lines of figure 2.6 illustrate two possible resulting lattices, from two
different clusters; we omit stop-words. Each sentence of a cluster corresponds to a path
in the cluster’s lattice. In each lattice, nodes that are shared by a high percentage (50%
in Barzilay and Lee’s experiments) of the cluster’s sentences are considered backbone
nodes. Parts of the lattice that connect otherwise consecutive backbone nodes are replaced by slots, as illustrated in figure 2.6. The two lattices of our example correspond
to the surface templates (2.64)–(2.65).
(2.64) X bombed Y .
(2.65) Y was bombed by X.
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Figure 2.7: Merging parse trees of aligned sentences in Pang et al.’s method.
The encountered fillers of each slot are also recorded. If two slotted lattices (templates)
from different corpora share many fillers, they are taken to be a pair of paraphrases
(figure 2.6).
Pang et al.’s method (2003) produces finite state automata very similar to Barzilay
and Lee’s lattices, but it requires a parallel monolingual corpus; Pang et al. used the
Multiple-Translation Chinese Corpus (section 2.3) in their experiments. The parse trees
of aligned sentences are constructed and then merged as illustrated in figure 2.7; vertical
lines inside the nodes indicate sequences of necessary constituents, whereas horizontal
lines correspond to disjunctions.35 In the example of figure 2.7, both sentences consist
of a noun phrase (NP) followed by a verb phrase (VP); this is reflected to the root node of
the merged tree. In both sentences, the noun phrase is a cardinal number (CD) followed
by a noun (NN); however, the particular cardinal numbers and nouns are different across
the two sentences, leading to leaf nodes with disjunctions. The rest of the merged tree
is constructed similarly; consult Pang at al. for further details. Presumably one could
also generalize over cardinal numbers, types of named entities etc.
Each merged tree is then converted to a finite state automaton by traversing the tree
in a depth-first manner and introducing a ramification when a node with a disjunction
35 Example

from Pang et al. (2003).
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Figure 2.8: Finite state automaton produced by Pang et al.’s method.
is encountered. Figure 2.8 shows the automaton that corresponds to the merged tree of
figure 2.7. All the language expressions that can be produced by the automaton (all the
paths from the start to the end node) are paraphrases. Hence, unlike other extraction
methods, Pang et al.’s method produces automata, rather than pairs of templates, but the
automata can be used in a similar manner. In recognition, for example, if two strings are
accepted by the same automaton, they are paraphrases; and in generation, we could look
for an automaton that accepts the input expression, and then output other expressions
that can be generated by the same automaton.
Bootstrapping approaches can also be used in extraction, as in generation (section
2.3), but with the additional complication that there is no particular input pattern, nor
seed values of its slots, to start from. To address this complication, Szpektor et al.
(2004) start with a lexicon of terms of a knowledge domain, for example names of
diseases, symptoms etc. in the case of a medical domain; to some extent, such lexicons
can be constructed automatically from a domain-specific corpus (e.g., medical articles)
via term acquisition techniques (Jacquemin and Bourigault, 2003). Szpektor et al. then
extract from a (non-parallel) monolingual corpus pairs of textual entailment templates
that can be used with the lexicon’s terms as slot fillers. Roughly speaking, their method,
called

TEASE ,

first identifies noun phrases that cooccur frequently with each term of

the lexicon, excluding very common noun phrases. It then uses the terms and their
cooccurring noun phrases as seeds to obtain templates, and then the new templates to
obtain more seeds, much as in figure 2.4. In TEASE, however, the templates are slotted
dependency paths, and the method includes a stage that merges compatible templates to
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form more general ones.36
Barzilay and McKeown (2001) also used a bootstrapping method, but to extract
paraphrases from a parallel monolingual corpus; they used multiple English translations of novels. Unlike previously discussed bootstrapping approaches, their method
involves two classifiers (in effect, two sets of rules). One classifier examines the words
the candidate paraphrases consist of, and a second one examines their contexts. The
two classifiers use different feature sets (different views of the data), and the output
of each classifier is used to improve the performance of the other one in an iterative
manner; this is case of co-training (Blum and Mitchell, 1998). More specifically, a POS
tagger, a shallow parser, and a stemmer are first applied to the corpus, and the sentences
are aligned across the different translations. Words that occur in both sentences of an
aligned pair are treated as seed positive lexical examples; all the other pairs of words
from the two sentences become seed negative lexical examples. From the aligned sentences (2.66)–(2.67), we obtain three seed positive lexical examples, shown in (2.68)–
(2.70), and many more seed negative lexical examples, two of which are shown in
(2.71)–(2.72).37 Although seed positive lexical examples are pairs of identical words,
as the algorithm iterates new positive lexical examples are produced, and some of them
may be synonyms (e.g., “comfort” and “console”) or pairs of longer paraphrases, as
will be explained below.
(2.66) He tried to comfort her.
(2.67) He tried to console Mary.
(2.68) hexpression1 = “he”, expression2 = “he”, +i
(2.69) hexpression1 = “tried”, expression2 = “tried”, +i
(2.70) hexpression1 = “to”, expression2 = “to”, +i
(2.71) hexpression1 = “he”, expression2 = “tried”, −i
36 See

http://www.cs.biu.ac.il/∼szpekti/TEASE_collection.zip for resulting

templates.
37 Simplified example from Barzilay and McKeown (2001).
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(2.72) hexpression1 = “he”, expression2 = “to”, −i

The contexts of the positive (similarly, negative) lexical examples in the corresponding sentences are then used to construct positive (or negative) context rules, i.e., rules
that can be used to obtain new pairs of positive (or negative) lexical examples. Barzilay
and McKeown use the

POS

tags of the l words before and after the lexical examples

as contexts, and in their experiments set l = 3. For simplicity, however, let us assume
that l = 2; then, for instance, from (2.66)–(2.67) and the positive lexical example of
(2.69), we obtain the possitive context rule of (2.73). The rule says that if two aligned
sentences contain two sequences of words, say λ1 and λ2 , one from each sentence, and
both λ1 and λ2 are preceded by the same pronoun, and both are followed by “to” and
a (possibly different) verb, then λ1 and λ2 are positive lexical examples. Identical subscripts in the POS tags denote identical words; for example, (2.73) requires both λ1 and
λ2 to be preceded by the same pronoun, but the verbs that follow them may be different.
(2.73) hleft1 = (pronoun1 ), right1 = (to1 , verb), left2 = (pronoun1 ), right1 = (to1 , verb), +i

In each iteration, only the k strongest positive and negative context rules are retained.
The strength of each context rule is its precision, i.e., for positive context rules, the
number of positive lexical examples whose contexts are matched by the rule divided by
the number of both positive and negative lexical examples matched, and similarly for
negative context rules. Barzilay and McKeown used k = 10, and they also discarded
context rules whose strength was below 95%. The resulting (positive and negative)
context rules are then used to identify new (positive and negative) lexical examples.
From the aligned (2.74)–(2.75), the rule of (2.73) would figure out that “tried” is a
synonym of “attempted”; the two words would be treated as a new positive lexical
example, shown in (2.76).
(2.74) She tried to run away.
(2.75) She attempted to escape.
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(2.76) hexpression1 = “tried”, expression2 = “attempted”, +i

The context rules may also produce multi-word lexical examples, like the one shown
in (2.77). The obtained lexical examples are generalized by replacing their words by
their

POS

tags, giving rise to paraphrasing rules. From (2.77) we obtain the positive

paraphrasing rule of (2.78); again,

POS

subscripts denote identical words, whereas su-

perscripts denote identical stems. The rule of (2.78) says that any sequence of words
consisting of a verb, “to”, and another verb is a paraphrase of any other sequence consisting of the same initial verb, “to”, and another verb of the same stem as the second
verb of the first sequence, provided that the two sequences occur in aligned sentences.
(2.77) hexpression1 = “start to talk”, expression2 = “start talking”, +i
(2.78)

generalized1 = (verb0 , to, verb1 ), generalized2 = (verb0 , verb1 ), +

The paraphrasing rules are also filtered by their strength, which is the precision with
which they predict paraphrasing contexts. The remaining paraphrasing rules are used
to obtain more lexical examples, which are also filtered by the precision with which
they predict paraphrasing contexts. The new positive and negative lexical examples
are then added to the existing ones, and they are used to obtain, score, and filter new
positive and negative context rules, as well as to rescore and filter the existing ones.
The resulting context rules are then employed to obtain more lexical examples, more
paraphrasing rules, and so on, until no new positive lexical examples can be obtained
from the corpus, or a maximum number of iterations is exceeded. Wang et al. (2009b)
added more scoring measures to Barzilay and McKeown’s method to filter and rank the
paraphrase pairs it produces, and used the extended method to extract paraphrases of
technical terms from clusters of short bug reports.
Bannard and Callison-Burch (2005) point out that bilingual parallel corpora are
much easier to obtain, and in much larger sizes, than the monolingual parallel corpora that methods like Barzilay and McKeown’s require. Hence, they set out to extract
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paraphrases from bilingual parallel corpora commonly used in statistical machine translation (SMT). As already discussed in section 2.3, phrase-based

SMT

systems employ

tables whose entries show how phrases of one language may be replaced by phrases of
another language; phrase tables of this kind may be produced by applying phrase alignment heuristics (Och and Ney, 2003; Cohn et al., 2008) to word alignments produced
by the commonly used

IBM

models (section 2.3). In the case of an English-German

parallel corpus, a phrase table may contain entries like the following, which show that
“under control” has been aligned with “unter kontrolle” in the corpus, but “unter kontrolle” has also been aligned with “in check”; hence, “under control” and “in check” are
a candidate paraphrase pair.38
English phrase

German phrase

...

...

under control

unter kontrolle

...

...

in check

unter kontrolle

...

...

More precisely, to paraphrase English phrases, Bannard and Callison-Burch employ
a pivot language (German, in the example above) and a bilingual parallel corpus for
English and the pivot language. They construct a phrase table from the parallel corpus,
and from the table they estimate the probabilities P(e| f ) and P( f |e), where e and f
range over all of the English and pivot language phrases of the table. For example,
P(e| f ) may be estimated as the number of entries (rows) that contain both e and f ,
divided by the number of entries that contain f , if there are multiple rows for multiple
alignments of e and f in the corpus, and similary for P( f |e). The best paraphrase e∗2 of
each English phrase e1 in the table is then computed by equation (2.79), where f ranges
over all the pivot language phrases of the phrase table T .
38 Example

from Bannard and Callison-Burch (2005).
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∑ P( f |e1 )P(e2 | f , e1 ) ≈ arge 6=max
∑ P( f |e1 )P(e2 | f )
e

f ∈T

2

1

(2.79)

f ∈T

Multiple bilingual corpora, for different pivot languages, can be used; (2.79) becomes
(2.80), where C ranges over the corpora, and f now ranges over the pivot language
phrases of C’s phrase table.

e∗2 = arg max ∑
e2 6=e1

∑

P( f |e1 )P(e2 | f )

(2.80)

C f ∈T (C)

Bannard and Callison-Burch considered adding a language model (section 2.3) to
their method to favour paraphrase pairs that can be used interchangeably in sentences;
roughly speaking, the language model assesses how well one element of a pair can replace the other in sentences where the latter occurs, by scoring the grammaticality of the
sentences after the replacement. In subsequent work, Callison-Burch (2008) extended
their method to require paraphrases to have the same syntactic types, since replacing
a phrase with one of a different syntactic type generally leads to an ungrammatical
sentence.39 Note that the methods of Bannard and Callison-Burch can also be used to
generate paraphrases of a given input phrase, as in section 2.3, but only when the input
phrase is in the phrase table and shares pivot language expressions with other phrases
of the input language. Zhou et al. (2006b) employed a method very similar to Bannard
and Callison-Burch’s to extract paraphrase pairs from a corpus, and used the resulting pairs in

SMT

evaluation, when comparing machine-generated translations against

human-authored ones.
The pivot language approaches discussed above have been shown to produce millions of paraphrase pairs from large bilingual parallel corpora. The paraphrases, how39 An implementation of Callison-Burch’s method, the paraphrases it produced in his experiments, and

human judgments of the quality of the paraphrases are available from http://cs.jhu.edu/∼ccb/.
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ever, are typically short (e.g., up to four or five words), since longer phrases are rare
in phrase tables. The methods can also be significantly affected by errors in automatic
word and phrase alignment (Bannard and Callison-Burch, 2005).
When evaluating extraction methods, we would ideally measure both their precision (what percentage of the extracted pairs are indeed paraphrase or textual entailment
pairs) and their recall (what percentage of the correct pairs are extracted). As in generation, however, recall cannot be computed, because the number of all correct pairs that
can be extracted from a large corpus (by an ideal method) is unknown. Instead, one
may count the number of extracted pairs, possibly at different precision levels. Different extraction methods, however, produce pairs of different kinds (e.g., surface strings,
slotted surface templates, or slotted dependency paths) from different kinds of corpora
(e.g., monolingual or multilingual parallel or comparable corpora); hence, direct comparisons of extraction methods may be impossible. Furthermore, different precision
and recall scores are obtained, depending on whether the extracted pairs are considered
in particular contexts or not, and whether they are required to be interchangeable in
grammatical sentences (Bannard and Callison-Burch, 2005; Barzilay and Lee, 2003;
Callison-Burch, 2008; Zhao et al., 2008).
As in generation, in principle one could use a paraphrase or textual entailment recognizer to score automatically the extracted pairs; a language model could also be employed to judge the grammaticality of the resulting sentences, when the expressions
of each pair are required to be interchangeable in grammatical sentences. However,
recognizers and, to a lesser extent, language models are not always accurate enough;
hence, human judges are usually employed. One may also evaluate extraction methods
indirectly, for example by measuring how much the extracted pairs help in information extraction (Bhagat and Ravichandran, 2008; Szpektor and Dagan, 2008) or when
expanding queries (Pasca and Dienes, 2005), or by measuring to what extent

SMT

or

summarization evaluation measures can be improved by taking into consideration the
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extracted pairs (Callison-Burch et al., 2006a; Kauchak and Barzilay, 2006; Zhou et al.,
2006b).

2.5

Conclusions

Paraphrasing and textual entailment is currently a popular research topic. Paraphrasing
can be seen as bidirectional textual entailment and, hence, similar methods are often
used for both. Although both kinds of methods can be described in terms of logical entailment, they are usually intended to capture human intuitions that may not be as strict
as logical entailment; and although logic-based methods have been developed, most
methods operate at the surface, syntactic, or shallow semantic level, with dependency
trees being a particularly popular representation.
Recognition methods, which classify input pairs of natural language expressions (or
templates) as correct or incorrect paraphrases or textual entailment pairs, often rely on
supervised machine learning to combine similarity measures possibly operating at different representation levels (surface, syntactic, semantic). More recently, approaches
that search for sequences of transformations that connect the two input expressions
are also gaining popularity, and they exploit paraphrasing or textual entailment rules
extracted from large corpora. The RTE challenges provide a significant thrust to recognition work, and they have helped establish benchmarks and attract more researchers.
Generation methods, meaning methods that generate paraphrases of an input natural language expression (or template), or expressions that entail or are entailed by the
input expression, are currently based mostly on bootstrapping or ideas from statistical
machine translation. There are fewer publications on generation, compared to recognition (and extraction), and most of them focus on paraphrasing; furthermore, there are
no established challenges or benchmarks, unlike recognition.
Extraction methods extract paraphrases or textual entailment pairs (also called “rules”)
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from corpora, usually off-line. They can be used to construct resources (e.g., phrase tables or collections of rules) that can be exploited by recognition or generation methods,
or in other tasks (e.g., statistical machine translation, information extraction). Many
extraction methods are based on the Distributional Hypothesis, though they often operate at different representation levels. Alignment techniques originating from statistical
machine translation are recently also popular and they allow existing large bilingual
parallel corpora to be exploited. Extraction methods also differ depending on whether
they require parallel, comparable, or simply large corpora, monolingual or bilingual.
As in generation, most extraction research has focused on paraphrasing, and there are
no established challenges or benchmarks.
In the remainder of this thesis, we focus on recognition of paraphrases and textual
entailment (chapter 3), and generation of paraphrases (chapter 4). We also consider
application of paraphrase generation (chapter 5).

Chapter 3
Paraphrase and Textual Entailment
Recognition1
3.1

Introduction

Paraphrase recognizers decide whether or not two given phrases (or patterns) are paraphrases, possibly by generalizing over many different training pairs of phrases. Paraphrase recognizers can be embedded in paraphrase generators to filter out erroneous
generated paraphrases; but they are also useful on their own. In question answering,
for example, a question may be phrased differently than in a document collection (e.g.,
“Who is the author of War and Piece?” vs. “Leo Tolstoy is the writer of War and
Peace.”), and taking such variations into account can improve system performance significantly (Harabagiu et al., 2003; Harabagiu and Hickl, 2006). A paraphrase recognizer
can be used, for example, to check if a pattern extracted from the question (possibly by
turning the question into a statement) matches any patterns extracted from candidate

1 The

work of this chapter has also been published in four conference papers and competition re-

ports (Malakasiotis and Androutsopoulos, 2007; Galanis and Malakasiotis, 2008; Malakasiotis, 2009a;
Malakasiotis, 2009b).
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answers. As a further example, in text summarization, especially multi-document summarization (Mani, 2001; Hovy, 2003), one wants to avoid including in the summary
sentences whose content is expressed by other sentences already present in a partially
constructed summary. A paraphrase recognizer can be used to check if a sentence being
considered is a paraphrase of any other sentence in the partial summary.
In many cases, however, a textual entailment recognizer is more desirable. Textual
entailment recognition (Dagan et al., 2006; Bar-Haim et al., 2006; Giampiccolo et al.,
2007) is the task of deciding whether or not the meaning of a hypothesis text H (e.g., a
candidate sentence to be included in a summary) can be inferred from the meaning of
another text T (e.g., a partial summary). For instance, (3.1) textually entails (3.2), and,
hence, (3.2) should not be added to (3.1), if the latter is a partial summary, even though
(3.2) is not a paraphrase of (3.1). On the other hand, (3.3) does not textually entail (3.4).
(3.1) The drugs that slow down Alzheimer’s disease work best the earlier you administer them.
(3.2) Alzheimer’s disease can be slowed down using drugs.
(3.3) Drew Walker, Tayside’s public health director, said: “It is important to stress that this is
not a confirmed case of rabies.”
(3.4) A case of rabies was confirmed.

Note that although “paraphrasing” and “textual entailment” are sometimes used as
synonyms, we use the former to refer to methods that generate or recognize semantically
equivalent (or almost equivalent) phrases or patterns, whereas in textual entailment the
expressions or patterns are not necessarily semantically equivalent; it suffices if one
entails the other, even if the reverse direction does not hold. For example, “Y was
written by X” textually entails “Y is the work of X”, but the reverse direction does not
necessarily hold (e.g., if Y is a statue).
In this chapter, we focus on paraphrase and textual entailment recognition. We propose three methods, namely

INIT, INIT + WN ,

and

INIT + WN + DEP ,

that employ string

similarity measures, which are applied to several abstractions of a pair of input phrases
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(e.g., the phrases themselves, their stems, POS tags). The scores returned by the similarity measures are used as features in a Maximum Entropy (ME) classifier (Jaynes, 1957;
Good, 1963), which learns to separate true paraphrase pairs from false ones. Two of our
methods also exploit WordNet to detect synonyms, and one of them uses additional features to measure similarities of grammatical relations obtained by a dependency parser.2
We have also experimented with feature selection, and we have performed detailed
error analysis to shed more light on the performance of our methods. We show experimentally that in paraphrase recognition INIT is competitive to the best known systems;
INIT + WN

and INIT + WN + DEP perform even better, but they require more resources and

the improvement is small. In textual entailment recognition, the three methods do not
perform as well as other state of the art methods, though they are still competitive and
they can be used as competitive baselines, given that they are simpler than many other
systems.
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 3.2 describes the
datasets we used in our experiments, and Section 3.3 the measures used to evaluate
our methods. Section 3.4 describes our methods and presents their results. Section 3.5
compares our methods to previous state of the art methods. Section 3.6 concludes and
summarizes the research contribution of this chapter.

3.2

Datasets

Experimenting with paraphrase recognizers requires datasets containing both positive
and negative input pairs. When using discriminative classifiers (e.g.,

SVM s),

the neg-

ative training pairs must ideally be near misses, otherwise they may be of little use
(Schohn and Cohn, 2000; Tong and Koller, 2002). Near misses can also make the test
data more challenging. The most widely used benchmark dataset for paraphrase recog2 We

use Stanford University’s ME classifier and parser; see http://nlp.stanford.edu/.
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nition is the Microsoft Research (MSR) Paraphrase Corpus.3 It contains 5,801 pairs of
sentences obtained from clusters of online news articles referring to the same events
(Dolan et al., 2004; Dolan and Brockett, 2005). The pairs were initially filtered by
heuristics, which require, for example, the word edit distance of the two sentences in
each pair to be neither too small (to avoid nearly identical sentences) nor too large (to
avoid too many negative pairs); and both sentences to be among the first three of articles from the same cluster (articles referring to the same event), the rationale being that
initial sentences often summarize the events. The candidate paraphrase pairs were then
filtered by an

SVM -based

paraphrase recognizer (Brockett and Dolan, 2005), trained

on separate manually classified pairs obtained in a similar manner, which was biased
to overidentify paraphrases. Finally, human judges annotated the remaining sentence
pairs as paraphrases or not. Each pair of the MSR corpus was examined by two judges,
and a third judge resolved disagreements when they occurred; the average interannotator agreement was approximately 84%. After resolving disagreements, approximately
67% of the 5,801 pairs were judged to be paraphrases. The dataset is divided in two nonoverlapping parts, for training (30% of all pairs) and testing (70%). The judges were
actually told to decide whether the sentences of each pair were “semantically equivalent” or not, but they were provided additional guidelines and examples that made it
clear that minor differences in the information provided by the two sentences were to
be tolerated. For example, (3.5)–(3.6) are annotated as paraphrases in the

MSR

cor-

pus. Dolan et al. (2004) also provide the example of (3.7)–(3.8); the two sentences
would presumably be annotated as paraphrases. The judges were also instructed to treat
referring expressions (e.g., pronouns) and their full forms as equivalent.
(3.5) Those reports were denied by the interior minister, Prince Nayef.
(3.6) However, the Saudi interior minister, Prince Nayef, denied the reports.
3 Currently,

search.

the easiest way to obtain the particularly long URL of the dataset is to perform a Web
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(3.7) Two men who robbed a jeweller’s shop to raise funds for the Bali bombings were each
jailed for %number% years by Indonesian courts today.
(3.8) An Indonesian court today sentenced two men to %number% years in prison for helping
finance last year’s terrorist bombings in Bali by robbing a jewelry store.

Note that some of the heuristics that were used to construct the MSR corpus rule out pairs
of sentences with very large edit distances or very small lexical overlap; for example,
one heuristic requires that the two sentences have at least three common words. Zhang
and Patrick (Zhang and Patrick, 2005) and others have pointed out that the heuristics
that were used to construct the corpus may have biased it towards particular types of
paraphrases, excluding for example paraphrases that do not share any common words.
We have also experimented with a paraphrase recognition dataset we created from
the Multiple-Translation Chinese (MTC) corpus.4

MTC

is a corpus containing news arti-

cles in Mandarin Chinese; for each article, 11 English translations (by different translators) are also provided. We considered the translations of the same Chinese sentence as
paraphrases. We obtained all the possible paraphrase pairs and we treated them as positive instances. We also added an equal number of randomly selected non paraphrase
pairs (negative instances), which contained sentences from different translations of the
same articles, but which were not translations of the same sentence. In this way, we
constructed a dataset containing 82,260 pairs of sentences. The dataset was then split
in training (70%) and test (30%) parts, with an equal number of positive and negative
pairs in each part.
For textual entailment recognition, the most widely used benchmarks are those of
the

RTE

challenges (section 2.1). As an example, the

RTE -3

corpus contains 1,600

hT, Hi pairs (positive or negative). Four application scenarios where textual entailment
recognition might be useful were considered: information extraction (IE), information
retrieval (IR), question answering (QA), and summarization (SUM). There are 200 train4 The

corpus is available by the LDC, Catalogue Number LDC2002T01, ISBN 1-58563-217-1.
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ing and 200 testing pairs for each scenario; Dagan et al. (2009) explain how they were
constructed.5 In the

IE

scenario, the H parts of the pairs corresponded to natural lan-

guage glosses of templates that IE systems were required to fill in, whereas the T parts
were texts from which the systems were expected to extract (or not) the information to
fill in the templates. For example, given a template glossed as “X works for Y ” and the
text of (3.9), a positive hT, Hi pair would be (3.9)–(3.10).
(3.9) T : J. Smith, who recently joined Banana Ltd. as CEO, gave a press conference yesterday.
(3.10) H: J. Smith works for Banana Ltd.

In the

IR

scenario, the H parts were natural language statements (e.g., “Alzheimer’s

disease is treated using drugs”) that were given as queries to search engines, and the
T s were texts from documents returned by the search engines. In the

QA

scenario, the

T parts were text snippets returned by question answering systems, and the H parts
were the corresponding questions turned into statements, much as in the example of
(2.18)–(2.20) of section 2.1. In the

SUM

scenario, the T s were mostly sentences from

multi-document summaries (or sentences from the documents to be summarized), and
the Hs were simplified forms of the T s. The pairs from the four scenarios were given
to three human judges to decide if they were true or false entailment pairs; the average
interannotator agreement was approximately 88%, with Kappa = 0.75 (Giampiccolo
et al., 2007).6 Pairs for which there was disagreement were filtered out, and the remaining pairs were equally split to development and test sets. For each scenario, 200
development and 200 test pairs were obtained in this manner.
The

RTE -4

corpus was constructed in a similar way, but it contains only test pairs,

250 for each of the four scenarios. A further difference is that in
5 Data

from

previous

competitions

in

the

four

areas

were

RTE -4

used.

the judges
Consult

http://pascallin.ecs.soton.ac.uk/Challenges/RTE3/ for further details.
6 The Kappa statistic (Cohen, 1960; Di Eugenio and Glass, 2004) in effect measures the degree to
which agreement cannot be attributed to chance.
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classified the pairs in three classes: true entailment pairs, false entailment pairs where
H contradicts T (Harabagiu et al., 2006; de Marneffe et al., 2008), and false pairs where
reading T does not lead to any conclusion about H; a similar pilot task was included in
RTE -3

(Voorhees, 2008).7 The pairs of the latter two classes can be merged, if only two

classes (true and false pairs) are desirable.
We note that RTE-3’s pilot task also required systems to justify their answers. Many
of the participants, however, used technical or mathematical terminology in their explanations, which was not always appreciated by the human judges; also, the entailments were often obvious to the judges, to the extent that no justification was necessary
(Voorhees, 2008).

3.3

Evaluation measures

In paraphrase and textual entailment recognition, four widely known evaluation measures are used. These are: accuracy, precision, recall, and F-measure with equal weight
on precision and recall; they are all defined below. TP (true positives) and FP (false
positives) are the numbers of pairs that have correctly or incorrectly, respectively, been
classified as positive (paraphrases or textual entailment pairs). TN (true negatives) and
FN (false negatives) are the numbers of pairs that have correctly or incorrectly, respectively, been classified as negative (not paraphrases or not textual entailment pairs).
precision =
accuracy =

TP
TP+FP ,

TP+TN
TP+TN+FP+FN ,

recall =
F-measure =

TP
TP+FN ,
2·precision·recall
precision+recall

Note that in the case of textual entailment, when the pairs are classified in 3 classes,
only accuracy is meaningful and can be defined as:

7 The

contradiction datasets that were used in the experiments of de Marneffe et al. (2008) can be

found at http://nlp.stanford.edu/projects/contradictions/.
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# correctly classified pairs
# all pairs

We also use:
error rate = 1 - accuracy
Average precision, borrowed from information retrieval evaluation, has also been used
in the RTE challenges to evaluate a system’s ability to rank positive pairs above negative
ones (Dagan et al., 2009). Bergmair (2009), however, argues against using it in

RTE

challenges and proposes alternative measures.

3.4

Our recognition methods

The main idea underlying our methods is that by capturing similarities at various shallow abstractions of the input (e.g., the original sentences, the stems of their words,
their

POS

tags), we can recognize paraphrases and textual entailment reasonably well,

provided that we learn to assign appropriate weights to the resulting features. Further
improvements are possible by recognizing synonyms and by employing similarity measures that operate on the output of dependency grammar parsers.
We use a machine learning approach to combine the similarities (see section 2.2
and figure 2.3). Each pair of input language expressions hP1 , P2 i is represented by a feature vector h f1 , . . . , fm i containing the scores of different similarity measures applied to
different abstractions of the pair, and some other features to be described later. A supervised machine learning algorithm trains a classifier on manually classified (as correct
or incorrect) vectors corresponding to training input pairs. Once trained, the classifier
can classify unseen pairs as correct or incorrect paraphrases or textual entailment pairs
by examining their features.
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Maximum Entropy classifier

In this section, we give a brief description of a Maximum Entropy (ME) classifier
(Jaynes, 1957; Good, 1963), which is the classifier we used in the experiments of this
chapter. We have also experimented with a Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier
(Vapnik, 1998; Cristianini and Shawe-Taylor, 2000; Joachims, 2002) but the results
were very similar and are not reported. The

SVM

classifier was also much slower than

the ME one.
Given a vector of m features ~F = h f1 , . . . , fm i for some instance Y and a set of classes
C = {c1 , . . . , cn } that Y can be classified in, the probability that Y belongs in class c ∈ C
is estimated as:

P(c|~F) =

exp (∑m
i=1 wci f i )
∑c0 ∈C exp (∑m
i=1 wc0 i f i )

where wci is the weight for feature fi when considering class c. The class ĉ that Y will
be classified in is the class with the maximum probability:

ĉ = arg max P(c|~F)
c∈C

The weights wci can be learnt, for example, by maximizing the conditional likelihood
of the training data via gradient ascent. Let us consider a binary classification problem
where the two classes are c+ and c− . Then P(c = c+ |~F) =

1
,
1+exp(∑m
i=1 wc+ i f i )

and P(c =

c− |~F) = 1 − P(c = c+ |~F). During training, the classifier chooses the weights wci which
maximize the probability that the trainings instances indeed belong in their correct class.
This is achieved by maximizing the conditional likelihood of the training examples:

L(~w) = P(y(1) , . . . , y(m) |~F (1) , . . . , ~F (m) )

(3.11)

where y(1) , . . . , y(m) are the correct classes and ~F (1) , . . . , ~F (m) the feature vectors of the
training instances. Assuming that the training instances are independent and come from
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the same population, the conditional likelihood is calculated by equation (3.12).
m

L(~w) = P(y(1) , . . . , y(m) |~F (1) , . . . , ~F (m) ) = ∏ P(y(i) |~F (i) ;~w)

(3.12)

i=1

Instead of maximizing L(~w), it is often preferable to maximize the monotonically increasing function of equation (3.13).
m

l(~w) = log L(~w) = ∑ log P(y(i) |~F (i) ;~w)

(3.13)

i=1

If y = 1 is the positive class and y = 0 is the negative one, then:

(i)

(i)

P(y(i) |~F (i) ;~w) = P(c+ |~F (i) ,~w)y + P(c− |~F (i) ,~w)1−y

(3.14)

(i)
Notice that for y = 1, the right-hand side of equation (3.14) becomes P(c+ |~F (i) ,~w)y ;
(i)
and for y = 0, it becomes P(c− |~F (i) ,~w)1−y . Thus, equation (3.13) can be rewritten as:

m

(i)

(i)

l(~w) = ∑ log P(c+ |~F (i) ,~w)y + log P(c− |~F (i) ,~w)1−y =
i=1

m

= ∑ y(i) log P(c+ |~F (i) ,~w) + (1 − y(i) ) log P(c− |~F (i) ,~w)

(3.15)

i=1

We can then use gradient ascend to learn the best weights:

~w ← ~w + η · ∇~w l(~w)
If both classes have the same weights (i.e., if wc+ i = wc− i = wi ), then we obtain the
following weight update rule; η is a small positive constant:
m

(i)

wl ← wl + η · ∑ [y(i) − P(c+ |~x(i) ] · fl
i=1

For an introduction to ME modeling, see chapter 6 of Jurafsky and Martin (2008).
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String similarity measures

We first describe the nine string similarity measures that we use.8 In each measure,
assume that we compare two strings s1 and s2 .
Levenshtein distance: This is the minimum number of operations (edit distance)
needed to transform one string (in our case, s1 ) into the other one (s2 ), where an operation is an insertion, deletion, or substitution of a single character.
Jaro-Winkler distance:

The Jaro-Winkler distance (Winkler, 1999) is a variation of

the Jaro distance (Jaro, 1995), which we describe first. The Jaro distance d j of s1 and
s2 is defined as:
d j (s1 , s2 ) =

m
m−t
m
,
+
+
3 · l1 3 · l2 3 · m

where l1 and l2 are the lengths (in characters) of s1 and s2 , respectively. The value m
is the number of characters of s1 that match characters of s2 . Two characters from s1
and s2 , respectively, are considered to match if they are identical and the difference in
their positions does not exceed

max(l1 ,l2 )
2

− 1. Finally, to compute t (‘transpositions’),

we remove from s1 and s2 all characters that do not have matching characters in the
other string, and we count the number of positions in the resulting two strings that do
not contain the same character; t is half that number.
The Jaro-Winkler distance dw emphasizes prefix similarity between the two strings.
It is defined as:
dw (s1 , s2 ) = d j (s1 , s2 ) + l · p · [1 − d j (s1 , s2 )],
where l is the length of the longest common prefix of s1 and s2 , and p is a constant
scaling factor that also controls the emphasis placed on prefix similarity. The implementation we used considers prefixes up to 6 characters long, and sets p = 0.1.

8 We

use our own implementation of the string similarity measures.
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Manhattan distance: Also known as City Block distance or L1 , this is defined for
any two vectors ~x = hx1 , . . . , xn i and ~y = hy1 , . . . , yn i in an n-dimensional vector space
as:
n

L1 (~x,~y) = ∑ |xi − yi |.
i=1

In our case, n is the number of distinct tokens that occur in s1 and s2 (in any of the two);
and xi , yi show how many times each one of these distinct words occurs in s1 and s2 ,
respectively.
Euclidean distance: This is defined as follows:
s
n

L2 (~x,~y) =

∑ (xi − yi)2.

i=1

In our case, ~x and ~y correspond to s1 and s2 , respectively, as in the previous measure.
Cosine similarity: The definition follows:
cos(~x,~y) =

~x ·~y
.
k~xk · k~yk

In our system, ~x and ~y are as above, except that they are binary, i.e., xi and yi are 1 or 0,
depending on whether or not the corresponding token occurs in s1 or s2 , respectively.
N-gram distance: This is the same as L1 , but instead of tokens we use all the (distinct)
character n-grams in s1 and s2 ; we used n = 3.
Matching coefficient:

This is |X ∩Y |, where X and Y are the sets of (unique) words

(or tags) of s1 and s2 , respectively; i.e., it counts how many common words s1 and s2
have.
Dice coefficient: This is the following quantity; in our case, X and Y are as in the
previous measure.
2 · |X ∩Y |
|X| + |Y |
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again X and Y are as in the matching

coefficient.

3.4.3

Combining similarity measures

During training, our first method, INIT, is given a set { P1,1 , P1,2 , y1 , . . . , Pn,1 , Pn,2 , yn },
where Pi,1 and Pi,2 are language expressions (e.g., sentences), yi = 1 (positive class) if
the two expressions are paraphrases or constitute a true textual entailment pair, and
yi = −1 (negative class) otherwise. When three classes are used (RTE 3 - RTE 5), yi = 1
for true entailment pairs, yi = −1 for false entailment pairs where H contradicts T
(Harabagiu et al., 2006; de Marneffe et al., 2008), and yi = 0 for false pairs where reading T does not lead to any conclusion about H. Each pair of expressions Pi,1 , Pi,2 is
converted to a single feature vector ~vi , whose values are scores returned by similarity
measures that indicate how similar Pi,1 and Pi,2 are at various levels of abstraction. The
vectors and the corresponding categories {h~
v1 , yi i , . . . , h~
vn , yn i} are given as input to the
ME

classifier, which learns how to classify new vectors~v, corresponding to unseen pairs

of expressions hP1 , P2 i.
For each pair of input language expressions hP1 , P2 i, we form ten new pairs of strings
10
p11 , p12 , . . . , p10
1 , p2 corresponding to ten different levels of abstraction of P1 and P2 ,

and we apply the nine similarity measures to the ten new pairs, resulting in a total of 90
measurements. These measurements are then included as features in the vector ~v that
corresponds to hP1 , P2 i. The pi1 , pi2 pairs are:
p11 , p12 : two strings consisting of the original tokens of P1 and P2 , respectively, with the original order of the tokens maintained;9
p21 , p22 : as in the previous case, but now the tokens are replaced by their stems;

9 We

use Stanford University’s tokenizer and POS-tagger, and Porter’s stemmer.
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p31 , p32 : as in the previous case, but now the tokens are replaced by their part-of-speech (POS)
tags;
p41 , p42 : as in the previous case, but now the tokens are replaced by their soundex codes;10
p51 , p52 : two strings consisting of only the nouns of P1 and P2 , as identified by a POS-tagger,
with the original order of the nouns maintained;
p61 , p62 : as in the previous case, but now with nouns replaced by their stems;
p71 , p72 : as in the previous case, but now with nouns replaced by their soundex codes;
p81 , p82 : two strings consisting of only the verbs of P1 and P2 , as identified by a POS-tagger,
with the original order of the verbs maintained;
p91 , p92 : as in the previous case, but now with verbs replaced by their stems;
10 : as in the previous case, but now with verbs replaced by their soundex codes.
p10
1 , p2

Note that the similarities are measured in terms of tokens, not characters. For instance, the edit distance of P1 and P2 is the minimum number of operations needed to
transform P1 to P2 , where an operation is an insertion, deletion or substitution of a single
token. Moreover, we use high-level POS tags only, i.e., we do not consider the number
of nouns, the voice of verbs etc.; this increases the similarity of positive p31 , p32 pairs.
A common problem is that the string similarity measures may be misled by differences in the lengths of P1 and P2 . This is particularly true in textual entailment, where
one of the input language expressions (T ) is often much longer than the other one (H).
If a part of T (e.g., part of its surface string) is very similar to H, this is an indication
that H may be entailed by T . This is illustrated in (3.16)–(3.17), where H is included
verbatim in T . Note, however, that the similarity between H and the entire T of this
example is low, because of the different lengths of T and H.
10 Soundex

is an algorithm intended to map English names to alphanumeric codes, so that

names with the same pronunciations receive the same codes, despite spelling differences; see
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Soundex.
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(3.16) T : Charles de Gaulle died in 1970 at the age of eighty. He was thus fifty years old when,
as an unknown officer recently promoted to the rank of brigadier general, he made his
famous broadcast from London rejecting the capitulation of France to the Nazis after the
debacle of May-June 1940.
(3.17) H: Charles de Gaulle died in 1970.

To address this problem, when we consider a pair of language expressions or abstractions hp1 , p2 i, if p1 is longer than p2 , we obtain all of the substrings p01 of p1 that
have the same length as p2 . Then, for each p01 , we compute the nine values f j (p01 , p2 ),
where f j (1 ≤ j ≤ 9) are the string similarity measures. Finally, we locate the p01 with
the best average similarity (over all similarity measures) to p2 , namely p0∗
1:
10

0
p0∗
1 = arg max ∑ f j (p1 , p2 )
p01

j=1

and we keep the nine f j (p0∗
1 , p2 ) values and their average as ten additional measurements. Similarly, if p2 is longer than p1 , we keep the nine f j (p1 , p0∗
2 ) values and their
average. This process is applied only to pairs p11 , p12 , . . . , p41 , p42 , where large length
differences are more likely to appear, adding 40 more measurements (features) to the
vector ~v of each hP1 , P2 i pair of input language expressions.
The measurements discussed above provide 130 numeric features.11 To those, we
add two Boolean features indicating the existence or absence of negation in P1 or P2 ,
respectively; negation is detected by looking for words like “not”, “won’t” etc. With
these features we try to avoid false positives, i.e., wrongly classifying as paraphrases or
textual entailments pairs of language expressions that are very similar but have opposite
meanings because of negation (e.g., P1 = “X is the author of Y ”, P2 = “X is not the author
of Y ”). Finally, we add a length ratio feature, defined as

min(LP1 ,LP2 )
max(LP1 ,LP2 ) ,

where LP1 and LP2

are the lengths, in tokens, of P1 and P2 . Hence, there is a total of 133 available features
in INIT.
11 All

feature values are normalized in [−1, 1].
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Figure 3.1:

INIT

error rate learning curves on the MSR corpus.

2 class INIT learning curves (RTE-3)
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Figure 3.2:

INIT

error rate learning curves on the RTE-3 corpus for 2 classes.
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3 class INIT learning curves (RTE-3)
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Figure 3.3:

INIT

error rate learning curves on the RTE-3 corpus for 3 classes.

In order to measure the performance of

INIT,

we conducted an experiment during

which INIT was trained on increasingly larger parts of the training set of the datasets we
used (see section 3.2), and it was always evaluated on the entire corresponding test set.
Figures 3.1 through 3.3 plot the error rates of INIT computed both on the test set and the
encountered training set of the

MSR

and

RTE

3 corpora. The error rate on the training

instances a learner has encountered is typically lower than the error rate on the test set,
and the former can be seen as a lower bound of the latter. On the MSR corpus the curves
of the two error rates have converged, which is a sign of high bias. Intuitively, this
means that the classifier fails to learn the desired hypothesis, because this hypothesis
is not in the search space. A possible solution to this problem is to use more and/or
different features.12 By contrast, on the

RTE -3

corpus, the distance between the two

curves remains relatively large, which is a sign of high variance, which means that INIT
12 Another

solution may be to use a more complex hypothesis model instead of the linear separators

of the ME classifier. We experimented, however, with non-linear SVMs, which led to no improvements.
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overfits the training data. A possible solution in this case is to use fewer features or
more training data. A further observation is that INIT performs much worse on the RTE3 dataset than on the

MSR

corpus. Moreover, the results deteriorate further when the

recognizer needs to classify the pairs in three classes. However, the error rate on the
training set indicates that there is a lot of room for improvement. Similar observations
can be also made for the other RTE datasets. The interested reader may consult appendix
A, where the results of all our methods on all datasets are listed.

3.4.4

The need for synonyms and grammatical relations

A possible false negative error (missed paraphrases) of INIT is that it fails to recognize
positive pairs that involve synonyms. In the following pair of sentences, for example,
“dispatched” is used as a synonym of “sent”; treating the two verbs as the same token
during the calculation of the string similarity measures would correctly yield a higher
similarity.13
(3.18) P1 : Fewer than a dozen FBI agents were dispatched to secure and analyze evidence.
(3.19) P2 : Fewer than a dozen FBI agents will be sent to Iraq to secure and analyze evidence of
the bombing.
INIT + WN

tries to address the problem just described by treating as identical (during

the calculation of the similarity measures) words from P1 and P2 that are synonyms
according to WordNet; otherwise the method is the same as INIT.
Note, however, that the similarity is increased for both positive and negative pairs
that contain synonyms. In the following example, borrowed form the
INIT + WN
INIT,

MSR

corpus,

has higher confidence that the two language expressions are paraphrases than

because of the two synonyms (“closed” and “ended”). Observe, however, that

(3.20) and (3.21) are not paraphrases.
13 The

example comes from the MSR corpus.
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(3.20) P1 : The Nikkei average closed up 1.5 percent at 8,152.16, a one-month high.
(3.21) P2 : The Nikkei average ended the morning up half percent at 8,071.00.

Recall that we also need more features because of the high bias problem shown in
figure 3.1. So far,

INIT

and

expressions of each pair.

INIT + WN

operate on the surface level of the two language

INIT + WN + DEP

adds features that operate on the grammatical

relations (dependencies) a dependency grammar parser returns for P1 and P2 . We use
three measures to calculate similarity at the level of grammatical relations, namely P1
dependency recall (DR1 ), P2 dependency recall (DR2 ), and their F-measure (FDR1 ,DR2 ),
defined below:
DR1 =

|common dependencies|
|P1 dependencies|

DR2 =

|common dependencies|
|P2 dependencies|

FDR1 ,DR2 =

2·DR1 ·DR2
DR1 +DR2

The following two examples illustrate the usefulness of dependency similarity measures in detecting paraphrases. In the first example, (3.22) is not a paraphrase of (3.23)
and the scores defined above are low. In the second example, where (3.24) and (3.25)
have almost identical meanings, the scores are much higher; by contrast, string similarity scores would be low, because of the different order of the clauses in the two
sentences. Figures 3.4 and 3.5 list the grammatical relations (dependencies) of the two
examples with the common ones shown in bold.
(3.22) P1 : Gyorgy Heizler, head of the local disaster unit, said the coach was carrying 38 passengers.
(3.23) P2 : The head of the local disaster unit, Gyorgy Heizler, said the coach driver had failed
to heed red stop lights.
DR1 = 0.43, DR2 = 0.32, FDR1 ,DR2 = 0.36
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Grammatical relations of P1
mod(Heizler-2, Gyorgy-1)
arg(said-11, Heizler-2)
mod(Heizler-2, head-4)
mod(head-4, of-5)
mod(unit-9, the-6)
mod(unit-9, local-7)
mod(unit-9, disaster-8)
arg(of-5, unit-9)
mod(coach-13, the-12)
arg(carrying-15, coach-13)
aux(carrying-15, was-14)
arg(said-11, carrying-15)
mod(passengers-17, 38-16)
arg(carrying-15, passengers-17)
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Grammatical relations of P2
mod(head-2, The-1)
arg(said-12, head-2)
mod(head-2, of-3)
mod(unit-7, the-4)
mod(unit-7, local-5)
mod(unit-7, disaster-6)
arg(of-3, unit-7)
mod(Heizler-10, Gyorgy-9)
mod(unit-7, Heizler-10)
mod(driver-15, the-13)
mod(driver-15, coach-14)
arg(failed-17, driver-15)
aux(failed-17, had-16)
arg(said-12, failed-17)
aux(heed-19, to-18)
arg(failed-17, heed-19)
mod(lights-22, red-20)
mod(lights-22, stop-21)
arg(heed-19, lights-22)

Figure 3.4: Grammatical relations of example 3.22–3.23.
(3.24) P1 : Amrozi accused his brother, whom he called “the witness”, of deliberately distorting
his evidence.
(3.25) P2 : Referring to him as only “the witness”, Amrozi accused his brother of deliberately
distorting his evidence.
DR1 = 0.69, DR2 = 0.6, FDR1 ,DR2 = 0.64

As with

POS -tags,

we use only the highest level of the tags of the grammatical

relations (e.g., argument instead of direct object, and modifier instead of adjectival
modifier), which we have found experimentally to lead to better results. For the same
reason, we ignore the directionality of the dependency arcs.

INIT + WN + DEP

employs a

total of 136 features.
Figure 3.6 illustrates the error rate learning curves of
them to the corresponding learning curves of

INIT.

INIT + WN + DEP

comparing

We observe a slight improvement

both in the train and test error rates, which means the use of WordNet for synonyms
and the additional dependency features were indeed helpful, although only to a small
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Grammatical relations of P1
arg(accused-2, Amrozi-1)
mod(brother-4, his-3)
arg(accused-2, brother-4)
arg(called-8, whom-6)
arg(called-8, he-7)
mod(brother-4, called-8)
mod(witness-11, the-10)
dep(called-8, witness-11)
mod(brother-4, of-14)
mod(distorting-16, deliberately-15)
arg(of-14, distorting-16)
mod(evidence-18, his-17)
arg(distorting-16, evidence-18)
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Grammatical relations of P2
dep(accused-12, Referring-1)
mod(Referring-1, to-2)
arg(to-2, him-3)
cc(him-3, as-4)
dep(as-4, only-5)
mod(witness-8, the-7)
conj(him-3, witness-8)
arg(accused-12, Amrozi-11)
mod(brother-14, his-13)
arg(accused-12, brother-14)
mod(brother-14, of-15)
mod(distorting-17, deliberately-16)
arg(of-15, distorting-17)
mod(evidence-19, his-18)
arg(distorting-17, evidence-19)

Figure 3.5: Grammatical relations of example 3.24–3.25.
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Figure 3.6:

INIT + WN + DEP

and INIT error rate learning curves on the MSR corpus.
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extent. Nonetheless, INIT is still competitive despite using fewer resources.

3.4.5

Feature selection

Larger feature sets do not necessarily lead to improved classification performance. Despite seeming useful, some features may in fact be too noisy or irrelevant, increasing
the risk of overfitting the training data. Recall that this seemed to be a possible problem
for INIT on the RTE-3 dataset, since the learning curves of figures 3.2 and 3.3 indicated
high variance. Some features may also be redundant, given other features; thus, feature
selection methods that consider the value of each feature on its own (e.g., information
gain) may lead to suboptimal feature sets. Finding the best subset of a set of available features is a search space problem for which several methods have been proposed
(Guyon et al., 2006). We have experimented with a wrapper approach, whereby each
feature subset is evaluated according to the predictive power of a classifier (treated as a
black box) that uses the subset; in our experiments, the predictive power was measured
as accuracy (section 3.3). More precisely, during feature selection, we used 10-fold
cross validation on the training data to evaluate the predictive power of each feature
subset. After feature selection, the classifier was trained on all the training data, and it
was evaluated on separate test data.
With large feature sets, an exhaustive search over all subsets is intractable. Instead,
we experimented with forward and backward hill-climbing and beam search (Guyon
et al., 2006). Forward hill-climbing (FHC) starts with an empty feature set, to which
it adds features, one at a time, by preferring to add at each step the feature that leads
to the highest predictive power. Forward beam search (FBS) is similar, except that the
search frontier contains the k best examined states (feature subsets) at each time; we
used k = 10. For k = 1, beam search reduces to hill-climbing. On the other hand backward hill-climbing (BHC) starts with a feature set containing all the available features
and it removes, one at a time, the feature whose removal leads to the highest predic-
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2 class BBS vs. INIT (RTE-3)
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Figure 3.7:

BBS

error rate learning curves on the RTE-3 corpus for 2 classes.

tive power. Backward beam search (BBS) is similar with the exception that the search
frontier contains the k best examined states (feature subsets) at each time.
Figure 3.7 illustrates the error rate learning curves of

INIT

tion comparing them to the corresponding learning curves of

with

INIT

BBS

feature selec-

when classifying in

two classes. We observe a slight improvement both in the train and test error rates by
keeping less features (125) than INIT. Figure 3.8 shows the error rate learning curves of
INIT

of

with

INIT

FHC

feature selection comparing them to the corresponding learning curves

when classifying in three classes. The train error rate slightly increases while

the test error rate improves. Note that we use only 17 features to achieve these results and the high variance problem becomes less intense. Perhaps a more sofisticated
feature selection technique would further alleviate the problem. Figures 3.7 and 3.8
also show that further improvements are possible in textual entailment recognition with
larger training datasets.
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3 class FHC vs. INIT (RTE-3)
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Figure 3.8:

3.4.6

FHC

error rate learning curves on the RTE-3 corpus for 3 classes.

Baselines

So far we have described the methods we used to deal with paraphrase and textual
entailment recognition. But how well do our methods perform against a well tuned
baseline? The most obvious baseline would be a majority one, i.e., a classifier that
would classify all pairs in the class (positive or negative) that is more frequent in the
training data. In the datsets we used, the positive training pairs are as many as (RTE
datasets) or more (MSR corpus) than the negative ones. Hence, we use a baseline that
classifies all the test pairs in the positive class. We call this baseline
if, for example, 90% of the test pairs of a corpus are positive,
accuracy. Table 3.1 lists the results of BASE1 per corpus.

BASE 1

BASE 1 .

BASE 1

Note that

achieves 90%

performs worse on the

RTE datasets, compared to the MSR corpus, because the RTE datasets are balanced (equal

positive and negative pairs), unlike the
BASE 1

MSR

corpus. Note that the high F-measure of

is largely due to its perfect recall, since its precision is significantly low.
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accuracy (%)

accuracy (%)

precision (%)

recall (%)

F-measure (%)

(3 classes)

(2 classes)

(2 classes)

(2 classes)

(2 classes)

MSR

–

66.49

66.49

100.00

79.87

RTE -1

–

50.00

50.00

100.00

66.67

RTE -2

–

50.00

50.00

100.00

66.67

RTE -3

50.00

51.25

51.25

100.00

67.77

RTE -4

50.00

50.00

50.00

100.00

66.67

RTE -5

50.00

50.00

50.00

100.00

66.67

dataset

Table 3.1:

BASE 1

results per corpus.

Another approach is to use as a baseline a single similarity measure, among those
we use as features; the baseline classifies a test pair in the positive class if the corresponding similarity score exceeds a threshold t, tuned per similarity measure and corpus
on the training part of the corpus. We tuned thresholds for each of the 130 string similarity features of
INIT + WN + DEP .

INIT + WN

and for the 3 additional dependency similarity features of

The tuning of each feature was performed by searching for the thresh-

old that achieves the best accuracy on the training data. More precisely, in a first step
we searched the range [-1, 1] with a step of 0.1; recall that we normalize all similarities
in [-1, 1]. In each step we calculated the accuracy achieved on the training data; the
value that performed best was our initial threshold, tin , for the second step. In the second step, we performed the same procedure in the range [tin - 0.1, tin + 0.1] with a step
of 0.001. The search procedure just described applies only when the pairs are classified
in two classes. In the datasets of

RTE -3

to

RTE -5,

where the pairs can be additionally

classified in three classes, we need to find two thresholds t1 and t2 . Then a pair with
similarity s between T and H is classified as follows:
If s ∈ [−1,t1 ) then H contradicts T .
If s ∈ [t1 ,t2 ) then T does not lead to any conclusion about H.
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accuracy (%)

accuracy (%)

precision (%)

recall (%)

F-measure (%)

(3 classes)

(2 classes)

(2 classes)

(2 classes)

(2 classes)

MSR

–

74.32

76.39

88.84

82.14

RTE -1

–

55.75

54.32

72.25

62.02

RTE -2

–

58.75

59.56

54.50

56.92

RTE -3

61.63

62.75

61.72

71.95

66.44

RTE -4

55.40

57.30

56.70

61.80

59.14

RTE -5

58.83

62.33

61.42

66.33

63.78

dataset

Table 3.2:

BASE 2

results per corpus.

If s ∈ [t2 , 1] then H, T is an entailment pair.
Table 3.2 lists the results of the best baseline of this kind per corpus, i.e., the results of
the single similarity measure, called

BASE 2 ,

that achieved the best results after tuning

its threshold(s). Note that BASE2 may use a different feature per corpus.

3.5

Comparing to other methods

In this section, we present previously published results on the corpora we used and
we compare them to the results of our best methods, and those of the two baselines
described previously. For each corpus we chose our best method to be the one that
achieved the best accuracy in a 10-fold cross validation on the training part of the
dataset. We also discuss how our methods relate to those that have achieved the best
published results so far.
Table 3.3 lists all the previously published results of paraphrase recognition experiments on the

MSR

corpus we are aware of. It also presents the results of our best

method and the scores of the two baselines we have already described and a rank based
on the accuracy score. Our method ranks first among all the published results. An important observation is that

BASE 2

is a very competitive baseline outperforming several
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method

rank

accuracy (%)

precision (%)

recall (%)

F-measure (%)

Malakasiotis (INIT + WN + DEP)

1/9

76.17

79.25

86.92

82.91

Das & Smith (2009)

2/9

76.06

79.57

86.05

82.68

Wan et al. (2006)

3/9

75.63

77.00

90.00

83.00

Finch et al. (2005)

4/9

74.96

76.58

89.80

82.66

BASE 2

5/9

74.32

76.39

88.84

82.14

Qiu et al. (2006)

6/9

72.00

72.50

93.40

81.60

Zhang & Patrick (2005)

7/9

71.90

74.30

88.20

80.70

Corley & Mihalcea (2005)

8/9

71.50

72.30

92.50

81.20

BASE 1

9/9

66.49

66.49

100.00

79.87

Table 3.3: Paraphrase recognition results on the MSR corpus.

method

rank

accuracy (%)

precision (%)

recall (%)

F-measure (%)

Bayer et al. (2005)

1/18

58.63

57.75

58.78

58.26

Glickman et al. (2005)

2/18

58.60

–

–

–

Herrera et al. (2005)

3/18

56.60

–

–

–

BASE 2

9/18

55.75

54.32

72.25

62.02

Malakasiotis (BBS)

10/18

53.13

53.06

54.25

53.65

BASE 1

17/18

50.00

50.00

100.00

66.67

Table 3.4: Textual entailment recognition results on the RTE-1 corpus.

method

rank

accuracy (%)

precision (%)

recall (%)

F-measure (%)

Hickl et al. (2006)

1/26

75.38

–

–

–

Tatu et al. (2006)

2/26

73.75

–

–

72.37

Zanzotto et al. (2006)

3/26

63.88

–

–

–

Malakasiotis (FBS)

12/26

59.50

58.37

66.25

62.06

BASE 2

15/26

58.75

59.56

54.50

56.92

BASE 1

26/26

50.00

50.00

100.00

66.67

Table 3.5: Textual entailment recognition results on the RTE-2 corpus.
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method

rank

accuracy (%)

precision (%)

recall (%)

F-measure (%)

Hickl & Bensley (2007)

1/28

80.00

–

–

–

Tatu & Moldovan (2007)

2/28

72.25

67.41

88.78

76.63

Iftene & Balahur-Dobrescu (2007)

3/28

69.13

–

–

–

Malakasiotis (BBS)

9/28

65.00

63.83

73.17

68.18

BASE 2

12/28

62.75

61.72

71.95

66.44

BASE 1

26/28

51.25

51.25

100.00

67.77

Table 3.6: Textual entailment recognition results (for two classes) on the RTE-3 corpus.

method

rank

accuracy (%)

Hickl & Bensley (2007)

1/10

73.13

Tatu & Moldovan (2007)

2/10

71.25

Malakasiotis (FHC)

3/10

64.00

BASE 2

4/10

61.63

Iftene & Balahur-Dobrescu (2007)

5/10

59.13

BASE 1

6/10

51.25

Table 3.7: Textual entailment recognition results (for three classes) on the RTE-3 corpus.

method

rank

accuracy (%)

precision (%)

recall (%)

F-measure (%)

Bensley & Hickl (2008)

1/29

74.60

–

–

–

Iftene (2008)

2/29

72.10

65.45

93.20

76.90

Wang & Neumann (2008)

3/29

70.60

–

–

–

Siblini & Kosseim (2008)

4/29

68.80

–

–

–

Malakasiotis (BBS)

10/29

59.70

58.26

68.40

62.93

BASE 2

16/29

57.30

56.70

61.80

59.14

BASE 1

29/29

50.00

50.00

100.00

66.67

Table 3.8: Textual entailment recognition results (for two classes) on the RTE-4 corpus.
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method

rank

accuracy (%)

Iftene (2008)

1/16

72.00

Siblini & Kosseim (2008)

2/16

68.80

Wang & Neumann (2008)

3/16

68.50

Malakasiotis (INIT + WN + DEP)

5/16

56.00

BASE 2

6/16

55.40

BASE 1

10/16

50.00

Table 3.9: Textual entailment recognition results (for three classes) on the RTE-4 corpus.

method

rank

accuracy (%)

precision (%)

recall (%)

F-measure (%)

Iftene and Moruz (2009)

1/22

73.50

86.67

68.60

76.58

Li et al. (2009)

2/22

67.00

–

–

–

Wang et al. (2009b)

3/22

66.83

–

–

–

Mehdad et al. (2009)

4/22

66.17

–

–

–

Malakasiotis (BHC)

6/22

64.00

63.55

65.67

64.59

BASE 2

10/22

62.33

61.42

66.33

63.78

BASE 1

19/22

50.00

50.00

100.00

66.67

Table 3.10: Textual entailment recognition results (for two classes) on the RTE-5 corpus.

method

rank

accuracy (%)

Iftene and Moruz (2009)

1/12

72.00

Wang et al. (2009a)

2/12

68.50

Ferrández et al. (2009)

3/12

68.80

Malakasiotis (INIT)

4/12

59.50

BASE 2

5/12

58.83

BASE 1

9/12

50.00

Table 3.11: Textual entailment recognition results (for three classes) on the RTE-5 corpus.
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published methods.
Tables 3.4 to 3.11 list the best accuracy results (for two classes and three classes)
of the participants of the five RTE challenges, along with the results of our best method
for each challenge. Moreover they present the scores of the two baselines described
previously and a rank (comparing to the results of all participants) again based on accuracy; precision, recall, and F-measure scores are also shown, when available. Our
methods do not rank as high on the RTE datasets as on the MSR corpus. However, they
perform better than the median participant in most cases, especially in the three classes
scenario. We also note that several of the participants our methods outperform are much
more complicated.

3.6

BASE 2

is again a very competitive baseline.

Conclusions and contribution of this chapter

In this chapter we presented three methods (INIT,

INIT + WN , INIT + WN + DEP )

phrase and textual entailment recognition. We experimented with the
five

RTE

MSR

for para-

corpus and

datasets for paraphrase and textual entailment recognition, respectively.

INIT

combines similarity measures that operate on several abstractions of the input language
expressions. It also uses novel partial similarity features that improve its performance.
INIT + WN

also exploits WordNet to capture synonymy relations, while

INIT + WN + DEP

adds features that operate on the syntactic level of the language expressions. Overall,
INIT + WN + DEP

achieves the best accuracy results reported so far on the

MSR

corpus.

Despite its simplicity, INIT is still very competitive; hence, it can be used in languages
for which reliable large-scale thesauri and parsers are difficult to obtain, Greek being
an example.
On the RTE datasets, our methods achieve worse results compared to the results on
the MSR corpus.

INIT seemed to suffer from high variance on these datasets, and feature

selection was a possible solution we considered. We addressed feature selection as a
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search problem, and used forward and backward hill climbing and beam search. As
expected, feature selection led to similar or better results with fewer features, though
the improvements were small. Finally, our methods performed reasonably well against
several other more complicated

RTE

competitive baseline for future work.

methods and, therefore, can be considered as a

Chapter 4
Paraphrase Generation1
4.1

Introduction

Paraphrase generation aims to produce paraphrases of a given input language expression
and has received less attention than the other two categories of paraphrasing (recognition and extraction). Nonetheless it is useful in several language processing tasks. In
question answering, for example, paraphrase generators can be used to paraphrase the
user’s queries (Duboue and Chu-Carroll, 2006; Riezler and Liu, 2010); and in machine
translation, paraphrase generation can help improve the translations (Callison-Burch et
al., 2006a; Marton et al., 2009; Mirkin et al., 2009b; Madnani et al., 2007), or it can be
used when evaluating machine translation systems (Lepage and Denoual, 2005; Zhou
et al., 2006a; Kauchak and Barzilay, 2006; Padó et al., 2009). Moreover, sentence compression (Knight and Marcu, 2002; McDonald, 2006; Cohn and Lapata, 2008; Clarke
and Lapata, 2008a; Cohn and Lapata, 2009; Galanis and Androutsopoulos, 2010) can
be seen as a special case of sentence paraphrasing, as suggested by Zhao et al. (2009a),
with the additional constraint that the resulting sentence must be shorter than the original one and still grammatical. Most sentence compression work, however, allows less
1A

summary of this chapter has been submitted for publication and is available upon request.
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important information of the original sentence to be discarded. Hence, the resulting sentence is entailed by, it is not necessarily a paraphrase of the original one. By contrast,
in this chapter we focus on paraphrase generation.
There are two main approaches to paraphrase generation. The first one treats paraphrase generation as a standard machine translation problem, with the peculiarity that
the target language is the same as the source one. To bypass the lack of large monolingual parallel corpora, which are needed to train statistical machine translation (SMT) for
paraphrasing, monolingual clusters of news articles referring to the same event (Quirk
et al., 2004) or other similar monolingual comparable corpora can be used, though
sentence alignment methods for parallel corpora may perform poorly on comparable corpora (Nelken and Shieber, 2006); alternatively, monolingual paraphrasing rules
obtained via paraphrase extraction from multilingual parallel corpora can be used as
phrase tables in SMT systems (Zhao et al., 2008; Zhao et al., 2009a); in both cases, paraphrases can then be generated by invoking the SMT system’s decoder (Koehn, 2009). A
second paraphrase generation approach is to treat existing machine translation engines
as black boxes, and translate each input sentence to a pivot language and then back to
the original language (Duboue and Chu-Carroll, 2006). An extension of this approach
uses multiple translation engines and pivot languages (Zhao et al., 2010).
The paraphrase generation approach proposed in this chapter uses an existing large
collection of monolingual paraphrasing rules extracted from multilingual parallel corpora (Zhao et al., 2009b). Each rule is accompanied by one or more scores, intended
to indicate the rule’s overall quality, without considering particular contexts where the
rule can be applied. Instead of using the rules as a phrase table and invoking an

SMT

system’s decoder, we follow a generate and rank approach, which is increasingly common in several language processing tasks; see, for example, Collins and Koo (2005).
Given an input sentence, we use the paraphrasing rules to generate a large number of
candidate paraphrases. The candidates are then represented as feature vectors, and a
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ranker (or classifier) selects the best ones; we experimented with a Maximum Entropy
classifier and a Support Vector Regression (SVR) ranker.
The vector of each candidate paraphrase includes features indicating the overall
quality of the rules that produced the candidate, the extent to which the rules preserve
grammaticality and meaning in the particular context of the input sentence, and the
degree to which the candidate’s surface form differs from that of the input; we call the
latter factor diversity. The intuition is that a good paraphrase is grammatical, preserves
the meaning of the original sentence, while also being as different as possible from the
original sentence.
Experimental results indicate that including in the ranking (or classification) component features from a paraphrase recognizer leads to improved results. We also propose a
new methodology to evaluate the ranking components of generate-and rank paraphrase
generators, which evaluates them across different combinations of weights for grammaticality, meaning preservation, and diversity. We have also created a paraphrasing
dataset for evaluations of this kind. Further experiments indicate that when paraphrasing rules apply to the input sentences, our overall method is competitive to a state of
the art paraphrase generator that uses multiple translation engines and pivot languages
(Zhao et al., 2010), instead of paraphrasing rules.
The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows. Section 4.2 explains how
our method generates paraphrase candidates; section 4.3 introduces the dataset we have
created, which is also used in subsequent sections; Section 4.4 provides a quick introduction to SVMs and SVRs; section 4.5 discusses how candidate paraphrases are ranked;
section 4.6 compares our overall system to a state of the art paraphrase generator; section 4.7 investigates if our method could benefit from more training data; and section
4.8 concludes and summarizes the research contribution of this chapter.
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Generating candidate paraphrases

We use the approximately one million English paraphrasing rules of Zhao et al. (2009b).
Roughly speaking, the rules were extracted from a parallel English-Chinese corpus,
based on the assumption that two English phrases e1 and e2 that are often aligned to the
same Chinese phrase c are likely to be paraphrases and, hence, they can be treated as
a paraphrasing rule e1 ↔ e2 .2 Zhao et al.’s method actually operates on slotted English
phrases, obtained from parse trees, where slots correspond to part of speech (POS) tags.
Hence, rules like the following three may be obtained, where NNi indicates a noun slot
and NNPi a proper name slot.
(4.1) a lot of NN1 ↔ plenty of NN1
(4.2) NNP1 area ↔ NNP1 region
(4.3) NNP1 wrote NNP2 ↔ NNP2 was written by NNP1

In the basic form of their method, called Model 1, Zhao et al. (2009b) use a loglinear ranker to assign scores to candidate English paraphrase pairs he1 , e2 i; the ranker
uses the alignment probabilities P(c|e1 ) and P(e2 |c) as features, along with features that
assess the quality of the alignments hc, e1 i and he2 , ci. In an extension of their method,
Model 2, Zhao et al. consider two English phrases e1 and e2 as paraphrases, if they
are often aligned to two Chinese phrases c1 and c2 , which are themselves paraphrases
according to Model 1 (with English used as the pivot language). Again, a log-linear
ranker assigns a score to each he1 , e2 i pair, now with P(c1 |e1 ), P(c2 |c1 ), and P(e2 |c1 )
as features, along with similar features for alignment quality. In a further extension,
Model 3, all the candidate phrase pairs he1 , e2 i are collectively treated as a monolingual
parallel corpus. The phrases of the corpus are aligned, as when aligning a bilingual
2 This

pivot-based paraphrase extraction approach was first proposed by Bannard and Callison-Burch

(2005). It underlies several other paraphrase extraction methods (Riezler et al., 2007; Callison-Burch,
2008; Kok and Brockett, 2010). See also the discussion in section 2.4.
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parallel corpus, and additional features, based on the alignment, are added to the loglinear ranker, which again assigns a score to each he1 , e2 i.
The resulting paraphrase rules e1 ↔ e2 typically contain short phrases (up to four
or five words excluding slots) on each side; hence, they can be used to rewrite only
parts of longer sentences. Given an input (source) sentence S, we generate candidate
paraphrases by applying rules whose left or right hand side matches any part of S. For
example, rule (4.1) matches the source sentence (4.4); hence, (4.4) can be rewritten as
the candidate paraphrase (4.5).3
(4.4) S: He had a lot of [NN 1 admiration] for his job.
(4.5) C: He had plenty of [NN 1 admiration] for his job.

Several rules may apply to S; for example, they may rewrite different parts of S, or
they may replace the same parts of S by different phrases. We allow all possible combinations of applicable rules to apply to S, excluding combinations that include rules
rewriting overlapping parts of S. A possible extension, which we have not explored,
would be to recursively apply the same process to the resulting Cs. To avoid generating
too many candidates (C), we only use the 20 rules (that apply to S) with the highest
scores. Zhao et al. actually associate each rule with three scores. The first one, hereafter called r1 , is the Model 1 score, and the other two, r2 and r3 , are the forward and
backward alignment probabilities of Model 3; see Zhao et al. (2009b) for details. We
use the average of the three scores, hereafter r4 , when generating candidates.
Unfortunately, Zhao et al.’s scores reflect the overall quality of each rule, without
considering the context of the particular S where the rule may apply. Szpektor et al.
(2008) point out that, for example, a rule like “X acquire Y ” ↔ “X buy Y ” may work
well in many contexts, but not in “Children acquire language quickly”. Similarly, “X
charged Y with” ↔ “X accused Y of” should not be applied to sentences about charging
3 As

in previous chapters, use Stanford’s POS tagger and Maximum Entropy classifier; see

http://nlp.stanford.edu/.
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batteries. Szpektor et al. propose, roughly speaking, to associate each rule with a model
of the contexts where the rule is applicable, as well as models of the expressions that
typically fill its slots, in order to be able to assess the applicability of each rule in
specific contexts. The rules that we use do not have associated models of this kind,
but we follow Szpektor et al.’s idea of assessing the applicability of each rule in each
particular context, when ranking candidates, as discussed below.

4.3

A dataset of sources and candidates

Our generate and rank method relies on existing large collections of paraphrasing rules
to generate candidates. Our main contribution is in the ranking of the candidates. To be
able to evaluate the performance of different rankers in the task we are concerned with,
we first constructed an evaluation dataset that contains pairs hS,Ci of source (input)
sentences and candidate paraphrases, and we asked human judges to assess the degree
to which the C of each pair was a good paraphrase of S.
We selected randomly 75 source (S) sentences from the AQUAINT corpus, such that
at least one of the paraphrasing rules applied to each S.4 For each S, we generated candidate Cs using Zhao et al.’s rules, as discussed in section 4.2. This led to 1,935 hS,Ci
pairs, approximately 26 pairs for each S. The pairs were given to 13 judges, with each
judge evaluating approximately 148 (different) pairs. We measure the diversity of each
C from the corresponding S as their edit distance (Levenshtein, on tokens). In principle, grammaticality and meaning preservation could also be measured automatically,
by using a language model (or parser) and a paraphrase recognizer, respectively. We
used human judges, however, for these two factors in the evaluation dataset to avoid
introducing errors in the data.
The judges were asked to provide grammaticality, meaning preservation, and over4 The

corpus is available from the LDC (LDC 2002 T 31).
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Figure 4.1: Distribution of overall paraphrase quality scores in the evaluation dataset.
all paraphrase quality scores for each hS,Ci pair, each score on a 1–4 scale (1 for totally
unacceptable, 4 for perfect); guidelines (table 4.1) and examples were also provided.
Figure 4.1 shows the distribution of the overall quality scores in the 1,935 hS,Ci pairs
of the evaluation dataset; the distributions of the grammaticality and meaning preservation scores are similar. Although we used the 20 applicable paraphrasing rules with
the highest scores to generate the hS,Ci pairs, less than half of the resulting candidate
paraphrases (C) were considered good, and approximately only 20% perfect. Hence,
the role of the ranking component is crucial.
We also measured inter-annotator agreement by constructing, in the same way, 100
additional hS,Ci pairs (other than the 1,935) and asking 3 of the 13 judges to evaluate all
of them. We measured the mean absolute error (MAE), i.e., the mean absolute difference
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Grammaticality (in a scale from 1 to 4) answers the question: “Provided that the source sentence
is grammatically well-formed, how well do the changes made preserve its grammaticallity?”.
1-rubbish: All of the changes made in the source sentence spoil its grammaticality.
2-poor: Most of the changes made in the source sentence spoil its grammaticality.
3-good: Most of the changes made in the source sentence preserve its grammaticality.
4-perfect: All of the changes made in the source sentence preserve its grammaticality.
Meaning preservation (in a scale from 1 to 4) answers the question: “How well do the changes
made in the source sentence preserve its information?”.
1-rubbish: None of the changes made preserves the information of the source sentence.
2-poor: Most of the changes made do not preserve the information of the source sentence.
3-good: Most of the changes made preserve the information of the source sentence.
4-perfect: All of the changes made preserve the information of the source sentence.
Paraphrase quality (in a scale from 1 to 4). Based on your previous scores for grammaticality
and meaning preservation answer the question: “How acceptable is the generated sentence as a
paraphrase of the source one, to the extent that it could replace it in a text?”.
1-entirely unacceptable: The generated sentence has many problems in grammaticality and meaning preservation to the extent that it cannot replace the source sentence in a text.
2-not acceptable: The generated sentence has some problems and it most probably cannot replace
the source sentence in a text.
3-acceptable: The generated sentence has some problems, but it could replace the source sentence
in a text.
4-completely acceptable: The generated sentence is a perfect paraphrase and can replace the
source sentence in a text.

Table 4.1: Evaluation guidelines.
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good

bad

good

30

10

bad

20

40

A

Table 4.2: Example calculation of κ statistic

in the decisions of the judges (averaged over all pairs of judges) and the mean (over all
pairs of judges) κ statistic (Carletta, 1996). κ is calculated by the following formula:

κ=

P(a) − P(e)
1 − P(e)

where P(a) is the observed agreement rate of two judges (number of cases they agreed
on, divided by the number of cases they considered), and P(e) is the estimated probability of the two judges agreeing by chance. For example, if two judges A, B examine
100 hS,Ci pairs and they rate them as in table 4.2, then P(a) = (30 + 40)/100 = 0.7.
Judge A rates a pair as good with probability (30+10)/100 = 0.4, whereas judge B with
probability (30 + 20)/100 = 0.5. The probability that both of them would rate a pair as
good by chance is 0.4·0.5 = 0.2; and the probability of both rating it as bad by chance is
0.6 · 0.5 = 0.3. Hence, the probability of agreeing by chance is P(e) = 0.2 + 0.3 = 0.5.
In our case, the average κ statistic (averaged over all pairs of 3 judges) of the overall scores was 0.64, which is in the range often taken to indicate substantial agreement
(0.61–0.80). It is also close to 0.67, which is sometimes taken to be a cutoff for substantial agreement in computational linguistics. Agreement was higher for grammaticality
(κ = 0.81), and lower (κ = 0.59) for meaning preservation. Perhaps more interestingly,
several judges commented they had trouble deciding to what extent the overall quality
score should reflect grammaticality or meaning preservation; the guidelines instructed
them to base their overall quality scores on their grammaticality and meaning preservation scores. Some judges also wondered if it was fair to consider as perfect paraphrases
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mean av. error

κ-statistic

grammaticality

0.20

0.81

meaning preserv.

0.26

0.59

overall quality

0.22

0.64

Table 4.3: Inter-annotator agreement.

that differed in only one or two words from the source sentences. These comments led
us to ignore the overall quality scores in some of the experiments, and also consider
(automatically computed) diversity, as discussed further below.
In the same way, 1,500 more hS,Ci pairs (other than the 1,935 and the 100, not
involving previously seen Ss) were constructed, and they were evaluated. The 1,500
pairs were used as a training dataset in experiments discussed below. Both the 1,500
training and the 1,935 evaluation (test) pairs constitute our publicly available dataset.

4.4

Quick introduction to SVMs and SVRs

To rank the candidate paraphrases, we employ a Support Vector Regression (SVR)
model.5 An

SVR

is very similar to a Support Vector Machine (Vapnik, 1998; Cris-

tianini and Shawe-Taylor, 2000; Joachims, 2002), except that it is trained on examples
of the form (x, y), where x ∈ Rn and y ∈ R, and it learns a ranking function f : Rn → R
that is intended to return y values as close as possible to the correct ones, given feature
vectors x. Before discussing SVRs further, let us first discuss briefly SVMs.

5 We

use

the

SVR

implementation

of

LIBSVM ,

available

http://www.csie.ntu.edu.tw/∼cjlin/libsvm/, with an RBF kernel;
normalized in [−1, 1].

from

features are
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Binary classification with SVMs

In a binary classification problem, an SVM tries to find an optimal hyperplane that separates the training instances of the two categories by solving the following optimization
problem:

min

~w,b,~ξ

n
1
k~wk2 +C ∑ ξi
2
i=1

(4.6)

subject to:

yi (~w · ~φ (~xi ) + b) ≥ 1 − ξi ,
ξi ≥ 0,
i = 1, . . . , n
where ~xi is the feature vector of the i-th training example, ~w are weights of the features,
ξi is the error on the i-th training example, C is a constant defining the overall importance of the errors, yi is the true category of the i-th training example (+1 or −1), and
~φ (~x) is a transformation function that maps feature vectors to a vector space of a higher
dimension. In effect, the

SVM

learns a separating hyperplane in the new vector space.

The equation of the hyperplane is:

~w · ~φ (~xi ) + b = 0

(4.7)

The constraints of the optimization problem above require all the training instances to
fall on the correct side of the hyperplane and outside the zone (called “margin”) between
the two following hyperplanes, which are parallel to the separating hyperplane:
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~w · ~φ (~xi ) + b = +1

(4.8)

~w · ~φ (~xi ) + b = −1

(4.9)

When this is not achieved for a training instance ~xi , ξi in effect measures how far ~xi is
from where it should be. The distance between the two hyperplanes that defines the
margin zone is

1
k~wk

+ k~w1 k =

2
k~wk .

The objective function (4.6) minimizes k~wk, thus

maximizing the margin; it also minimizes the ξi s (the misplacements of the training
instances. Solving the minimization problem, via generalized Lagrange multipliers and
by solving the dual problem, we get weights of the form:
n

~w = ∑ ai yi~φ (~xi )

(4.10)

i=1

where ai 6= 0 only for the support vectors, i.e., the training instances inside the margin
or on the wrong side of the separating hyperplane. By (4.10) and (4.7) we obtain the
following equation of the separating hyperplane:
n

∑ aiyi~φ (~xi) · ~φ (~xi) + b = 0

(4.11)

i=1

The transformation function ~φ is only used in inner products. For several ~φ s, we are
able to calculate the inner products without first calculating the vectors ~φ (~x) in the
new vector space. A kernel K(~xi ,~x j ) calculates the inner product ~φ (~xi ) · ~φ (~x j ) in the
new (typically higher dimension) vector space without first computing ~φ (~xi ) and ~φ (~x j ).
Consequently, the equation of the separating hyperplane becomes:
n

∑ aiyiK(~xi,~x) + b = 0

i=1

(4.12)
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and the corresponding decision function for unseen instances is:
n

d(~x) = sign( ∑ ai yi K(~xi ,~x) + b)

(4.13)

i=1

In effect, given an unseen instance, the decision function examines whether the instance
falls in the positive or negative subspace (intuitively, “above” or “below” the separating
hyperplane).

4.4.2

Ranking with SVRs

An SVR model solves a similar optimization problem, like the one solved by SVMs:
n
n
1
2
k~wk +C ∑ ξi +C ∑ ξi∗
min
~w,b,~ξ ,ξ~∗ 2
i=1
i=1

(4.14)

subject to:

~w · ~φ (~xi ) + b − yi ≤ ε + ξi ,
yi − ~w · ~φ (~xi ) + b ≤ ε + ξi∗ ,
ξi ≥ 0,
ξi∗ ≥ 0,
i = 1, . . . , n
Intuitively, for each training instance ~xi , we want the

SVR ’s

prediction ~w · ~φ (~xi ) + b to

be not farther than ε > 0 from the correct value yi . When this is not achieved, ξi and
ξi∗ in effect measure how far the prediction is from yi ; unlike

SVM s,

we use different

slack variables ξi and ξi∗ for predictions above or below the correct value yi . Otherwise,
the meaning of all the symbols is the same as in

SVM s.

The objective function (4.14)

minimizes the errors ξi , ξi∗ , while also minimizing k~wk to avoid overfitting; intuitively
minimizing k~wk rewards solutions that rely on fewer features, i.e., solutions with many
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wi values close or equal to zero.6 After solving the minimization problem, we get the
following prediction(ranking) function for unseen instances:
n

f (~x) = ∑ (a∗i − ai )K(~xi ,~x) + b

(4.15)

i=1

where ai , a∗i 6= 0 only for the support vectors, which are now the training instances
outside the ε-zone.

4.5

Ranking candidate paraphrases

To allow the SVR to assess the degree to which a candidate C is grammatical, or at least
as grammatical as the source S, we include in the feature vectors ~x the language model
scores of S, C, and the difference between the two scores. To obtain the language model
scores, we trained a 3-gram language model on approximately 6.5 million sentences
of the

AQUAINT

corpus.7 To allow the

SVR

ranker to consider the overall quality of

the rules that generated C from S, we also include as features the highest, lowest, and
average r1 , r2 , r3 , and r4 scores (section 4.2) of the rules that generated C, 12 features
in total.
The features discussed so far are similar to those employed by Zhao et al. (2009a) in
the only comparable paraphrase generation method we are aware of that uses paraphrasing rules. That method, hereafter called

ZHAO - RUL ,

uses the language model score of

C and scores presumably similar to r1 , r2 , and r3 in a log-linear model.8 The log-linear
model of ZHAO - RUL is used by a decoder to identify the transformations (applications
6A

similar regularization term is often also included in the objective function of ME classifiers, dis-

cussed in section 3.4.1.
7 We used SRILM ; see http://www-speech.sri.com/∼projects/srilm/.
8 Application-specific features are also included, which can be used, for example, to favor paraphrases
that are shorter than the input in sentence compression (Knight and Marcu, 2002; Clarke and Lapata,
2008b). Similar features could also be added to application-specific versions of our method.
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of rules) that produce the (hopefully) best paraphrase. By contrast, we first generate a
large number of candidates using the paraphrasing rules, and we then rank them using
an

SVR .

Unfortunately, we did not have access to an implementation of

ZHAO - RUL

to compare against, but in a following section we compare against another paraphrase
generation method proposed by Zhao et al. (2010), hereafter called ZHAO - ENG, which
uses multiple machine translation engines and pivot languages, instead of paraphrasing
rules, and which Zhao et al. found to outperform ZHAO - RUL.
Apart from information from a language model and the scores of the rules, we also
wanted to include in the feature vectors information that would allow the ranker to
assess the degree to which each C preserves the meaning of the corresponding S, and
also the degree to which C is different from S. To achieve this, we optionally include in
the vectors of the

SVR

ranker the 136 features of our paraphrase recognizer described

in chapter 3.
Recall that the recongizer’s features are the scores of a wide range of similarity measures, operating at the surface level (string similarity measures), lexical semantic level
(e.g., synonyms), and syntax level (parse tree similarity). Interestingly, the recognizer’s
feature set includes both scores that can be seen as measuring the diversity between two
sentences (e.g., edit distance), but also features (e.g., involving synonyms or parse tree
similarity) that are intended to measure the degree to which two sentences convey the
same meaning despite differences in their surface forms. Hence, our hope was that the
recognizer’s features would allow the ranker to assess both the diversity between S and
C and the degree to which C preserves the meaning of S. We call SVR - REC the version
of our method that uses the
SVR - BASE

SVR

ranker with all the 151 features discussed above, and

the version that uses the SVR ranker without the recognizer’s 136 features.

As already noted, a good paraphrase is grammatical, it preserves the meaning of the
source sentence, and it is as different as possible from the source. When the judges that
were used to construct the dataset of section 4.3 provided overall quality scores, they
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were instructed to consider only grammaticality and meaning preservation; hence, the
overall quality scores of the dataset do not take into consideration diversity. As already
mentioned, some of the judges also felt that it was not always clear to what extent the
overall score should be based mostly on meaning preservation or grammaticality. We
also suspect that the weights of the three factors (grammaticality, meaning preservation,
diversity) should in practice be application-dependent. For example, when paraphrasing
user queries to a search engine that turns them into bags of words, diversity and meaning preservation may be much more important than grammaticality; by contrast, when
paraphrasing the sentences of a generated text to avoid repeating the same expressions,
grammaticality is very important.
To address the above concerns and to evaluate

SVR - REC

against

SVR - BASE ,

we

performed experiments where the overall quality scores were ignored. Instead, the
correct score y(~xi ) of each training or test instance ~xi (i.e., of each feature vector of
an hS,Ci pair) was taken to be a linear combination of grammaticality (g(~xi ), provided
by the judges), meaning preservation (m(~xi ), also provided by the judges), and diversity
(d(~xi ), automatically measured as Levenshtein distance on tokens) as shown in equation
(4.16), where λ3 = 1 − λ1 − λ2 .

y(~xi ) = λ1 · g(~xi ) + λ2 · m(~xi ) + λ3 · d(~xi )

(4.16)

We trained and evaluated SVR - REC and SVR - BASE, on the training and evaluation part,
respectively, of the dataset of section 4.3, for different values of λ1 and λ2 . We used the
squared correlation coefficient ρ 2 of equation (4.17) as the evaluation measure; n is the
number of test pairs, f (~xi ) the score returned by the

SVR

for the i-th pair, and y(~xi ) is

the correct score. The ρ 2 measure shows how well the scores returned by the
correlated with the desired scores; the higher the ρ 2 the higher the agreement.

SVR

are
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SVR-REC
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Figure 4.2: Comparison of SVR - REC and SVR - BASE.
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(n ∑ni=1 f (~xi )yi − ∑ni=1 f (~xi ) ∑ni=1 y(~xi ))2
(n ∑i=1 n f (~xi )2 − (∑ni=1 f (~xi ))2 )(n ∑ni=1 y2i − (∑ni=1 y(~xi ))2 )

(4.17)

Figure 4.2 shows the results of these experiments; recall that λ3 = 1 − λ1 − λ2 . The
diagram of Figure 4.2 can be thought of as a radar screen, where each line starting from
the center represents a different experimental setting, i.e., a different combination of λ1
and λ2 , and the distance of a method’s curve from the center is the method’s ρ 2 for that
setting. The farther a point is from the center the higher ρ 2 is; hence, methods whose
curves are further to the perimeter of the radar’s screen are better. Clearly,
(which includes the recognizer’s features) outperforms

SVR - BASE

SVR - REC

(which relies only

on the language model and the scores of the rules).
The two peaks of

SVR - REC ’s

curve are cases where λ3 is very high (1 or 0.8), i.e.,

cases where y(~xi ) is dominated by the diversity score; in these cases,

SVR - REC

is at

a clear advantage, since it includes features for surface string similarity, which in effect measure diversity, unlike

SVR - BASE .

Even when λ1 is very high (1 or 0.8), i.e.,

when all or most of the weight is placed on grammaticality, SVR - REC outperforms SVR BASE ,

which indicates that the extra recognition features of

towards assessing grammaticality; in contrast

SVR - BASE

SVR - REC

also contribute

relies exclusively on the lan-

guage model for grammaticality. Unfortunately, when λ2 is very high (1 or 0.8), i.e.,
when all or most of the weight is placed on meaning preservation, there is no or very
small difference between

SVR - REC

and

SVR - BASE ,

suggesting that meaning preserva-

tion is not captured well by the extra recognition features of SVR - REC.
We believe that the dataset of section 4.3 and the evaluation methodology summarized by Figure 4.2 may also prove useful to other researchers, who may wish to evaluate
other ranking components of generate and rank paraphrase generation methods against
ours, for example with different ranking algorithms or features. Similar datasets can
also be created using different collections of paraphrasing rules.9 The same evaluation
9 See the pointers to other collections of rules provided by Androutsopoulos and Malakasiotis (2010).
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methodology for ranking components could then be used with those datasets.

4.6

Comparing to the state of the art

A natural question is how well our overall generate-and-rank method compares against
a state of the art paraphrase generator. As already mentioned, Zhao et al. (2010) recently
presented a method (we call it

ZHAO - ENG )

that outperforms their previous method

(Zhao et al., 2009a) that used paraphrasing rules (we call that method
Given an input sentence S,

ZHAO - ENG

ZHAO - RUL ).

produces candidate paraphrases by translating

S to 6 pivot languages via 3 different commercial machine translation engines (treated
as black boxes) and then back to the original language, again via 3 machine translation
engines (54 combinations in total). Roughly speaking, ZHAO - ENG then select the paraphrases that are closer to all the other candidate paraphrases, with distance measured
as

BLEU

(Papineni et al., 2002), a measure used in machine translation to assess how

similar a machine generated translation is to a human-written one.10
An obvious advantage of ZHAO - ENG is that it exploits the vast resources of existing
commercial machine translation engines, which also allows it to always produce large
numbers of paraphrases. By contrast, our

SVR - REC

only manages to produce para-

phrases when at least one paraphrasing rule applies to the source S; and although it uses
approximately one million paraphrasing rules, it only manages to paraphrase approximately 60% of the sentences of the New York Times part of AQUAINT. Hence, in terms
of ability to always paraphrase the input and produce many paraphrases,
is clearly better than

SVR - REC .

A further interesting question, however, is how good

the best paraphrases generated by
ZHAO - ENG ,

ZHAO - ENG

SVR - REC

are, compared to the best paraphrases of

when both methods manage to paraphrase the input, i.e., when at least one

10 We focus on the version of ZHAO - ENG known as “selection-based”, since Zhao et al. (2010) reported

it performs overall better than an alternative decoding-based version.
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paraphrasing rule applies to S.
To answer the latter question, we re-implemented

ZHAO - ENG ,

using the same ma-

chine translation engines and languages. We also trained SVR - REC on the training part
of the dataset of section 4.3. We then selected 300 random source sentences S from
AQUAINT

that matched at least one of the paraphrasing rules, excluding sentences that

had been used before. Then, for each one of the 300 S sentences, we kept the single best
candidate paraphrase C1 and C2 , respectively, returned by

SVR - REC

and

ZHAO - ENG .

The resulting hS,C1 i and hS,C2 i pairs were given to 10 human judges for evaluation.
This time the judges evaluated the pairs only for grammaticality and meaning preservation, not overall quality; diversity was again computed as edit distance. Each pair
was evaluated by one judge. Each judge was given an equal number of pairs from the
two methods, and the same judge never rated two pairs involving the same S. Although
we could have used source sentences S from the test part of the dataset of section 4.3,
for which the resulting pairs hS,C1 i of SVR - REC and their grammaticality and meaning
preservation scores are known, we would still have to show the hS,C2 i pairs of ZHAO ENG

to human judges. We preferred to show all the pairs to human judges, which also

avoids any implicit bias against ZHAO - ENG that could have been caused by our previous
use of the test set of section 4.3. Since we had no way to make

ZHAO - ENG

sensitive

to λ1 , λ2 , λ3 , we set λ1 = λ2 = 1/3, as the most neutral combination, when training
SVR - REC .

Figures 4.3–4.5 and table 4.4 show the grammaticality, meaning preservation, and
diversity scores of the two methods. All scores were normalized in [0, 1], but the reader
should keep in mind that diversity was computed as edit distance, whereas the other two
scores were provided by human judges on a 1–4 scale. In all cases we used Analysis of
Variance (ANOVA) (Fisher, 1925), followed by post-hoc Tukey tests to check whether
the differences in the scores of the two methods were statistically significant (p < 0.1)
or not. The grammaticality of

SVR - REC

was slightly higher than

ZHAO - ENG ’s,

and
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SVR-REC vs. ZHAO-ENG- Grammaticality
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Figure 4.3: Grammaticality of SVR - REC and ZHAO - ENG.

SVR-REC vs. ZHAO-ENG - Meaning Preservation
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Figure 4.4: Meaning preserv. of SVR - REC and ZHAO - ENG.
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SVR-REC vs. ZHAO-ENG - Diversity
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Figure 4.5: Diversity of SVR - REC and ZHAO - ENG.
the difference was statistically significant. In meaning preservation,

ZHAO - ENG

was

slightly better, but the difference was not statistically significant. The difference in
diversity was larger and statistically significant.
To sum up,

SVR - REC

performed slight better in grammaticality, the two meth-

ods performed equally well (from a statistical point of view) in meaning preservation,
and

ZHAO - ENG

performed better in diversity. Overall,
score (%)

SVR - REC

SVR - REC

ZHAO - ENG

grammaticality

90.89

85.33

meaning preserv.

76.67

78.56

diversity

6.50

14.58

average

58.02

59.49

seems to perform

Table 4.4: Comparison of SVR - REC and ZHAO - ENG.
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despite the vastly larger resources of

ZHAO - ENG ,

provided

of course that we limit ourselves to source sentences to which paraphrasing rules apply.
It would be interesting to investigate in future work if SVR - REC’s coverage (sentences it
can paraphrase) can increase to ZHAO - ENG’s level by adding more paraphrasing rules,
possibly by combining different existing collections of paraphrasing rules. It would
also be interesting to combine the two methods, perhaps by using SVR - REC’s ranker to
filter ZHAO - ENG’s paraphrases.

4.7

Learning rate

To investigate whether or not the performance of SVR - REC could be improved by using
more training data, we conducted a further experiment, where SVR - REC was trained on
increasingly larger parts of the training set of section 4.3, and it was always evaluated
on the entire test set of that section. For simplicity, we used only the judges’ overall
quality scores in these experiments. Furthermore, to compare the

SVR ’s

learning rate

against a simpler learning model, we treated the problem as binary classification; overall
satisfaction scores of 1 and 2 where conflated to a negative category, and scores of 3
and 4 to a positive category. This allowed as to compare against a method (called ME REC ),

which is exactly the same as

(section 3.4.1 instead of an

SVR .

SVR - REC ,

We call

but uses a Maximum Entropy classifier

SVR - REC - BIN

the

SVR - REC

that performs

binary classification.
Figure 4.6 plots the error rate of SVR - REC - BIN and ME - REC, computed both on the
test set and the encountered training subset. The error rate on the training instances
a learner has encountered is typically lower than the error rate on the test set, and the
former can be seen as a lower bound of the latter, as already noted. Figure 4.6 shows
that both methods continue to improve as the training set increases, but ME - REC shows
signs of having reached its lower bound, whereas SVR - REC - BIN could be improved by
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SVR-REC-BIN vs. ME-REC
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Figure 4.6: Learning curves of SVR - REC - BIN and ME - REC.
using a larger training set, which is a sign that SVR - REC might also improve given more
training data.
The baseline (BASE) of Figure 4.6 uses only a threshold on the average r4 (section
4.2) of the rules that turned S into C. If the average r4 is higher than the threshold,
the hS,Ci pair is classified in the positive class, otherwise in the negative one. The
threshold was tuned by manually experimenting with a separate tuning dataset. Both
SVR - REC - BIN

4.8

and ME - REC clearly outperform the baseline.

Conclusions and contribution of this chapter

In this chapter, we presented a novel approach to paraphrasing sentences that produces
candidate paraphrases by applying paraphrasing rules and then ranks (or classifies) the
candidates. We also proposed a new methodology to evaluate the ranking components
of generate-and-rank paraphrase generators, which evaluates them across different com-
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binations of weights for grammaticality, meaning preservation, and diversity. Moreover,
we created a paraphrasing dataset for evaluations of this kind. By using the dataset and
the proposed methodology, we showed that the performance of our method’s SVR ranker
improves when, apart from features derived from a language model and the scores of
the rules, features from a paraphrase recognizer are also included. We also showed
that our overall method compares well against a state of the art paraphrase generator,
when paraphrasing rules apply to the source sentences. Finally, we presented evidence
suggesting that our method might benefit from additional training data.

Chapter 5
Applications of Paraphrase Generation
5.1

Introduction

Paraphrase generation can, at least in principle, be useful in several natural language
processing tasks. In question answering, for example, paraphrase generators can be
used to paraphrase the user’s queries (Duboue and Chu-Carroll, 2006; Riezler and Liu,
2010); and in natural language generation (Reiter and Dale, 2000), they can be used to
avoid repeating the same expressions, when sentences are generated by using templates.
In this chapter, we investigate how a paraphrase generator could be used in question
answering, natural language generation, and also Web advertising.
In all three applications, we use a multi-pivot paraphrase generator (multiple translation engines and pivot languages, as in ZHAO - ENG, section 4.6) to generate candidate
paraphrases (C) of an input language expression (S), along with our own

SVR

ranker

(SVR - REC, section 4.5) to rank the candidates.1 We then retain the best candidate according to the scores returned by the ranker. Recall that the quality of a paraphrase is
measured in terms of grammaticality, meaning preservation, and diversity (section 4.3).

1 We

use a multi-pivot approach to generate candidate paraphrases in this chapter, because it always

produces candidate paraphrases, unlike paraphrasing rules, as discussed in section 4.6.
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The correct score y(~xi ) of each training or test instance ~xi , i.e., the score that the

SVR

should ideally return for each feature vector of an hS,Ci pair, is taken to be a linear combination of grammaticality (g(~xi )), meaning preservation (m(~xi )), and diversity (d(~xi )),
as in equation (4.16), repeated below as equation (5.1), where λ3 = 1 − λ1 − λ2 . Recall,
also, that g(~xi ) and m(~xi ) are provided ny human judges (in this chapter the author of
the thesis), whereas d(~xi ) is measured automatically (Levenshtein distance on tokens).

y(~xi ) = λ1 · g(~xi ) + λ2 · m(~xi ) + λ3 · d(~xi )

(5.1)

In the experiments of this chapter, we used two different λ settings:

EQ

λ1 = λ2 = λ3 =

1.

EQ :

2.

LOW- DIV :

1
3

λ1 = 0.45, λ2 = 0.45, λ3 = 0.1

equally weighs grammaticality, meaning preservation, and diversity. On the other

hand, LOW- DIV equally favors grammaticality and meaning preservation against diversity. Thus, we expect the paraphrases obtained by

LOW- DIV

to have higher grammati-

cality and meaning preservation, but lower diversity than the ones returned by

EQ .

As

input language expressions we use (i) factoid questions, (ii) patterns obtained from an
ontology texts are generated from, and (iii) advertisements retrieved from Google AdWords for car rental queries.2
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows: section 5.2 explores how
paraphrase generation can be used in question answering; section 5.3 explores how it
can be used in natural language generation; section 5.4 considers paraphrasing Google
advertisements; and section 5.5 concludes.

2 See

http://adwords.google.com.
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Figure 5.1: A typical QA system architecture.

5.2

Paraphrasing for question answering

A question answering (QA) system attempts to automatically answer a question provided in natural language by looking for the answer in a collection of documents (or the
Web). If the answer is a simple fact (e.g., asking for a date, person, location, etc.), the
question is called a factoid question.

5.2.1

Architecture of QA systems

A typical

QA

system (Voorhees, 2001; Pasca, 2003; Harabagiu and Moldovan, 2003;

Mollá and Vicedo, 2007) has three components: a) a question processing component,
b) a passage retrieval component, and c) an answer processing component (figure 5.1).
Question processing:

Question processing consists of two stages: query formulation

and question classification. In query formulation, the main goal is to create a list of
representative terms from the question. If we use the Web as the document collection,
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we can use an existing Web search engine, which typically also includes mechanisms
to select the most representative terms from the question (e.g., by removing stop-words,
stemming, using inverse document frequencies of terms etc.). Similar mechanisms to
select terms from questions are also provided by several information retrieval engines.3
Note that in the Web the answer may appear in many different forms; hence, there is a
high chance to find an answer phrased in a way very similar to the question (e.g., using
the same words instead of synonyms). By contrast, when we search the answer in a
small set of documents, the answer may appear in the document collection only once
and in a completely different form than the question. In both cases, but especially in the
latter, a paraphrase generator that produces alternative forms of the original question
may be useful. We treat the paraphrase generator as an additional stage of question processing, which produces paraphrases of the user’s questions. The original question and
its paraphrases are then all processed by query formulation (and question classification,
discussed below), either individually (multiple queries executed) or jointly (a simple
query, with the best terms of the original question and its paraphrases, is executed).
In question classification, the question is classified according to its expected answer
type. Knowing, for instance, that the answer type is a person, we can focus our search
only on persons instead of looking at all the noun phrases appearing in the documents.
Question classifiers may use hand-written rules, supervised machine learning, or both.
Passage retrieval: The terms of query formulation are then used by a Web search
engine or an information retrieval system to obtain a set of relevant documents, i.e.,
documents that may contain the answer. A passage (or sentence) retrieval step is typically also performed, during which passages (or sentences) that are likely to contain
the answer are extracted from the relevant documents. The answer type of the previous
stage can be used to filter out passages (or sentences) that do not contain the appropriate

3 See,

for example, http://lucene.apache.org.
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candidate answers; for example, if the question requires a date as the answer, we can
discard passages (or sentences) that do not contain dates. We may also prefer passages
(or sentences) that contain many of the terms of the question (or its paraphrases). Typically, the candidate passages (or sentences) are ranked either by hand-crafted rules or
by using supervised machine learning.
Answer processing: The final component of a

QA

system extracts a specific answer

from the best passage(s) or sentence(s). A common technique to achieve this is to
use the answer type of the question processing stage along with regular expression
patterns per question type that extract answers. Again, the patterns can be hand-written
or learned automatically (Ravichandran and Hovy, 2002). In practice, since users are
often not satisfied with just an answer to the question, an entire passage with the answer
highlighted may be returned.

5.2.2

Paraphrasing questions

Since we did not have access to a full
uation of paraphrase generation for

QA

QA .

system, we performed only an in vitro eval-

The goal of this evaluation was to assess the

quality of the paraphrases we produce from questions in a benchmark

QA

dataset. As

already noted, we used a multi-pivot approach to generate candidate paraphrases and
kept the best candidate according to the score returned by our SVR ranker. We used 50
randomly selected factoid questions of the 2007

TREC QA

plots the results for the two different settings (EQ,

LOW- DIV ).

icality and meaning preservation were higher for the
was lower. The overall score of

LOW- DIV

goal when we paraphrase a question in

QA

track as input.4 Figure 5.2

LOW- DIV

As expected, grammatsetting, while diversity

was higher. Note, however, that the main
is to obtain more terms during query for-

mulation, i.e., obtaining higher diversity is more important, and we may be willing to
4 See

http://trec.nist.gov/data/qa/t2007_qadata.html.
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Figure 5.2: Paraphrase generation results for QA.
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accept lower grammaticality and meaning preservation to improve diversity.5 Hence,
EQ

is better than

LOW- DIV

for

QA ,

and figure 5.2 shows that we can improve diver-

sity by assigning lower weights to grammaticality and meaning preservation.

ANOVA

tests with post-hoc Tukey tests show that the differences in diversity between

EQ

LOW- DIV

and

of figure 5.2 are statistically significant (p < 0.1), whereas the differences in

grammaticality and meaning preservation are not.
To show some examples, (5.4) and (5.7) (obtained by

LOW- DIV )

are perfect para-

phrases of (5.2) and (5.5) respectively. However, the do not provide any new stemmed
terms to be used when searching for the answer. On the contrary, (5.3) and (5.6) provide
additional terms (shown in bold), despite being less grammatical than (5.4) and (5.7).
(5.2) Source: What company manufactured the B-17 bomber?
(5.3) Generated by EQ: Which enterprise the B-17-Bomber manufactured?
(5.4) Generated by LOW- DIV: What company manufactures the B-17 bomber?
(5.5) Source: Where does Australia rank in exports of wine?
(5.6) Generated by EQ: Where is classified in Australia in wine exports?
(5.7) Generated by LOW- DIV: Where does Australia rank in the export of wine?

5.3

Paraphrasing for natural language generation

A natural language generation (NLG) system (Reiter and Dale, 2000) generates natural
language from symbolic knowledge representations, often from a formal ontology.

5.3.1

Architecture of NLG systems

A typical

NLG

system produces texts using a pipeline architecture in three sequential

stages: a) document planning, b) micro-planning, and c) surface realization.
5 It

would also be interesting to explore assigning even lower weight to grammaticality than meaning

preservation in QA, but we leave this for future work.
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system selects the logical

facts which will be conveyed to the user. When generating texts that describe particular
entities (e.g., a museum exhibit or product on sale), the selected facts can be either
directly or indirectly relevant to the described entity and they are ordered by consulting
a partial order of types of facts. User models may also be consulted, for example to
remove facts that the user presumably already knows, or to prefer facts that the user is
likely to find interesting.
Micro-planning: During this stage, each fact to be expressed is converted to a sentence or abstract sentence specification. The sentences are then aggregated into longer
ones, and appropriate referring expressions (e.g., pronouns) are generated. In many
systems the conversion from facts to sentences (or sentence specifications) is based on
templates that are associated with types of facts. For example, to express a fact of the
form possibleUseOf (X,Y ), we may use a template like “X was possibly used as Y ”.
When generating texts describing entities of an ontology, a template of this kind has to
be provided for each property of the ontology (Androutsopoulos et al., 2007). Providing
multiple templates for the same property allows the system to avoid repeating the same
expressions. However, authoring multiple templates per property is time consuming
and, hence, in practice often only one template per property is provided. We wanted to
investigate if a paraphrase generator could be used to automatically produce additional
templates given a single manually crafted template per property.
Surface realization:

In surface realization, the system produces the final form of the

text, for example by concatenating gender or number agreement or other details that are
sometimes left unspecified until this stage. In addition, syntactic or semantic markup
can be added, for example markup for speech synthesizers etc. We do not consider
surface realization here, since we are only concerned with sentence templates.
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Figure 5.3: Paraphrase generation results for NLG.

5.3.2

Paraphrasing sentence templates

We used the 43 sentence templates of the Agora of Athens ontology used in project
INDIGO
DIV ).

as input.6 Figure 5.3 plots the results for the two different settings (EQ,

Grammaticality and diversity were both higher than in the

QA

LOW-

experiments (cf.

figure 5.2). This may be due to the fact that the inputs are now statements, instead of
questions, and hence they are closer to the texts the translation engines of the multipivot approach are trained on; hence, more and better quality translations are generated,
giving rise to more diverse and more grammatical candidate paraphrases. We plan to
explore this further in future work. Meaning preservation is approximately at the same
level as in QA, which we attribute to the fact that the features of the SVR do not capture
6 See

http://www.ics.forth.gr/indigo/index.html.
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meaning preservation as well as we would hope, as noted in section 4.5.
As in the

QA

experiments, lowering the weight of diversity (LOW- DIV) increases

the score of meaning preservation (compared to EQ), which is what one would expect,
given that the paraphrases become lexically more similar to the input. Surprisingly,
however, grammaticality is slightly higher in
EQ

and

in the

LOW- DIV

NLG

are smaller than in the

QA

EQ ,

and overall the differences between

experiments, i.e., paraphrase generation

experiments seems to be less sensitive to the weights of grammaticality,

meaning preservation, and diversity, compared to the
show that the differences between

EQ

and

LOW- DIV

QA

experiments.

ANOVA

tests

of figure 5.3 are not statistically

significant (p < 0.1), which is a further indication that paraphrase generation in the
NLG

experiments was less sensitive to the λi weights than we would have expected, and

may also explain the unexpected grammaticality results. We hope to investigate this
further in future work. Furthermore, the results indicate that fully automatic generation
of sentence template paraphrases is not feasible (the overall score is approximately 70%
on average), but the generated paraphrases could perhaps be shown to the template
author for post-editing and final selection, which may be less tedious than manually
authoring multiple sentence plans.
Below are a few examples of generated template paraphrases, along with example
instantiations of the templates
(5.8) Source: X’s construction was ordered by Y .
(5.9) e.g., The Middle Stoa’s construction was ordered by Pharnaces I.
(5.10) Generated by EQ: Construction of the X was commanded by Y .
(5.11) e.g., Construction of the Middle Stoa was commanded by Pharnaces I.
(5.12) Source: X is also known as Y .
(5.13) e.g., The Temple of Hephaestus is is also known as the Theseion.
(5.14) Generated by EQ: X is also called the Y .
(5.15) e.g., The Temple of Hephaestus is also called the Theseion.
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(5.16) Source: X was built during Y .
(5.17) e.g., The Basilica was built during the Roman period.
(5.18) Generated by LOW- DIV: X was constructed in Y .
(5.19) e.g., The Basilica was constructed in the Roman period.
(5.20) Source: X was possibly used as Y .
(5.21) e.g., The Triangular Shrine was possibly used as a place to venerate the dead of the
nearby cemetery.
(5.22) Generated by LOW- DIV: X was maybe used as Y .
(5.23) e.g., The Triangular Shrine was maybe used as a place to venerate the dead of the nearby
cemetery.

5.4

Paraphrasing advertisements

Google AdWords is an on-line advertising mechanism provided by Google. When a
user submits a query to Google’s search engine, a small list of advertisements relevant to
the search appears on the right on the results page. Each advertisement is accompanied
by a brief description (a short text). Figure 5.4 shows an example of Google advertisements, when searching for car rentals. Apparently, the advertisements to show are automatically chosen by considering, possibly among other factors, how similar the search
query is to the brief descriptions (the short texts) of the advertisements. The companies
that advertise their products are encouraged to provide multiple alternative descriptions
(short texts) of their products, to make it easier to match user queries against them. The
descriptions, however, are hand-written, and writing many alternative descriptions is tedious. A paraphrase generation system that would automatically generate paraphrases
of initial manually written descriptions might, thus, be particularly useful.
We used 41 advertisement descriptions (short texts) obtained by using three queries
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Figure 5.5: Paraphrase generation results for Google ads.
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(“car rental”, “car rental Portugal”, and “car hire”) as inputs.7 Figure 5.5 plots the
results for the two different settings (EQ,

LOW- DIV ).

As expected, the grammaticality

and meaning preservation were higher for the LOW- DIV setting, while the diversity was
lower.

ANOVA

tests show that the differences between

EQ

and

LOW- DIV

of figure 5.5,

however, are not statistically significant (p < 0.1), as in the NLG experiments.
Overall, meaning preservation was approximately at the same level as in the

QA

and NLG experiments. Grammaticality and diversity were lower than in NLG and closer
to the levels of the

QA

experiments, which we attribute to the fact that the inputs are

again less similar to the statement sentences that the translation engines are trained
on; hence, there are fewer and less grammatical candidate paraphrases. As in the

NLG

experiments, fully automatic generation of advertisement descriptions does not seem
feasible, but again it may be possible to show the generated paraphrases to humans
(advertisers) for post-editing and final selection.
Below we show some examples of advertisement descriptions generated by both
settings.
(5.24) Source: Cheapest Car Hire in Portugal. Book online in 3 simple steps!
(5.25) Generated by EQ: Economy car rental in Portugal. Book online in 3 easy steps!
(5.26) Source: Search the best rates from the top car hire suppliers. Why pay more?
(5.27) Generated by EQ: Advanced car rental search from the best supplier rates. Why pay
more?
(5.28) Source: Car Hire in Portugal with Europcar! Save up to 25% when you Book Online.
(5.29) Generated by LOW- DIV: Portugal car rental with Europcar! Save up to 25% when you
Book Online.
(5.30) Source: Cheap Car Rental in Greece. Compare rates and book online!
(5.31) Generated by LOW- DIV: Cheap Car Rental in Greece. Compare prices and book online!
7 We

thank Matina Thomaidou for providing the descriptions.
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Conclusions and contribution of this chapter

In this chapter, we presented three in vitro studies of possible applications of paraphrase generation. We used a multi-pivot approach to generate candidate paraphrases
and our

SVR

ranker, described in chapter 4, to select the best of them. We also used

two different settings, one weighing equally the grammaticality, meaning preservation,
and diversity of the candidates (EQ), and another equally favoring grammaticality and
meaning preservation against diversity (LOW- DIV).
More specifically, we first discussed how paraphrase generation can be used to paraphrase the questions in a QA system. We also showed experimentally that it is possible
to opt for higher diversity of the question paraphrases (leading to more terms) at the
expense of grammaticality and meaning preservation. In the second study, we used
our generator to paraphrase the sentence templates of an

NLG

system. In this case,

grammaticality and diversity were overall higher than in QA, possibly because the input
templates were closer to the texts the multiple translation engines were trained on, leading to more, and more grammatical candidate paraphrases. Meaning preservation was
at approximately the same level as in

QA ,

and overall modifying the weights of gram-

maticality, meaning preservation, and diversity had less noticeable effects, compared to
QA .

The experimental results also indicated that a human is still necessary, to post-edit

and filter the new sentence plans. Similar observations were made in the third study,
where we paraphrased the short texts of Google’s advertisements. Again, a human is
needed to post-edit and filter the resulting paraphrases. Grammaticality and diversity
were overall closer to the levels of QA, lower than in the

NLG

experiment, presumably

because the advertisements, like questions, are less similar to the texts the translation
engines are trained on.
We intend to integrate paraphrase generation in existing systems (e.g.,
NLG

IR , QA ,

or

systems) in the future, to perform in vivo evaluations. We also plan to use para-

phrase generation in sentence compression. Finally we note that the

QA

study of this
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chapter is among the very few attempts we are aware of to paraphrase the questions of
a QA system using a general purpose paraphrase generator. Similar comments apply to
the NLG study and, especially, the application of the paraphrase generator to advertisements, which we believe has not been attempted before.

Chapter 6
Conclusions
6.1

Summary and contribution of this thesis

The research area of this thesis was paraphrasing and textual entailment. After conducting an extensive survey of the already vast literature of the area, we focused on
paraphrase and textual entailment recognition, as well as on paraphrase generation.

6.1.1

Extensive survey and classification of previous methods

Although the field of paraphrasing and textual entailment has only recently become
a popular research topic, there is already a vast literature on the subject. There have
been six workshops on paraphrasing and/or textual entailment (Sato and Nakagawa,
2001; Inui and Hermjakob, 2003; Dolan and Dagan, 2005; Drass and Yamamoto, 2005;
Sekine et al., 2007; Callison-Burch et al., 2009). The Recognizing Textual Entailment
(RTE) challenges (Dagan et al., 2006; Bar-Haim et al., 2006; Giampiccolo et al., 2007;
Giampiccolo et al., 2008), currently in their sixth year, provide additional significant
thrust. A special issue on textual entailment was also recently published (Dagan et al.,
2009), and there are hundreds of directly relevant papers in conference proceedings.
Apart from distilling the key ideas of the existing literature, the survey of this thesis has
125
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contributed a classification of relevant work along different dimensions. For example,
previous methods were classified in this thesis not only considering whether they pertain
to paraphrasing or textual entailment, but also by considering whether they perform,
recognition, generation, or extraction, a distinction which was not clear in previous
published work.
The main input to a paraphrase or textual entailment recognizer is a pair of language
expressions (or templates), possibly in particular contexts. The output is a judgement,
possibly probabilistic, indicating whether or not the members of the input pair are paraphrases or a correct textual entailment pair; the judgements must agree as much as
possible with those of humans. On the other hand, the main input to a paraphrase or
textual entailment generator is a single language expression (or template) at a time,
possibly in a particular context. The output is a set of paraphrases of the input, or a set
of language expressions that entail or are entailed by the input; the output set must be
as large as possible, but including as few errors as possible. In contrast, no particular
language expressions or templates are provided to a paraphrase or textual entailment
extractor. The main input in this case is a corpus, for example a monolingual corpus of
parallel or comparable texts, such as different English translations of the same French
novel, or clusters of multiple monolingual news articles, with the articles in each cluster
reporting the same event. The system outputs pairs of paraphrases (possibly templates),
or pairs of language expressions (or templates) that constitute correct textual entailment
pairs, based on the evidence of the corpus; the goal is again to produce as many output
pairs as possible, with as few errors as possible.

6.1.2

Paraphrase and textual entailment recognition

We presented three new paraphrase and textual entailment recognition methods (INIT,
INIT + WN , INIT + WN + DEP ), which we have experimentally evaluated on existing bench-

mark datasets (the MSR paraphrasing corpus and the RTE datasets).
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is that by capturing similarities at various abstractions of

the inputs (e.g., at the surface, syntactic, and semantic level) and by using state of the
art supervised machine learning algorithms, we can recognize paraphrases and textual
entailment reasonably well. Additionally,
that improve its performance.

INIT + WN

capture synonymy relations, while

INIT

uses novel partial similarity features

also exploits WordNet (Fellbaum, 1998) to

INIT + WN + DEP

adds features that operate on the

syntactic level of the language expressions. Overall,
accuracy results reported so far on the widely used
its simplicity,

INIT

INIT + WN + DEP

MSR

achieved the best

paraphrasing corpus. Despite

was also very competitive; hence, it can be used in languages for

which reliable large-scale thesauri and parsers are difficult to obtain, Greek being an
example.
On the textual entailment datasets (from

RTE ),

our methods achieved worse results

compared to the results on the MSR corpus and compared to other previous textual entailment methods. Nevertheless, our methods perform reasonably well against several
other more complicated RTE methods and, therefore, they can be considered as competitive baselines for future work.

6.1.3

Paraphrase generation

We have also presented a novel approach to paraphrasing sentences that produces candidate paraphrases by applying existing paraphrasing rules (extracted from parallel corpora using a pivot-language approach) and then ranks (or classifies) the candidates using an

SVR .

Furthermore, we proposed a new methodology to evaluate the ranking

components of generate-and-rank paraphrase generators, which evaluates them across
different combinations of weights for grammaticality, meaning preservation, and diversity. A new dataset for evaluations of this kind was also constructed during the work of
this thesis, and is publicly available.
By using the dataset and the proposed evaluation methodology, we have shown that
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SVR

ranker improves when, apart from features de-

rived from a language model and the existing scores of the paraphrasing rules, features
from our paraphrase recognizer are also included. We have also shown that our overall
method compares well against a state of the art paraphrase generator, when paraphrasing rules apply to the source sentences, and we presented evidence suggesting that our
method might benefit further from additional training data.

6.1.4

Applications of paraphrase generation

Finally, we explored how paraphrase generation can be used by other systems. More
specifically, we used our paraphrase generator to paraphrase: (i) questions to a question answering system, (ii) sentence templates used by a natural language generation
system, and (iii) Web advertisements. The application experiments were small-scale
and in vitro, as opposed to in vivo experiments that would evaluate the actual effect
of paraphrase generation on question answering, natural language generation, or Web
advertising, for example by measuring user satisfaction or (in advertising) generated
income. Hence, these experiments should be seen as a small preliminary step towards
further future work. Nevertheless, the existing experiments showed promising results.
Furthermore, they constitute one of the very few attempts we are aware of to use a
general purpose paraphrase generator in question answering and in natural language
generation; and we believe that the application of the generator to Web advertisements
has not been attempted before.

6.2

Future work

We have already pointed out possible directions for future work throughout this thesis.
In section 4.6, for example, we noted that an obvious advantage of generating candidate
paraphrases by using multiple translation engines and multiple pivot languages (as in
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compared to generating candidates by applying paraphrasing rules (as in

our generator of chapter 4) is that the former approach always produces large numbers
of paraphrases, as opposed to the latter which only manages to produce paraphrases
when at least one paraphrasing rule applies to the source language expression. It would
be interesting to investigate in future work if the coverage of our paraphrase generator (when it uses paraphrasing rules, as in chapter 4), i.e., the number of sentences it
can paraphrase, can be increased by adding more paraphrasing rules, possibly by combining different existing collections of paraphrasing rules. It would also be interesting
to study further how the multi-pivot approach (multiple translation engines and pivot
languages) to candidate generation can be combined with our

SVR

ranker, which se-

lects the best candidates. We used a combination of this kind in the in vitro studies of
paraphrase generation of chapter 5, but it would be worth evaluating this combination
against the original methods (ZHAO - ENG and our generator of chapter 4) in larger scale
experiments. Furthermore, we intend to integrate paraphrase generation in existing systems (e.g.,

IR , QA ,

or

NLG

systems) in the future, to perform in vivo evaluations, and

investigate further the sensitivity of paraphrase generation to the weights of grammaticality, meaning preservation, and diversity for different applications. We also plan to
use paraphrase generation in sentence compression.

Appendix A
Recognition results on all datasets
In this appendix, we list the results of our recognition methods on all the datasets we
have experimented with. Accuracy, precision, and recall are accompanied by 95% confidence intervals. We have already discussed the results based on the error rate learning
curves. Another observation is that in all datasets INIT has better recall than precision,
which implies it tends to over-classify pairs as paraphrases or textual entailments, possibly because the sentences of each pair have at least some common words and refer to
the same event. This tendency is more intense in INIT + WN. This is somewhat expected,
since the similarity is increased for both positive and negative pairs that contain synonyms. Concerning the feature selection results, tables A.4, A.5, A.6 and A.7 show that
starting from a set containing all the available features (BHC, BBS) is, in general, a better
strategy compared to starting from an empty feature set (FHC, FBS respectively). Also,
in most cases beam search (FBS, BBS) leads to better results compared to hill climbing
with the same direction (FHC,

BHC ),

which is not surprising since beam search is less

likely to get trapped in local maxima compared to hill climbing. A notable observation is that in most cases feature selection leads to similar or better results with fewer
features, which is an indication of redundancy in the complete feature set.
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accuracy (%)

accuracy (%)

precision (%)

recall (%)

F-measure (%)

(3 classes)

(2 classes)

(2 classes)

(2 classes)

(2 classes)

MSR

–

74.84 (± 2.05)

78.36 (± 2.28)

85.88 (± 2.02)

81.95

RTE -1

–

51.88 (± 3.46)

51.85 (± 4.87)

52.50 (± 4.89)

52.17

RTE -2

–

58.25 (± 3.42)

57.14 (± 4.51)

66.00 (± 4.64)

61.25

RTE -3

60.63 (± 3.39)

64.00 (± 3.33)

62.87 (± 4.35)

72.68 (± 4.31)

67.42

RTE -4

54.10 (± 3.09)

58.10 (± 3.06)

56.97 (± 4.03)

66.20 (± 4.15)

61.24

RTE -5

59.50 (± 3.93)

63.83 (± 3.84)

63.52 (± 5.38)

65.00 (± 5.40)

64.25

dataset

Table A.1:

INIT

results per corpus. 133 features are used.

accuracy (%)

accuracy (%)

precision (%)

recall (%)

F-measure (%)

(3 classes)

(2 classes)

(2 classes)

(2 classes)

(2 classes)

MSR

–

75.77 (± 2.02)

79.32 (± 2.25)

85.96 (± 2.01)

82.51

RTE -1

–

52.63 (± 3.46)

52.48 (± 4.76)

55.50 (± 4.87)

53.95

RTE -2

–

58.88 (± 3.41)

57.54 (± 4.46)

67.75 (± 4.58)

62.23

RTE -3

60.75 (± 3.38)

64.63 (± 3.31)

63.26 (± 4.32)

73.90 (± 4.25)

68.17

RTE -4

54.90 (± 3.08)

59.00 (± 3.05)

57.73 (± 4.01)

67.20 (± 4.12)

62.11

RTE -5

57.83 (± 3.95)

58.83 (± 3.94)

58.80 (± 5.56)

59.00 (± 5.57)

58.90

dataset

Table A.2:

INIT + WN

results per corpus. 133 features are used.

accuracy (%)

accuracy (%)

precision (%)

recall (%)

F-measure (%)

(3 classes)

(2 classes)

(2 classes)

(2 classes)

(2 classes)

MSR

–

76.17 (± 2.01)

79.25 (± 2.24)

86.92 (± 1.95)

82.91

RTE -1

–

52.88 (± 3.46)

52.77 (± 4.80)

54.75 (± 4.88)

53.74

RTE -2

–

57.88 (± 3.42)

56.55 (± 4.43)

68.00 (± 4.57)

61.75

RTE -3

61.25 (± 3.38)

64.38 (± 3.32)

63.27 (± 4.35)

72.68 (± 4.31)

67.65

RTE -4

56.00 (± 3.08)

59.60 (± 3.04)

58.16 (± 3.99)

68.40 (± 4.08)

62.87

RTE -5

56.67 (± 3.97)

60.00 (± 3.92)

59.93 (± 5.53)

60.33 (± 5.54)

60.13

dataset

Table A.3:

INIT + WN + DEP

results per corpus. 136 features are used.
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features

features

accuracy (%)

accuracy (%)

precision (%)

recall (%)

F-measure (%)

(3 classes)

(2 classes)

(3 classes)

(2 classes)

(2 classes)

(2 classes)

(2 classes)

MSR

–

5

–

72.75 (± 2.10)

74.94 (± 2.31)

88.67 (± 1.50)

81.23

RTE -1

–

3

–

51.88 (± 3.46)

52.03 (± 4.83)

48.00 (± 3.45)

49.93

RTE -2

–

3

–

57.50 (± 3.42)

57.28 (± 4.45)

59.00 (± 3.24)

58.13

RTE -3

17

6

64.00 (± 3.33)

63.13 (± 3.34)

62.53 (± 4.43)

70.00 (± 3.18)

66.05

RTE -4

8

19

53.80 (± 3.09)

57.90 (± 3.06)

56.66 (± 3.99)

67.20 (± 2.91)

61.48

RTE -5

1

14

51.00 (± 4.00)

59.00 (± 3.94)

59.00 (± 5.57)

59.00 (± 3.94)

59.00

corpus

Table A.4:

FHC

results per corpus.

features

features

accuracy (%)

accuracy (%)

precision (%)

recall (%)

F-measure (%)

(3 classes)

(2 classes)

(3 classes)

(2 classes)

(2 classes)

(2 classes)

(2 classes)

MSR

–

13

–

74.55 (± 2.06)

77.48 (± 2.28)

87.01 (± 1.59)

81.97

RTE -1

–

4

–

52.38 (± 3.46)

52.59 (± 4.84)

48.25 (± 3.45)

50.33

RTE -2

–

10

–

59.50 (± 3.41)

58.37 (± 4.44)

66.25 (± 3.23)

62.06

RTE -3

10

11

63.63 (± 3.33)

62.38 (± 3.36)

62.95 (± 4.61)

64.63 (± 3.31)

63.78

RTE -4

21

11

55.20 (± 3.08)

57.60 (± 3.06)

56.51 (± 4.02)

66.00 (± 2.94)

60.89

RTE -5

14

7

56.50 (± 3.97)

60.00 (± 3.92)

59.74 (± 5.48)

61.33 (± 3.90)

60.53

corpus

Table A.5:

FBS

results per corpus.

features

features

accuracy (%)

accuracy (%)

precision (%)

recall (%)

F-measure (%)

(3 classes)

(2 classes)

(3 classes)

(2 classes)

(2 classes)

(2 classes)

(2 classes)

MSR

–

135

–

76.00 (± 2.02)

79.20 (± 2.25)

86.66 (± 1.60)

82.76

RTE -1

–

124

–

53.00 (± 3.46)

52.93 (± 5.10)

54.25 (± 3.46)

53.58

RTE -2

–

135

–

58.13 (± 3.43)

56.81 (± 4.78)

67.75 (± 3.41)

61.80

RTE -3

131

134

61.13 (± 3.38)

64.38 (± 3.32)

63.38 (± 4.37)

72.20 (± 3.10)

67.50

RTE -4

133

122

55.20 (± 3.08)

58.60 (± 3.05)

57.19 (± 3.97)

68.40 (± 2.88)

62.30

RTE -5

127

120

59.33 (± 3.93)

64.00 (± 3.84)

63.55 (± 5.36)

65.67 (± 3.80)

64.59

corpus

Table A.6:

BHC

results per corpus.
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features

features

accuracy (%)

accuracy (%)

precision (%)

recall (%)

F-measure (%)

(3 classes)

(2 classes)

(3 classes)

(2 classes)

(2 classes)

(2 classes)

(2 classes)

MSR

–

133

–

76.00 (± 2.02)

79.11 (± 2.25)

86.84 (± 1.60)

82.79

RTE -1

–

108

–

53.13 (± 3.46)

53.06 (± 5.11)

54.25 (± 3.46)

53.65

RTE -2

–

118

–

58.75 (± 3.40)

57.35 (± 4.53)

68.25 (± 3.28)

62.33

RTE -3

125

119

61.25 (± 3.38)

65.00 (± 3.31)

63.83 (± 4.34)

73.17 (± 3.07)

68.18

RTE -4

119

131

55.60 (± 3.08)

59.70 (± 3.04)

58.26 (± 3.99)

68.40 (± 2.88)

62.93

RTE -5

113

115

59.33 (± 3.93)

62.83 (± 3.87)

62.46 (± 5.40)

64.33 (± 3.83)

63.38

corpus

Table A.7:

BBS

results per corpus.

accuracy (%)

precision (%)

recall (%)

F-measure (%)

(2 classes)

(2 classes)

(2 classes)

(2 classes)

BASE 1

66.49 (± 2.23)

66.49 (± 2.23)

100.00 (± 0.00)

79.87

BASE 2

74.32 (± 2.06)

76.39 (± 2.28)

88.84 (± 1.49)

82.14

INIT

74.84 (± 2.05)

78.36 (± 2.28)

85.88 (± 2.02)

81.95

INIT + WN

75.77 (± 2.02)

79.32 (± 2.25)

85.96 (± 2.01)

82.51

INIT + WN + DEP

76.17 (± 2.01)

79.25 (± 2.24)

86.92 (± 1.95)

82.91

method

Table A.8: Results on MSR corpus.

accuracy (%)

precision (%)

recall (%)

F-measure (%)

(2 classes)

(2 classes)

(2 classes)

(2 classes)

BASE 1

50.00 (± 3.46)

50.00 (± 3.46)

100.00 (± 0.00)

66.67

BASE 2

55.75 (± 3.44)

54.32 (± 4.23)

72.25 (± 3.10)

62.02

INIT

51.88 (± 3.46)

51.85 (± 4.87)

52.50 (± 4.89)

52.17

INIT + WN

52.63 (± 3.46)

52.48 (± 4.76)

55.50 (± 4.87)

53.95

INIT + WN + DEP

52.88 (± 3.46)

52.77 (± 4.80)

54.75 (± 4.88)

53.74

method

Table A.9: Results on RTE-1 dataset.
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accuracy (%)

precision (%)

recall (%)

F-measure (%)

(2 classes)

(2 classes)

(2 classes)

(2 classes)

BASE 1

50.00 (± 3.46)

50.00 (± 3.46)

100.00 (± 0.00)

66.67

BASE 2

58.75 (± 3.41)

59.56 (± 5.03)

54.50 (± 3.45)

56.92

INIT

58.25 (± 3.42)

57.14 (± 4.51)

66.00 (± 4.64)

61.25

INIT + WN

58.88 (± 3.41)

57.54 (± 4.46)

67.75 (± 4.58)

62.23

INIT + WN + DEP

57.88 (± 3.42)

56.55 (± 4.43)

68.00 (± 4.57)

61.75

method

Table A.10: Results on RTE-2 dataset.

accuracy (%)

accuracy (%)

precision (%)

recall (%)

F-measure (%)

(3 classes)

(2 classes)

(2 classes)

(2 classes)

(2 classes)

BASE 1

50.00 (± 3.46)

51.25 (± 3.46)

51.25 (± 3.46)

100.00 (± 0.00)

67.77

BASE 2

61.63 (± 3.37)

62.75 (± 3.35)

61.72 (± 4.36)

71.95 (± 3.11)

66.44

INIT

60.63 (± 3.39)

64.00 (± 3.33)

62.87 (± 4.35)

72.68 (± 4.31)

67.42

INIT + WN

60.75 (± 3.38)

64.63 (± 3.31)

63.26 (± 4.32)

73.90 (± 4.25)

68.17

INIT + WN + DEP

61.25 (± 3.38)

64.38 (± 3.32)

63.27 (± 4.35)

72.68 (± 4.31)

67.65

method

Table A.11: Results on RTE-3 dataset.

accuracy (%)

accuracy (%)

precision (%)

recall (%)

F-measure (%)

(3 classes)

(2 classes)

(2 classes)

(2 classes)

(2 classes)

BASE 1

50.00 (± 3.10)

50.00 (± 3.10)

50.00 (± 3.10)

100.00 (± 0.00)

66.67

BASE 2

55.40 (± 3.08)

57.30 (± 3.07)

56.70 (± 4.16)

61.80 (± 4.01)

59.14

INIT

54.10 (± 3.09)

58.10 (± 3.06)

56.97 (± 4.03)

66.20 (± 4.15)

61.24

INIT + WN

54.90 (± 3.08)

59.00 (± 3.05)

57.73 (± 4.01)

67.20 (± 4.12)

62.11

INIT + WN + DEP

56.00 (± 3.08)

59.60 (± 3.04)

58.16 (± 3.99)

68.40 (± 4.08)

62.87

method

Table A.12: Results on RTE-4 dataset.
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accuracy (%)

accuracy (%)

precision (%)

recall (%)

F-measure (%)

(3 classes)

(2 classes)

(2 classes)

(2 classes)

(2 classes)

BASE 1

50.00 (± 4.00)

50.00 (± 4.00)

50.00 (± 4.00)

100.00 (± 0.00)

66.67

BASE 2

58.83 (± 3.94)

62.33 (± 3.88)

61.42 (± 5.30)

66.33 (± 3.78)

63.78

INIT

59.50 (± 3.93)

63.83 (± 3.84)

63.52 (± 5.38)

65.00 (± 5.40)

64.25

INIT + WN

57.83 (± 3.95)

58.83 (± 3.94)

58.80 (± 5.56)

59.00 (± 5.57)

58.90

INIT + WN + DEP

56.67 (± 3.97)

60.00 (± 3.92)

59.93 (± 5.53)

60.33 (± 5.54)

60.13

method

Table A.13: Results on RTE-5 dataset.
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